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'A time to build' -Architect
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Through the mirror of life stories

Human rights visionary Hersch Lauterpacht
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The least of the sentient beings and the question of reduction,
refinement, and replacement
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m honored to have been chosen to serve the
Law School as its 16th dean. I look forward
to worhng with our students, faculty, and
alumni around the world to help guide this
remarkable educational institution to even
greater distinction. I recognize ho\v fortunate
I am to lead a school with a student body
composed of incredibly-bright and interesting
individuals who have many open doors and
choose to attend Michigan Law School, a
faculty consisting of committed teachers and
world-class scholars, and a body of alumni
who throughout the years have been generous
in their support of the dean and the School
through wise counsel, volunteered time, and
extensive financial support.
My deanshp began with a noteworthy
event. O n my- first full day as Dean-designate,
the Supreme Court issued its decision
in Grutter I: Bollinjer and upheld the Law
School's admissions policy. After six years of
uncertainty as the case ~rogressedthrough
the courts, this conclusion naturally evokes
a complex array of feelings. They includc
satisjaction that the Court agreed with our
longstanding view that our cautious use of
race as one part of a holistic and individualized
assessment of each applicant's promise is fully
consistent with the guiding legal principles laid
down 25 years ago in Bakke; regret that long
after Bakke societal conditions remain such
that some attention to race is still necessary
to ensure that aspiring students from all walks
of life have access to an outstanding education
and the opportunities it provides; appreciation
for the way in whlch members of our local
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and national communities voiced their
divergent opinions on these difficult
issues in a respectful and tolerant manner,
building bridges and maintaining institutional loyalty despite heartfelt differ-

tional institution serving both the State's
citizenry and the country as a whole. And

budget but by its goals and accomplish-

the Lami School clearly repays the State's
confidence.

tions, is service t o the public. As a faculty

We attract the best and brightest

ments. O n e of our goals, indeed expectawe should aspire tlvough both scholarship and varied professional activities

and offer them an unsurpassed legal

t o work toward solutions t o important
societal problems. As an adininistration we

improving our admissions process, and to

education. Our students serve our State
and Nation exceedingly well even during

work diligently t o address the underlying

their schooling by, for example, ably

support for students who seek public

problems so that consideration of race can
drop out of that process. And finally, of

representing real clients in our first-rank

service positions (such as judicial clerk-

clinical programs. O u r graduates become

ships or governlnent fellowslips), public

course, I feel religthat we can now close

leaders in courtrooms, boardroon~s,
judicial chambers, and gorernmental

interest positions serving underrepre-

ences in views; and resolve t o use what we
have learned during the litigation to keep

this chapter in our School's history and
turn our attention t o new goals of our
own choosing.
Two such important goals are to
continue to strengthen the faculty, and t o
espand our majestic array of early 20thcentury buildings t o serve the educational
needs of a 2lst-century student body.
Through these and other measures we can
amplify the strengths that make Micligan
the finest public law school in the nation.
We are enormously proud of tlis
stature. During oral argument before

cabinets both m l h the State and all

should provide opportunities and financial

sented people o r causes (of all ideological
stripes), and private positions addressing

across the land. The suggestion that only
private schools may maintain standards of

xveighty public policy issues. And most

excellence hlgh enough t o put graduates

mission that we encourage our students t o

in leadership roles serving vital interests
around t l ~ ecountry and world -wllile

fundamentall>: I view it as central t o our
develop and maintain a sense of public-

we public institutions should curb our

spiritedness, and t o incorporate a healthy
respect for public values into their profes-

ambitions and clip oul- wings -is

sional practices and daily lives long after

ill-

considered.

they leaw our magnificent halls.

Moreover, t l i s suggestion fails t o appreciate nrhat is, o r should be, a distinctive

stewardship the University of Michigan

I hope and fully expect that during my

mission of public institutions. The stcaddy

Law School will flourish in a myriad of

the Supreme Court, Justice Scalia (who,
I am pleased to share, just accepted my

declining state contribution t o the L a ~ v

ways as a uniquely outstanding and publicminded educational institution.

invitation t o spend a week here as a
DeRoy Fellow in the fall of 2004) casually

4 percent tlus upcoming year) means that
we cannot easily be defined as a "public"

suggested that we might choose t o

school based o n our funding sources. Like
our peer private l a ~ vschools, we rely

relinquish our status as an elite public law
school (or a "super duper" school, as he
put it). I believe, xvith all due respect, that
such a challenge t o our identity and aspi-

School's operating budget (at best, under

alillost entirely on student tuition and
private philanthropy. Rather, a great public
law school should be defuled not by its

rations is misguided. It is laudable for the
State t o choose t o build a superb educa-
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although sometimes not as
obviously. What are your thoughts
on the role of graduates in the life
of the Law School?
Dean Caminker: The success of our
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LQN: As the 16th dean of this
highly regarded Law School, you
inherit a legacy of excellence. And
as a constitutional scholar you
appreciate the need for analysis and
amendment. How d o these factors
work together?
Dean Caminker: We can never
be complacent; we must continually
challenge ourselves and explore new
opportunities for growth. The traditional
pillar of the School has ahrays been the
faculty, dating back t o the mid- 19th
century when the great public law scholar
Thomas Cooley was at the helm. For the
past half century, our faculty has been the
leadng force for interdisciplinary study of
the law and legal institutions. At the same
time, the School's exceptional clinical
programs and pioneering legal practice
programs immerse our students in the
real-world practice of law. I would like t o
continue building upon these and other
strenLgthsin both theoretical and practical
realms. I would also like to deepen our
commitment t o serving ~ u b l i cgoals and
values, reflecting our responsibility as a
great public institution.

LQN: Faculty, administrators,
staff, and students all are integral
parts of the daily life and success of
4
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qraduates obviously reflects the success
of the School, since our raison d'etrc is
producing a cadre of well-trained and
responsible lawyers, entrepreneurs, and
public servants to be leaders in courtrooms and boardrooms across the land.
But my hope is that matriculation at
Michigan is just the beginning of a lifelong
relationshp with the School. Some
qraduates return to teach courses or give
informative and inspiring lectures so as
to play a direct role in instructing future
qenerations of students. Others advise
the School from a distance, sharing their
direct knowledge of a changing profession
and thus changing educational objectives
(such as training in transnational law). But
I hope that all of our graduates - even
those, and yes there are some, that did not
absolutely love law school -- continue
to view themselves as part of a large
extended family. This ongoing relations h p provides our current students with an
extensive network for making social and
professional contacts, and makes it easy
to welcome many voices into our family
conversations.

LQN: In reference to your
previous answer, if we want
graduates t o retain a sense of
involvement in the life of the Law
School, d o you have some programs,
services, communication devices, o r
other means in mind that may help
t o accomplish this?

)

Evan H. Caminker
van H. Camink, the Law School's 16th dean, tooL office Augwt 1 after
approval of b appointment by the University of Michigan Board of Regents.
But he is no stranger to the Law School comunity, as scholar, law professor, practitioner, and, since 2001, associate dean for academic &airs.
A r e n m e d scholar and teacher, CCaminker also has extensive experience in
higher edicatirn administration and legal practice in both the private and public
sectors. He writes, teaches, and Litigates about issues of American constitutional
law. His scholarbhip and professional activities focus on matters concerning individual rights, federalism, and the nature of judida decision malung.
Cpminlrer's publications have appeared in a variety of prestigious journals,
among them the Michigan Law IPLvjew, k l e LaRJournal, Cofumbia Law Review, Stanjrd
Law Revigw, Ann& ofh~lim
Political and Social Science, and the Supreme G u r t
Review. His most recent scholarly research focuses on the nature of voting on multimember courts.
A winner of the ACLU Distingwhed Professor Award for Civil Liberties
Education, C d e r has .-tau ht.. in the
. fields of constitutional
law, civil procedure,
- -_
_
'
andfederalcourts.
. -c :. ,. --- -,
C d e r earned his B.A. in political economy and environmental studies,
summa cum laude, h m the University of California at Los Angeles, and his J.D. from
theYale Law School. In law school, he was a senior editor of the Yale LawJournal
and a Coker Fellow, arid won the Benjamin Scharps Prize for Excellence in Legal
Writing. As an undergraduate, he earned the Outstanding Senior Award, the Phi
Beta KappaTop Junior at UCLA Award, and two national championship school
debate awards.
Aker earning his law degree, Camidcer clerked for JusticeWilliam Brennan at
the U.S. Supreme Comt and for JudgeWilliam Norris of the Ninth Cirmit. He
also has been an active practitioner, first with the Center for Law in the Public
Interest in Los Angeles and then with Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering in Washmgton,
D. C. He took a leave h m Law School duties from May 2000 to January 2001 to
serve with the U.S. Department of Justice as deputy assistant attorney general in
the Office of Legal Counsel.
Given his prior experience as an appellate advocate, Caminker was a member of
the legal team that briefed the U.S. Supreme Court in the University of Michigan
md Law School's recent admissions cases. In addition, he has been involved in two
3ther Supreme Court cases since his arrival at Michigan, and was co-counsel in the
California case Common Cause ~ J o n e sa, lawsuit challenging the use of punch-card
~lectoralballots.
As associate dean fbr academic affairs, C d e r was the chief Law School
a M s t r a t o r in the field of academic endeavor. He worked with the research
faculty, and also assembled a rich roster of visiting and adjunct faculty. In addition,
he has worked extensively in development of plans for expansion of Law School
facilities (see story on page 10) and has been a frequent speaker for groups within
as well as outside 'the Law School.
Chinker replaces Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman,'8 1, who became president of
Cornell University.

E

Dean Caminker:Well, nothing beats
returning to Ann Arbor for a fall reunion
weekend, complete with tailgate party in
the Quad before a thrilling football game,
to remind alumni of their wonderful
experiences in Ann Arbor. But I'd like
to experiment with new ways of using
technology to connect our friends around
the country and the globe. For example,
I'd like to create someWeb site discussion
opportunities for alumni both to follow
the achievements of our students and
faculty and to share their thoughts on how
we can improve legal education.

LQN:The University of Michigan
Law School is one of a small number
of top-ranked, you might say elite,
public law schools.What in your
view is the secret to maintaining the
i handclasp of the "public" and the
"elite"aspects of this Law School?
And is there a similar balance that
needs to be maintained in the
practice, not just the teaching and
learning, of law?
Dean Caminker: I don't know that

1

there's any real secret here, as the excellence and public nature of the School
go nicely hand in hand. We expect the
lawyers we train to serve their clients or
causes with great distinction and excellence, and we simultaneously expect them
to take seriously the profession's historic
obligation to serve the public's interests as
well. As members of a great public school,
we on the faculty demand the same of
ourselves; we strive to promote public
continued on page 6
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values and serve public needs w h l e main-

individualistic and broad-ranging approach

taining demanding standards of excel-

to diversity ensures that "each applicant is

experiences. Indeed, whether they

lence, in the scholarsllip we produce, the

evaluated as an individual and not in a way

backgrounds, and having varying life

education we provide, and the local and

that makes an applicant's race or etlmicity

know it or not, many of our alums were
admitted on the basis of diversity factors

national community services we perform.

the defining feature of h s or her applica-

as well as grades and other "objective"

tion." The Court expressed the sentiment,

indicia of academic preparedness. My o\vn

as dtd we, that affirnzative action progranls

great-grandfad~er-in-la\\r,
a lzlernber of the
class of 190 1 , surely benefited from his

LQN:The six-year-long lawsuit
over admissions policies that went
to the U.S. Supreme Court had been
a fact of daily life here at the Law
School. Now, with the Supreme
Court having ruled that the Law
School's admissions policies are
legal, fair, and serve compelling
interests, what do you see as the
impact and legacy of the case?
Dean Caminker: Reasonable persons
can reasonably disagree with the principles animating the Law School's current
admissions policy. But when the Law
School carefully explained the importance
of considering race among many factors

in admissions today, and described its
individualistic and moderate policies, the
Supreme Court agreed that our program
is legal and appropriate. As Justice
O'Connor explained for the Court,
"attaining a &verse student body is at the
heart of the Law School's proper institutional mission," and "ensuring that public
institutions are open and available to all
se_pents of American society, including
people of all races and e h c i t i e s , reprent
sents a paramount g o ~ ~ e r n m eobjective."
The Court recogmzed that the Law
School's admissions policy considers race
in a limited way, and considers many other
aspects of dtversity as well for all applicants (including, for example, geography,
age, interesting work experience, socioeconomic status, life challenges faced,
special talents, and alumni relations). This
6
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are appropriate and necessary only in a
second-best world "in which race unfortunately still matters."While the Court

Mormon background and Utah residence.
But to be sure, appropriate understand-

acknowledged a continuing need today

ings of "diversity" can evolve over time.

for race-conscious admissions in order to

I've recently heard graduates from the

enroll academically excellent and racially

late '60s and early '70s proudly note that

diverse classes, we share the Court's

the Law School embraced a h g h number
ofVietnam veterans, whose presence

expectation that such measures will no
longer be necessary in the near future.

LQN:When its admissions
policies were challenged six years
ago, the Law School responded
with an articulate -and in the
end convincing - message that
explained the value of diversity to
higher education and beyond. Does
this message need to continue to be
promulgated. Or does it need to be
rephrased as times change?
Dean Caminker: It's important to
recall that the Latv School's commitment to diversity began a long time ago.

brought valuable -indeed, eye-opening
- diversity to the classroom. The Law
School's commitment to enrolling some
members of underrepresented minority
groups began in earnest around the same
time, and the precise contours of that
commitment have changed over time.
This is of course true with other nonracial
factors as well; the School's interest in
matriculating second-career and Ph. D.
students connects with the School's
emphasis on interdisciplinary approaches
to studying law and lcgal institutions.
Not surprisingly, during the six-year
litigation campaign we've learned a lot

The School graduated its first African

about both the values of diversity and

American student in IS70 (the second

the ways in which they can be secured

African American ever to receive an

through various approaches to admissions.

American university law degree) and its

We will continue to assess our admissions

first female student a year later (the first

policy with these lessons in mind, so as to

woman in the English-speaking world to

produce the best possible student classes

receive a university law degree). And from

through fair and pedagogically sound

the very beginning, the School always

means.

valued nonracial aspects of diversity in the
admissions process, striving to ensure that
the class contained meaningful numbers
of students from varying geographical

LQN:You have asked Professor
Steven Croley to be your associate
dean for academic affairs, a role you

have filled for two years. Have you
and he worked on projects together
before?
Dean Caminker: We've worked

Professor Steven F? Croley
named associate dean for
academic affairs

closely together in various capacities, most
recently on the Personnel Committee,
which is charged with the single most
important aspect of faculty governanace:
renewing and reinvigorating ourselves by
adding new colleagues. Steve was also the
chair of the Personnel Committee that
brought me to Michigan originally, so
naturally I'd say he does good work!

D

ean Evan H. Caminker has named
Professor of Law Steven P. Croley to be associate dean for academic affairs.
Professor Croley has been a member of the Law School faculty since
1993. He is an award-winning teacher and scholar who has published widely.
Within the Law School, Croley has also been a devoted worker in administrative activities. He has served on Law School committees dealing with academic
standards, disabilities, awards, research, and ~ersonnelmatters. He chaired the
Personnel Committee in 1998-99, and will chair the Lateral Personnel Committee
in 2003-44.

1
I

LQN:The hiring and retention
of topflight faculty is a continuous
part of the dean's work. One
approach is to "grow"faculty, to
hire young teachers with great
promise and then nourish their
development. Another approach is
to recruit established, well-known
teachers, an effort that has its merits
but also can be very costly and
sometimes is derided as getting into
"bidding wars" for faculty.What are
your thoughts on this issue?
Dean Caminker:A healthy faculty
grows in both ways. The Law School is
already blessed with what many describe
as the best junior faculty in the nation.
Our young scholars possess prodigious
individual talents, and they exhibit a
wide range of academic and professional
interests.The home-grown component
of the faculty has always provided a great
source of strength and stability.
At the same time, any outstanding
educational institution needs constant
nourishment from the outside as well.
Many of our current faculty members
came to Michigan after developing a
,

Croley earned his A.B. fmm the University of Michigan, where he was a James

I
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B. Angel1 Scholar and won the William Jennings Bryan Prize; his J.D. from theYale
Law School, where he was articles editor for the Yale Lawjournal, a John M. Olin
Student Fellow, and won a John M. Olin Prize and the Benjamin Scharps Prize; and
his Ph.D. in politics from Princeton University, where he was a University Fellow.
Following graduation from law school, he clerked for the Honorable Stephen F.
Williams of the U.S. Court ofAppeals for the D.C. Circuit. His primary fields of
teaching and research are administrative law and torts, and he teaches seminars on
advanced topics relating to these fields. During his tenure at Michigan, Croley has
also served as a research consultant and report writer for several state and federal
agencies, including the Administrative Conference of the United States.
Earlier this year, Croley was the feature panelist at the American Bar
Association's Midyear Meeting for the ABA's Section on Administrative Law &
Regulatory Practice. He also was one of four U.S. administrative law specialists
asked by the Asia Foundation to assist the Chinese government in drafting legislation governing administrative procedures. In addition, he served as a reviewer for
papers submitted for presentation at the 2003 annual meeting of the American Law
& Economics Association.
In recent years, Croley has undertaken the representation of individual clientsl
In his private law practice, he focuses on civil rights, contracts, criminal defense,
and torts. He has active cases pending in state and federal courts, including one
high-profile case that has been the subject of stories in the local and national news
media.
Professor Croley's scholarly writings have appeared in prestigious journals like
the Chicago Law Review, Columbia Law Review, klejournal on Regulation, Harvard Law
Review,Michigan Law Review, and the Administrative Lawjournal ofAmerican University,
among others. His forthcoming work will appear in the Chicago Law Review, and he
is currently at work on a book on regulation. In addition to his scholarly writing,
he has lectured on torts and product liability in Japan, Germany, and Italy.

continued on page 8
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Dean Caminker: My experience
is that most of our alumni would be
surprised, perhaps shocked, to learn how
little of this public school's operating
budget comes from state funds ( t h s year.
under 4 percent). While tuition provides
the largest source of funds, we are highly
reliant on our annual giving program to
support many of our basic educational
programs. W h l e the "dean's discretionary
fund" sounds like a pot of money for
desirable-but-unnecessary "extras ," in
truth these monies are used to support
basic educational services such as the
library, the career guidance office, and our
international law center.

nationally renowned record of scholarship,
teaching, and service at another institution. Such lateral hiring allows Michigan
to take advantage of proven success
stories, and it also brings together persons
having prior experiences with different
forms of administration, teaching ideas,
etc. -yet another important source of
diversity within the faculty.

LQN: Fundraising is another
continuous part of the dean's work.
Annual donations from Law School
graduates and supporters finance
significant portions of the School's
programs. What role is there for
private donation in legal education
here?

The Law School is about to kick off
a major capital campaign to enhance
our ability to provide a first-class legal
education. One sizeable component of this
campaign wiIl be funding for a significant
building expansion, which we hope will
provide a way for many of our alumni
to give back to the School in a way that
connects them permanently to this most
beautiful Quadrangle. So without a doubt,
there are great opportunities today for
private donations to contribute significantly to the way the Law School provides
educational services, now and for many
decades to come.

LQN:The need for expanded
facilities and the recent announcement of plans to expand and
update the Law School's physical
plant increase the significance of
donors' support. Raising funds for
this expansion and dealing with
construction will occupy much
of your time during the next few
years. How d o you view this effort?
Dean Caminker: With great enthusiasm, actually.The process of fund-raising

8
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Dean Caminker: In the near t e r m , I

provides an opportunity for m e t o meet

existing buildings hide narrow and discon-

and become friends with many of our

nected interiors that tend to dissipate

will try t o d o some limited writing about

alums. I will enjoy reminding them of the

process. Not surprisingly, I learned a lot

signal importance of a top-quality legal

energy and partition the community.
The new building is designed, not just t o

education, and sharing with them the

provide desperately needed space within

many ways in which the School has grown

the Quad, but precisely t o unleash the

and methods of delivering educational
and professional services have changed

collegial spirit of the community that
thrives within.

since the 1930s, when our basic physical
plant was established (the only building
additions since then have been designed
primarily to house books, not people). In
other words, I get t o showcase the many
wonderful things about the School and its
central educational mission.
Moreover, \ve are very excited with
the schematic design for the new building
addition, as articulated by the Renzo
Piano BuildingWorkshop. I'll have the
opportunity t o share some ingenious plans
for treasuring the architectural gem that
has long been our home, revitalizing it t o

LQN:Your considerable standing
as a scholar is solidly buttressed by
extensive practice in the private
as well as government sectors.This
raises two questions:
As dean, d o you hope also t o
continue teaching, or to dip into
practice periodically?
Dean Caminker: In the long run,
I thmk continued teaching by a dean is
critical both t o maintain relations with
newr generations of students (outside
the dean's office), and t o maintain a

meet the evolving needs of a modern legal
education vr~hilestill maintaining its beauty

connection t o instructional d u e s and
approaches. So I hope very much to keep

and magnificence.

one foot in the classroom, though I nil1
surely have t o reduce nly normal t e a c h g

LQN: Is there an opportunity
here for showcasing the spirit of
legal education at this Law School
as well as its bricks and mortar?
Dean Caminker: Sure. I11 my view,
the two are inseparable. Of course, we
are committed to designing a new set of

load significantly and perhaps even take
the first year off.

I have had the good fortune of being

equal protection law and the educational
during the litigation, and it would be a
shame t o miss entirely the opportunity t o
share my thoughts with others interested
in the same issues. But scholarship necessarily will be a limited part of my own
activity as dean. I ~ v i l again
l
live vicariously, doing my utmost t o ensure that my
colleagues are best positioned to reach
their own potential as scholars, and that
the fruits of their labor will become part
of important national and international
debates about the la\v and legal institutions

LQN: Finally, you came here from
California, where, we must confess,
the sun shines more than it does
here in Michigan, and the winters
are shorter and kinder.What's the
University of Michigan Law School
got that draws the best and the
brightest here?
Dean Caminker: Alas, I have
concluded that my days of playing volley
ball every Sunday at Manhattan Bcach

intensely involved in several important

have pretty much come t o an end in Ann

Supreme Court cases since arriving in
h?ichigan, most recently of course the

Arbor. But suntans aside, there is so much

affirmative action cases. I'll obviously 11a.c.e

t o treasure here, both in the broader
University community and the cozy yet
stimulating surrounding t o s ~ nAnd
.
at
the end of the day it is the Law School

buildings that -\,\rilldo justice to, and in

t o put such litigation endeavors o n hold

some significant ways enhance, the dignity
of the traditional Gothic form. But the

(assuming, of course, that the School can
stay away from the Court as a defendant!).

building design is fundamentally driven

I d o hope to supplant my role in this

student body, and the palpable spirit of

by the spirit of the educational enterprise

regard by encouraging others to maintain

intellectual challenge nestled in a majestic

housed inside. O u r faculty and student

or expand their o\vn pro bono legal efforts.

and inspiring Quadrangle, that will al~vays

cornlnunities are energetic, enthusiastic,
and collegial; and they need meeting and
~ v o r h n gspaces that can facilitate and

As dean, do you have plans for
maintaining your own scholarly
work?

itself, the unsurpassed faculty, the vibrant

d r a ~ vpeople from the coasts like m e into
its embrace.

further inspire these \vonderful traits.
For all their beauty and grandeur, the
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\/1%at did the Court so!: a11d u711nt does it ~l~ealz?

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Scalia to visit
Law School as DeRoy Fellow

P

lans are proceeding for expansion and
renovation of the Law School's facilities.
Earlier this year, Renzo Piano, architect for the
project, met with the University of Michigan
Board of Regents to acquaint them ~ v i t hhis
ideas for the project.The meeting \vas an
informational one, with no actions proposed o r
voted on.
Prior to the meeting, Piano met with
Law School officials and representatives of
Integrated Design Systems, the Troy, Michiganbased archtectural /engineering firm that also
is worlung on the project.

Hcrc is the U n i ~ , e r s ~Record
g ~ report
on tllc mccting with the Regents, ~vllich
appeared in the Regents Roundup section
of the May 1 9, 2003 issue:
Architect Rcnzo Piano presented
planning concepts for additional classrooms, student support spaces, and faculty
offices for the Law School. The conceptual
goals identified include adding a building
for classrooms and offices at the southeast
corner of the current complex to
complete the quadrangle, and to reveal the
south-side, cathedral view of the William
Cook Legal Research Library by removing
the "stacks" and building a newr student
center entrance to the Quad.

The Law School architecture has made
the complex an extraordinary landmark
on the U-M campus since the late 1920s.
Retaining the architectural integrity while
providing modern, barrier-free facilities with access to new technolop has
been important to the planning process,
\vhch \vas led by a Law School Building
Committee under the leadership of [then-]
Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman ['S I].
Provost Paul N. Courant said the
conceptual presentation to the Regents
was an unusual but important step in
the planning process done in advance of
any formal action by Regents in order

to recognize Lehman's vision and vital
contributions to the programming efforts.
"This is how Jeff Lehman has spent his
last three to four years and it seemed only
right that the handoff of this to the board
be done by him at this last meeting before
he leaves," Courant said.
[Lehman became president of Cornell
University on July 1 .]

U

.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia has accepted an invitation to
visit the Law School the week of November 15, 2004, as a DeRoy Fellow.
Dean Evan H. Caminker, who extended the invitation, said he is pleased that
Justice Scalia can come t o Ann Arbor and looks forward to spending time with
him during his visit.
Justice Scalia was named t o the Supreme Court in 1986 by President Reagan
after serving on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. An
outspoken conservative jurist, Justice Scalia enjoys visiting and speaking at law
schools when his schedule permits. He was a professor of law at the University
ofVirginia and the University of Chcago, a scholar in residcnce at the American
Enterprise Institute, and a visiting professor of law at Georgetown University
and Stanford University.
The DeRoy Fellow~sprogram supports visiting faculty through a gift from
the Detroit-based DeRoy Testamentary Foundation. Philanthropist Helen
DeRoy's other gifts t o the Law School have endo\zred a professorship in her
name, supported clinical education, and established an annual award for the
best student-written Note for the illichigan Law Review.
No detailed schedule for Justice Scalia's visit has yet been determined.
T,vically, a visiting DeRoy Fellow will present a public program as well as meet
with faculty and other members of the Law School community.
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n a way, the class action suit that
University of Michigan Law School
clinical law students filed against the
Michigan Department of Corrections
(MDOC) early this year began with
Jeffrey Muller's plea for help two and onehalf years ago.
Muller was an inmate at the state prison
at Jackson when he contacted the Law

School's clinical program seeking help.
He was suffering from cirrhosis of the
liver, a result of his Hepatitis C, and trying
desperately to get the liver transplant
that was the only way to save his 1ife.The
class action case that students filed last
January, with the American Civil Liberties
Union as co-counsel, claims that inmates

class action
who have Hepatitis C - and there may
be more than 17,000 in Michlgan prisons
- are entitled to the Medicaid/Medicare
level of treatment for this disease.
"It's not a Cadillac we're ashng for,
it's an Escort" notes Clinical Assistant
Professor of Law David Santacroce, who
is supervising students on the class action
case. The idea behind the suit is that prison
inmates are entitled to the same level of
treatment as everyone else.
The suit also seeks to have MDOC
adopt and use an education system that
warns inmates of how they may contract
Hepatitis C -through shared needles,
tattooing, and other means -what
symptoms to look for, and how diet and
exercise can improve outlook in the face
of the disease.
Students began to understand the
epidemic proportions of Hepatitis C
within the prison system as they were
working on the case of Muller, who had
been convicted of driving the getaway
vehcle during an armed robbery. Muller,
who died earlier thls year at age 52, may
have contracted Hepatitis C through the
blood transfusions he had after being
seriously injured in an explosion as a
child, or through intravenous drug use in
early adulthood.
By the time his pleas came to the
Law School clinics, however, his cbsease
was destroying his liver. "I'm going to
die unless I get a liver transplant," he
explained.

I2

I
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MDOC had been blocking Muller's
evaluation for a transplant. And, to be
sure, his request was coming in the midst
of debate over prisoners' entitlement to
such treatment.
Muller had been seelung evaluation
for a transplant for some time, and the
Corrections Department took him to
the U-M Medical Center for transplant
evaluation. But he was returned to prison
before his evaluation was completed.
Students took Muller's case and filed
suit on his behalf in May 2001. After the
suit was filed, MDOC took him back to
complete his evaluation for transplant, and
in mid-November 2001 transplant officials
notified the Corrections Department
that Muller was a good candidate for a
liver transplant when an organ became
available. But only about 10 days later
MDOC reported that Muller's urine
sample showed he had used marijuana, and
thls positive result immediately removed
Muller from the lineup for a transplant.
"I tended to think it was all over at
this point," Santacroce recalled. "But the
students didn't take no for an answer."
They set to work and found that the
original sample could be retrieved from
the Texas laboratory that analyzed it. Then
they made the complicated arrangements
necessary to get a blood sample from
Muller and ensure protection against
tampering and sent both the blood and
urine samplcs to a laboratory in Windsor,
Ontario, for DNA analysis.

In February, 2002, the results came
back: "Conclusive" DNA anaIysis shows
that the blood and urine samples are from
different people. "Ths wasn't even close,"
according to Santacroce, and MDOC
did not challenge the results. Transplant
officials immediately returned Muller
to the list of people eligible for a liver
transplant.
Santacroce and his students also
began to add a new charge against the
Corrections Department -that Muller's
guards falsified the urine sample in an
effort to harm him -but MDOC end
ran the move by freeing Muller on parole.
After 1S years in prison, he walked out in
November 2002 and returned to Grand
Rapids and his family to await a liver
for his transplant. He began planning to
return to college to study psychology.
"We dropped the case" when Muller
qot his freedom, Santacroce said. But
Muller waited in vain for a liver. He died
last March at age 52.
Meanwhile, Muller's case had been
raising the curtain on the widespread
incidence and lack of treatment for
Hepatitis C within Michigan's and many
of the country's prisons. "Students were
pohng around thc Heaptitis C issue," and
discovered that 15-35 percent of prison
inmatcs are infected. Some ncver show
symptoms, but many will sicken and die.
With 50,000 inmates in Michigan prisons.

tiffs" in the class action suit that the Law
School clinic students have filed.
The case is the second of its kind in
the United States, Santacroce reported.
A similar case was filed in Oregon shortly
before Michigan's. "Jeffrev Muller is
the tip of the iceberg," according to
Santacroce. "There's a \rave of people
behnd hlm."
Santacroce expects the class action suit
\\rill gain momentum during thls 20032004 academic \.ear, and new rounds of
students will work on it.
The educational value of such cases
is incalculable, according to Santacroce.
Students who worked on Muller's case
and nowTthe class action suit get a good
sense of what it is like to work within a
large law firm on a complicated case, he
explained. For example:
Students have learned to network
-the ACLU of Michigan is co-counsel
in the class action.
Students have identified, recruited,
and worked with medical and other
esperts. They worked with medical
esperts to develop a treatment
protocol for Hepatitis C. When the
federal Centcrs for Disease Control
announccd its own protocol later, the
new plan closely paralleled what the
law students already had developed.

Students also worked with public
health and other experts to develop the
education plan that they are proposing.
Students had to find good, appropriate,
and willing clients for the class action,
and had to ensure that the clients'
potential administrative remedies were
exhausted.
"It's good for students to learn to
network and affiliate with other groups,"
explained Santacroce. "Students are
learning that the law can be a tool for
change, that it's not all about winning.
With this Hepatitis C case, there's been
discussion about it. And we've seen some
improvement - MDOC now calls its
[treatment] protocol out of date. We've
qenerated press coverage, and people are
more aware of Hepatitis C."
"Ths case is not about prisons," he
concluded. "Ninety-five to 98 percent
of people in jail get out. They're on the
street. This is a societal problem."

"there could he as many as 17.500 plain-
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Learning service

S

e n i c e is an integral part of the legal
profession, and in that spirit each
incoming class - includng summer
starters like these -devotes a day of
its orientation programming to work in
service projects at community agencies.
For dus year7ssummer starters, thls
meant a day during their orientation in
late May working at Dawn Farm, a longterm residential drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility south of Ann Arbor, or at the
Safehouse DomesticViolence Project in
Ann Arbor, a 65-bed facility for battered
women and their children.
You can see from these photos that
there's satisfaction -- yes, even just plain
fun and enjoyment -in the gardening,
cleaning, painting, and other work that
fills Service Day. In these photos from
Dawn Farm, moving clockwise from the
lower right:

At Safe House, which provides counseling and legal advocacy for domestic
violence victims as \\.ell as a secure residential site, volunteers sorted welcome
basket items, cleaned the kitchen, and
worked on garden and landscape areas. At
the lunch break, they heard a talk by Joy
Miller, a legal advocate at Safe House.
Service Day participants gathered at
the Law School for breakfast and busing to
their work sites. They returned to the Law
School in late afternoon for a barbecue
dinner on the Law Quad. Dinner speaker
\\.as Assistant Dean for Public Service
Rob Precht, who discussed the values of
service and outlined the association of
the U n i ~ e r s ~ of
t v Michigan and some of
its students with the birth of the Peace
Corps.

Alayne Speltz of Dawn Farm and
Sharon Renier, a Law School staff
member \\rho volunteered as a leader
for Service Day, introduce law students
to the facility, its programs, and their
work for the day. During the midday
lunch break, Ann Routt of Southeastern
Michigan Legal Services addressed the
students.
Students plant flowers and vegetables at
the facility, a former farm.
Summer startcr Gregory Heath reflects
the hard work and satisfaction of the
d av.
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"Y

ou're looking at the individual,"
Sacha M. Coupet was explaining
to the future chlld advocacy workers who
had come from many parts of the country
to take this special pre-summer internship
training.
"But not just the indwidual.
You're looking at the individual in every
sphere in which they exist." Coupet's
"Gene-0-Gramsn on the flipchart board
drove home her point: Circles representing people and places that shaped
her client's life were labeled with words
like "family," "criminal justice [system],"
"school," "organizations," "faith [church],"
and other identifications that helped to
illustrate and outline the players in the
script of this person's life.
It's an "ecological perspective," Coupet
explained. Much more than simply a legal
perspective, although the law and what it
can and should do is a critical player.
Coupet's audience was the 25 child
advocacy trainees who made up this year's
class of Bergstrom Fellows. Eleven of the
fellows were University of Michigan Law
School students; the others came from
schools in many states. They had come
to Ann Arbor for four days of intensive
training supported by a gift fi-om the

would scatter to many parts of the
country for summer internships with child
advocacy agencies.
Held at the Law School each year on
the three days leading into Memorial Day
weekend, the training includes lectures,
small group discussions, strategizing for and
handling of a case exercise, and courtroom
role playing. Speakers for different parts
of the sessions included Coupet; Clinical
Professor of Law Donald N. Duquette,
director of the Law School's Chld
Advocacy Clinic; Carol J. Boyd, director
of the U-M's Substance Abuse Research
Center; child psycholog~stPamela Ludolph;
and Washtenaw County Family Court Judge
Nancy C. Francis, '74.
In a way, Coupet's role as teacher in
these sessions was a closing of the circle:
She had been a Bergstrom Fellow in 1998
during the summer between her first
and second years at the University of
Pennsylvania Law School.
Coupet earned her B. A. from
Washington University, and received her
Ph.D. in clinical psychology horn the
University of Michigan. She clerked for
the Hon. Joseph A. Greenaway Jr. of the
U.S. District Court for the District of
New Jersey, and for the Hon.Theodore

A. McKee of the U.S. Court ofAppeals
for theThrd Circuit. She joined the U-M
Law School faculty as an assistant clinical
professor of law last fall.
"I've always seen law as a helping
profession," explains Coupet, who grew
up in New Jersey near NewYork City and
early on considered becoming a physician.
"Law and psychology both are helping
professions, and they go hand in hand. It's
hard for me to separate my legal analysis
from my therapeutic analysis."
For example, she explained, initial
examination and interviewing of a client
"feels like a mental health assessment
- one that includes legal dimensions
and taking into account how any legal
placement will affect the chld."
The academic, theoretical framework
that best reflects this interdisciplinary
approach is called "therapeutic jurisprudence," a phrase coined by researchers
David B. Wexler and Bruce J. Winick in
the early 1990s.Winick defines therapeutic jurisprudence this way:
"Therapeutic jurisprudence is the study
of law's healing potential. An interdisciplinary approach to legal scholarship
that has a law reform agenda, therapeutic
jurisprudence seeks to assess the law and

how it is applied and to affect legal change
designed to increase the former and
diminish the latter. It is a mental health
approach to law that uses the tools of the
behavioral sciences to assess law's therapeutic impact, and when consistent with
other important legal values, to reshape
law and legal processes in ways that can
improve the psychological functioning and
emotional well-being of those affected."
In other words, Coupet explained, you
ask yourself "What should happen?"
University of Michigan Law School
students among tlus year's Bergstrom
Fellows, and their summer placements,
included: Deborah Atlas (Lawyers for
Children Inc., New York); Andrew Bauer
(Legal-Aid Society, Bronx, New York);
Lynne Berndt (Child Advocacy Law
Clinic, Ann Arbor); Meg Davis (Michjgan
Association for Children with Emotional
Disorders, Southfield, Michigan);
Laurel Dumont (The Partnership for
the Homeless, NewYork); Robbin Pott
Gonzales (Child Advocacy Law Clinic,
Ann Arbor); Elizabeth Husa (Children's
Law Center, Charlotte, North Carolina);
Sara11 McDonald (Lawyers for Children

Ann Arbor); Ronika Surnlin (Kidsvoice,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania); and Elizabeth
Wei (Child Advocacv Law Clinic, Ann
Arbor).

Inc., NewYork); Daniel Rubin (Student
Advocacy Center of Michigan,

Bergstrom Foundation, and afterward
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A

s he concludes his demonstration o f a
closing argument for the sentencing phase

o f a capital case, instructor Tony A4oss adds up
the seconds, minutes, and hours o f h i s client's
l f e and explains to the j u v that a votefor
execution would annihilate his client's lifefor
the heinous actions he took during less than

1 / 1 1 0,000 o f h i s l f e to that point.
Finally, my client's l f e passes yrom my hand
t o yours,"Moss tells the j u y . 2 n d remember, this
is a l f e that isfragile. Please, please, handle it
with care."
Moss'session is the last i n the six-day
Clarence Darrow Death Penalty Defense
College. Collegefounder/director Andrea Lyon
follows him and ends this year's college with
this story:
No "reasonable doubt case,"this one. 7ivo
drug-addictedyoung men i n their 20s commit a
double homicide during a robbery. Lyon, representing one ofthe defendants, asks, "What are
y o u going to do with your l f e . You knou:
going to get l f e or a long, long time."
"You know, Ms. Lyon,"her client answers, "I'd
really like to learn to read."lyon-locates a tutor,
and

by the time o f h i s trial, her client can read

at a second grade level. He is sentenced to 80
years i n an Illinois prison.
He works i n the prison kitchen, earns a
couple ofdollars a day, and keeps i n touch with
his lawyer. "He writes,"Lyon says. "Or, rat her, he
prints."And with his earnings, "he supports two
children i n Africa. No one should be measured

by only the worst thing he has done i n his lfe."
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Don't leave the facts of your client's
life, and, pcrhaps, his wrongdoing,
hanging alone in the courtroom air. Use
them instead as the building blocks of your
client's life, his chldhood, relationships,
education or lack of schooling, all the
parts of one person's life that also may be
some parts of everyone's 1ife.That's how
you make your client a real person to the
jury members who will decide h s fate.
That's Kevin Randolph's advice to
attorneys in capital crimes cases, advice he
delivered as well as demonstrated at the
Clarence Darrow Death Penalty Defense
College, held at the Law School in May.
Randolph practices mostly criminal
law in Connecticut and is a member of
the Connecticut Special Public Defender
Committee. He was one of many faculty
members who drew on professional
expertise and first-hand experience in
their presentations.
The annual college, founded and
directed by Andrea Lyon, an associate
clinical professor at DePaul College of
Law in Chicago, is sponsored by thc
U-MLaw School, DePaul, the American
Bar Association, National Association of
Criminal Defcnse Laylvers, and Office of
the State Appellate Defendcr of Illinois.
Named for the famous civil rights and
capital crimes attorney Clarencc Darro~v,
who attended the University of Michigan
Law School, the annual program brings
together capital defensc attorneys from
across the nation for six days of intense
discussion, training, stratcgizing, and
mutual support.

Participants spent the mornings in
closed and private small group discussions, often going over actual cases. In
the afternoons, they attended sessions
on topics ranging from "Brainstorming
the Case" and a demonstration of jury
selection to "Creati\,e Motions Practice,"
"Capital Case Negotiations," "Investigating
and Presenting Mitigation Evidence,"
and "How Juries Perceive Mitigation
Evidence ."
There also were demonstrations of
opening and closing arguments conducted
bv Miami, Florida-based practitioner Tony
Moss. A faculty member for the college
since it began in 2001, Moss received the
college's first Clarence Darrow Award thls
year for h s dedcation to the program.
Lyon, who also directs the DePaul Center
for Justice in Capital Cases and formerly
taught at U-M Law school, presented the
award to Moss.
Among other speakers for the college
\Irere: Samuel R. Gross, the Thomas G.
and Mabel Long Professor of Law at
the University of Michigan Law School,
\vho discussed aspects of the ethical ties
that link attorneys to their clients; Kelly
Gleason, deputy counsel in the Capital
Division of the Tennessee District Public
Defenders Conference, who spoke on
representing clients nrith mental or
emotional difficulties; San Diego solo
practitioner John Lanahan; and clinical
psychologist I. Bruce Frumkin, director
of Miami-based Forensic and Clinical
Psychology Asst>ciates P.A., \vhich also has
offices in Chicago and Philadelphia.

What did the Court say, and
what does it mean?
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~ P T ~ P Icounsel
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e
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FACULTY MEMBERS
aw School graduates carnl ivith
them precious ineiizorics of tlzeir

L ~ ~School
I J is reizoi~~ized
for tlze qualit:' of
its teachers, and students reap the beizefiiof these professors' esperiences, iizsig/zts,
and rescnrclz.
Teaelzing is the heart o f t h e Lanl
School, and leanzing its relvard. Fro111
classroom lectzrl-es and Socratically rigorous discussions to senzii~ars,s)~iizposia,
a i d iizfor~iznlchats, the Lau1 School is a
place ujhel-e professors and students are
members of a teaiiz dedicated to trainiizg
exceptio~zalizelv lai.\?7ers nizd esl~czizdirzg the bouizcls of legal ki7owledge and
ilzeoq~.
Tlzis year, the Lalv School 1velcoi7zes
seven ilelrl nzeinbcrs to its faculiy conzmunit)):
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Laura N. Beny
Assistant Professor of Law
Laura Beny won the Harvard Prize and
National Science Foundation fellowships
during her work toward her Ph.D. in
economics at Harvard University, earned
her J.D. at Harvard Law School, her
M.A. in economics at
Harvard University,
and her B. A., with
distinction, in
economics at Stanford
University.
At Harvard Law
School, she won the
John M. Olin Prize
for Outstanding Paper
in Law and Economics and was a John M.
Olin Follow in Law and Economics from
1997 to 200 1. At Stanford, her paper
"Market-Based Approaches to African
Wildlife Conservation" won the John G.
Sobieski Award for the outstanding senior
thesis.
Beny helped an internationally
renowned labor economist at Harvard
University analyze the impact of labor
market reforms in the People's Republic of
Chma for the Cambridge, Massachusettsbased National Bureau of Economic
Research, and during 2000-2001 assisted
economists at the bureau in assembling
a database of companies providing stock
option compensation to noncxecutive
employees.
A member of the NewYork Bar, Beny
practiced law at Debevoise 81 Plimpton in
PJewYork City from 2001 to 2003. She
is a member of the American Law and
Economics Association, and her research
and teaching interests include health law,
nonprofit corporations, empirical research

methods, law and economics, and torts.
She begins teaching here this fall.
Beny's paper "A Comparative Empirical
Investigation of Agency and Market
Theories of Insider Trading," presented
at the John M. Olin Center for Law,
Economics and Business at Harvard
Law School, now is being prepared for
publication, and a version of her paper
"Legal and Economic Implications of
Slavery and Slave Redemption in the
Sudan," first presented at the African
Studies Association Annual Meeting in
Philadelphia and subsequently published in
A1 Tqfa newsletter, will appear in the book
Perspectives on Genocide in the Sudan, which
Beny is co-editing with Professor Sondra
Hale of UCLA and Professor LakoTonLp
of Pitzer College.

Diane Eisenberg
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law
Clinical Assistant Professor Diane
Eisenberg holds a J.D. from Harvard
Law School. Most recently, she taught at
the Law School as an adjunct professor,
teaching Professional Responsibility and
Ethics, and Law and Literature.

/

Prior to c o m i n ~
to the Law School,
she served as an
attorney for the
Judicial Council of
California, the bodv

that establishes and
implements policy for
the California State
- -judicial system. She
also has practiced with tw7o San Francisco
law firms that specialize in intellectual
property, antitrust, and complex civil
litigation.

Before attending law school, Eisenberg
earned an M.A. in English and American
Literature k o m Princeton Universitv
and taught literature and writing courses
at Princeton and at Haverford College.
She also earned a B.A. from the State
University of NewYork at Stony Brook.
Eisenberg is teachng in the Legal
Practice Program.

Jill R. Horwitz
Assistant Professor of Law
Jill R. Horwitz holds a B.A. from
Northwestern University, and an M.P.P.,
J.D., magna cum laude, and Ph.D. in health
policy from Harvard University. Horwitz
was an editor for the HarvardJournal on
Legislation.
Following law school, she served as
a la147 clerk for Judge Norman Stahl of
the U.S. Court ofAppeals for the First
Circuit. While in
graduate school,
Honvitz held
q-raduate fellowships in the Harvard
Center for Eth~cs
and the Professions
and the Hauser
Center for Nonprofit
Organizations. She
has been a post-doctoral fellow at the
National Bureau of Economic Research,
public affairs director for the Planned
Parenthood Association of San Mateo
County, and a teachng fellow in hlstory
at Phillips Academy. She is a member
of the bar of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
Horwitz's research and teaching
interests include health law, nonprofit
corporations, empirical research
methods, law and economics, and torts.

1
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Winner of the 2003 AcademyHealth
Dissertation Award, she is co-author (with
M. Fremont-Smith) of The Power :f the
Legislature: Insurer Conversions and Charitable
Funds (2002). Her co-authored chapter
(with D. M . Cutler) "Converting Hospitals
from Not-for-Profit to For-profit Status:
Whv and What Effects?" appears in The
Changing Hospital Industy- (2000), and
she prepared the working paper "State
Oversight of Hospital Conversions:
PreservingTrust o r Protecting Health?"
(2002) for the Hauser Center for
Nonprofit Organizations.

Edward A. Parson
Professor of Law
Professor Ted Parson, who joins the
Law School h s fall, holds a joint appointment with the U-M's School of Natural
Resources and Environment. His interests
include environmental policy, particularly its international
dimensions; the
political economy
of regulation; the
j role of science and

I

I

technology in public
issues; and the analysis
of negotiations, collective decisions, and
conflicts.
m .

Parson's recent research examines
scientific and technical assessment in
international policymalung; the policy
implications of carbon-cycle management;
the design of international market-based
policy instruments; and development of
policy exercises, simulation-gaming, and
related novel methods for assessment and
policy analyqis. His recent articles have
appeared in Science, Climatic Change, Policy
Sciences, Issues in Science and Technology, the
Annual Review ofEnergy and the Environment,
and Scient$c American. He served as leader
22
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of the "Environmental Trends'' Project
for the Government of Canada and as
editor of the resulting book, Gorerning the
Environment: Persistent Challenges, Uncertain
Innovations (200 1 ). His most recent book,
Protecting the Ozone La,rrer:Science and
Strategj was published this vear.
Parson has worked for the International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis,
the U.S. Congress' Office ofTechnology
Assessment, the Privy Council Office
of Canada, and the White House Office
of Science and Technology Policy. He
served on the NAS Committee on Human
Dimensions of Global Change and on
the U.S. National Assessment of Impacts
of Climate Change. He holds degrees in
physics from the University ofToronto, in
management science from the University
of British Columbia, and a Ph.D. in public
policy from Harvard. He also has been
a professional classical cellist and an
organizer of grass-roots environmental
groups.

John A.E. Pottow
Assistant Professor of Law
John A . E. Pottow earned his J.D.,
magna cum laude, at Harvard Law School,
where he also served as treasurer and a
member of the Board ofTrustees of the
Harvard Law Review. While a law student,
Pottow worked with Professor Arthur
R. Miller on the supplement to Wright,
Miller, and Cooper's monumental Federal
Practice &Procedure and helped to revise a
7
1 volume of the treatise.
He earned his
psychology degree,
summa cum laude and
Phi Beta Kappa, at
,
Harvard College,
where he also won

I

L

C1

numerous scholarships and prizes,

including the Thomas Hoopes Prizc
for Undergraduate Research. Hc also
was presidcnt and jazz program host on
WHRB-FM, student conductor of the
Harvard University Band, and a member
of the Hastv PuddingTheatricals group
and the crew team.
Pottow clerked for judges in two
countries: the Rt. Hon. Beverley
McLachlin of the Supreme Court of
Canada and the Hon. Guido Calabresi
of the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit. He practiced first with
Hill & Barlow in Boston and later \vith
Weil, Gotshal, and Manges LLP in New
York, concentrating on bankruptcy and
restructuring issues. Additionally, he has
undertaken a variety of pro hono cases,
including winning asylum for an Afghan
national seeking gender-based relief from
the Taliban regime.
Pottow also has been project director
of the National Consumer Bankruptcy
Project, which is studying some 2,000
bankruptcy filings and developing a
database to analyze court records. A
frequent author for Criminal Law Quarterh,
he begins teaching at the Law School this
fall.

Thomas G. Rozinski
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law
Thomas G. Rozinslu received his B.A.,
summa cum laude, fromyale University in
economics and political science, an A.M.
in government from Harvard University,
and a J.D., cum laude, from Harvard Law
School.
Rozinslu has practiccd la\v with two
large firms in NewYork: as an associate at
Kaye Scholer; and as a partner at Anderson
Kill & Olick. He led a coalition of amici
curiae that convinced the Wisconsin
Supreme Court to overturn 20 years of
adverse precedent and find environmental

I

i

.-

I

damape
a coverape
a for
policyholders in just v.
Land Reclamation, Ltd.,
456N.W2d570(Wis.

I

Rozinslu then
1990).
worked for seven

d'4
yzti;;;:;;ea:y-;

as general counsel to
two large agencies and as senior counsel
in the City's Law Department. During
200 1 he was acting commissioner of
the Department of Homeless Services,
directing the operations of the largest city
shelter program in the country.
He has taught political theory and
American government at Harvard
University, Touro College, and Baruch
College. He is also a serious competitive
bridge player and a Silver Life Master in
the American Contract Bridge League.
Rozinski joins the U-M La\\. School faculty
this fall as a clinical assistant professor
teaching in the Legal Practice Program.

Beth H. Wilensky
Clinical Assistant Professor
Beth H. Wilensky joins the faculty as
a clinical assistant professor teaching in
the Legal Practice Program. She formerly
was an associate in the Litigation Section
of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer ei Feld LLP
in Washineton, D. C.,
where she represented
clients in commercial
litigation in federal
and state courts and
federal agencies,
with an emphasis on
appellate and administrative law matters.
She is a member of the
Illinois and District of Columbia bars.
C

As a teaching fellow at Harvard
College, shc taught a course on legal,
sociological, psychological, and anthropological perspectives on childhood.
She was awarded a Harvard University
Certificate of Distinction inTeaching
for the work. Wilenslu also received a
Kellogg Foundation fello\\rship to design
and implement needs assessment of the
state foster care system for the Kansas
Chldren's Service League inTopeka.
She received her J.D., cum laude, from
Harvard Law School, where she was
articles editor for the Harr~ardjournal on
Legislation. Her law school thesis was titled
"Institutional Litigation and the Chld
Welfare Reform Movement: Twenty Years,
and Still No Place to Call Home."
Wilenslu earned her B.A., magna cum
laude, in sociology with honors from
the University of Pennsylvania. Her
minor field of study was psychology.
At Pennsylvania, she received a Ford
Foundation research grant, was a member
of the select Benjamin Franklin Scholar
Honors Program and Mortar Board, and
was on the Dean's List. She also chaired
the Committee on Judicial Reform and
taught creative writing at Community
School. Her undergraduate thesis
\\.as titled "The Relationship Between
Alienation and Aggression in an Urban
Middle School Population."

Ellsworth, Scott
named distinguished
university professors

T

wo members of the Law School
faculty have been named t o the
prestigious list of distinguished university
professors, an honor that recognizes them
"for exceptional achievement and reputation in their appointive fields of scholarly
interest and for their superior teaching
skills."
Regents action naming Professor
Phoebe C. Ells\vorth the Frank Murphy
Di~tin~gwshed
Universit;~Professor of Lav
and Psycholop and Rebecca J. Scott the
Charles Gibson Distinguished Professor of
Historv increases the Law School's roster
d
professors to
of d i ~ t i n ~ p i s h euniversity
four:Yale Kamisar is the Clarence Darrow
Distinguished University Professor of Law
and Richard 0. Lempert, ' 6 5 , is the Eric
Stein D i ~ t i n ~ p s h eUniversity
d
Professor
of Sociology and Law.
The University's Board of Regents
created the Distinguished University
Professorships in 1947. .Appointment
to one of the professorships is one of
the most coveted honors the University
confers on a faculty member. Each
appointee can name his/her professorshp
in honor of an eminent individual in the
scholar's same general field of interest.
Ellsworth's professorship is named
for Frank Murphy, ' 14, \\.hose rich
public service included serk-ing as mayor
of Detroit, Governor General /High
Commissioner of the Philippines,
Governor of Michigan, U. S. Attorney
General, and Associate Justice of the U.S.
Supreme Court. Murphy died in 1949.
~ ' f l ~ l / ~ l ?OlJ l! ~/ ? L'[ : ~< ' ~
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Scott's professorship is named for
Charles Gibson, a di~tin~guished
U-M
historian who was the Irking A. Leonard
Di~tin~guished
University Professor of
History from 1978 until his retirement.
Gibson \\.as an eminent historian of
colonial Latin America who wrote six
books and monographs, seven edited
publications, and more than 50 scholarly
articles. He was president of the American
Historical Association, was elected to the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
and was the University's Henry Russel
Lecturer in 1976-77.

I

Ellsworth,
who also has an

appointment
in the College
of Literature,
Science and the
Arts, formerly
was the
Kirkland and
Ellis Professor
of Law and
P170(~17,,
E / / ~ I I ~ O I - ~ ~ ~the Robert
B. Zajonc
Professor of Psychology. She "is known for
her lasting contributions to the fields of
law- and psychology, and her work in social
psychology (in particular, the emotions)
and in psychology and the law (especially
with respect to juries) has been doubly
pathbreaking," according to the recommendation for appointment that the U-M
Board of Regents approved in July.
Writing on her behalf, Provost Paul N.
Courant and Vice Provost for Academic
Affairs Earl Lewis told the Regents "the
research problems that she takes up are
important and complex and tend to
generate follow-up scholarship by others.
A pioneer in her work at the intersection of law and psychology, Ellsworth
bridged the chasm between social and
cultural psychology and legal studies with

her early work, convincing scholars on
both sides that psychological theory and
nonclinical psychological research offered
important insights to legal policymakers
for desiLgninglegal rules and institutions

received an Edman Fellowship in support

aimed at regulating human behavior and
for understanding the processes and
practices of the law itself."
Courant and Lewis also praised
Ellsworth as "an exceptional teacher as
well as scholar" and as "a superb inspiration to her students as a model of critical
intelligence." Among her colleagues, they
said, "she is a remarkable intellectual
presence, someone whose judLpent is
valued and sought after, and someone
whose intellectual rigor is treasured."
Ellsworth came to the University
of Michigan as a professor of law and
psychology in 1987. She earned her A.B.,
summa cum laude, in social relations from
Radcliffe College and her Ph.D. in social
psychology from Stanford University.
She taught atYale University and was
a member of the faculty of Stanford
University before coming to Michgan .
Scott, one of the nation's foremost
Latin American historians and an internationally recognized scholar of post-emandpation societies, earned her A.B., summa
cum laude, in social studies from Harvard
University, her M .Phil. in economic
history from the London School of
Economics, and her Ph.D. in history from
Princeton University. She joined the U-M
faculty in 1980 as an assistant professor
of history, was named the Frederick
Huetwell Professor of History in 1995,
and in 2002 also was named professor of

i n Cuba: The Transition to Free Labor and

law.
In 1990, she was awarded a John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Prize Fellowshp
(often call the "genius award"), and from
1994 to 1997 she held an Arthur F.
Thurnau Professorship in recoLpition of
her teachng. She also has been a senior
fellow in the Michigan Society of Fellows,

of her research activities, and in 2002 was
elected a fellow of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences.
She is the author of S1ar.e Emancipation
co-author of The Abolition $ S l a v e r y and
the Aftermath ?fEmancipation i n Brazil and
Beyond Slavery:
Explorations
of Race, Labor,
and Citizenship
i n Post-emancipation
Societies. "Her
forthcoming
book, Degrees
of Freedom:
Louisiana and
R c ~ I ~ ~ %.OII
cc~r

1 862-1 907, promises to advance scholarship on race and show how contextspecific historical contingency shaped
its development and its relation to class
formation," according to Provost Courant
and Vice Provost Lewis.
Scott also is one of three coordinators of Espacios, silencios y 10s sentidos de la
libertad, published in Spanish in Cuba last
year and now in its second printing there.
A collection of articles by 17 authors,
including Scott, the book deals with
Cuban political and democratic thought
during the period 1878-1 9 12.
Scott currently is organizing an international research and teaching project,
The Law in Slavery and Freedom, that
involves scholars from the U-M and other
universities in the U.S., Latin America,
and Europe. She founded the University's
Program in Latin American and Caribbean
Studies and directed the program from
1990-93. She chaired the Department
of History from 1996-99, served on the
Provost's search committee in 1997, and
currently is director of Graduate Studies
in the history department.
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PROFESSORSHIPS
a\\. School professors James C.
Hathaway, Robert L. Howse, and
Sallvanne Payton have been appointed
to cndovved professorships. (In addition,
Mark D. West has been named the Nippon
Life Professor of Law. See story on page
28.)
Hathaway has been named the James
E. and Sarah A. Dcgan Professor of
Law, Howse the Alene and Allan F.
Smith Professor of Law, and Payton the
William W. Cook Professor of Law. The
University's Board of Regents approved
the title assignments earlier this year.
J a m e s C. H a t h a w a y , a member
of the faculty since 1998, directs the
Law School's Program in Refugee and
Asylum Law and also is a Seniorvisiting
Research Associate at Oxford University's

L

,

Refugee Studies Center in England. He
holds a J. S.D. and LL. M. from Columbia
University School of Law and an LL.B.,
with honors, from Osgoode Hall Law
School of York University in Canada.
"Professor Hathaway is a leading
authority on international refugee
law," according to the recommendation
approved bv the U-M Board of Regents.
"His scholarship is regularly cited bv the
most senior courts of the common law
world, and it constitutes the point of
departure for much other work in this
field. He is the author of a leading treatise
on the d e b t i o n of refugees, The Larr. o_f
R e f g e e Status (Butterworths, 199 1) and
is the editor of the influential Reconceir-ing
International Rejbgee Larr. (Kluwer, 1997).
Professor Hathaway has also provided
. .
. .
training on rehgee law to academic,
nongovernmental, and official audiences
in Europe, North America, Asia, and
Africa, and is a regular lecturer at both
the International Secretariat of Amnesty
International and the European Council
on Refugees and Exiles."
The James E. and Sarah A. Degan
Professorshp is supported by an
endowment created through the bequest
of the late Sarah A. Degan, a longtime
Detroit resident.
R o b e r t L. H o w s e , \\rho joined the
faculty in 1999, holds an LL.M. from
Harvard Law School, an LL.B., with
honors, from the University ofToronto,
and a B. A . , with high distinction, in
philosophy and political science from the
University ofToronto.

Rol7c.l-t L. HOII'EC?

"Professor H o m e is an internationally respected scholar of international
trade and related regulatory issues, and
he has written on a wide range of topics
in international la\v and legal and political
phlosophy," according to the recommendation t o the Regents. "Professor
Howse is the author, co-author, or
editor of five books, including Trade and
Trans~tlons;Economic Unlon, Soclal Justlce,
and Con~tltutlonalRFform; The Regulation o_f
International Trade; }i.yoslar.la the Former and
Future; and Thell brld Trodlng 9.ctem. He also
is the co-translator of Alexander Kojhve's
"Outline for a Phenomenolop of Right ."
He has publishcd many scholarly articles
and book chaptcrs on topics as disparate as
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NAFTA, whistleblo\ving, industrial policy,
food inspection, income tax harmonization, and ethnic accommodation.
Professor Ho~vseis a frequent consultant
o r adviser to government agencies and
international organizations such as the
OECD, and has undertaken studies for,
among others, the Ontario Law Reform
Commission and the Law Commission of
Canada."
The Alene and Allan F. Smith
Professorshp is supported by an
endowment established in 1982 and
recoLpizes the contributions of Professor
Smith and his wife during their 35year association with the University of
Michigan. Allan Smith joined the Lair
School faculty in 1947, served as dean
from 1960-65, as U-M vice president
for academic affairs from 1965-74, and
as interim president in 1979. He took
emeritus status in 1 952.

Sallpnne Payton earned her LL.B.
at Stanford Law School and her B.A. at
Stanford University. After practicing for
several years in Washngton, D. C., she
became staff assistant to the President
of the United States in the White House
Domestic Council, then became c h e f
counsel for the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration in the U.S. Department of
Transportation. She joined the Law School
faculty in 1 976.
"Professor Payton is a leading f i p r e
in both academic and professional circles
with respect t o administrative law and
health care law," reported the recommendation to the Regents. "Most recently
she has focused her scholarly and professional efforts on problems concerning
regulation of the health care industry
and issues concerning welfare policy.
She is a fellow in the National Academy
of Public Administration and a member
of the National Academy of Social
Insurance. Last year she served as chair
of the Administrative Law Section of the
Association of American Law Schools."
"Professor Payton's appointment as
the William W. Cook Professor of Law is
especially fitting because of her lifelong
involvement with and study of important
qovernmental institutions, matters of
interest t o Mr. Cook," the recommendation added.
The William W. Cook Profcssorship
was established in the Law School this
year and is supported by monies derived
from funds that Cook, the Law School's
principal donor, gave o r left to the School
in 1 929 and 1 930. The generosity of
Cook, NewYork lawyer and an 1582
qraduatc of the Law School, ~ r o v i d e dfor
construction of the buildings that make up
the Law School and the Law Quadrangle.
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ouglas A. Kahn, thc Paul G. Kaupcr
Professor of Law, had been mulling
over the idea of a learn-by-doing tax
seminar for some timc. He put thc idea
into action during \\.inter term this year,
and reports that he, co-teacher Terrence
G. Perris, '72, visiting teachers, and
students found the venture a rousing
success.
The seminar, Tax Planning for Business
Transactions, included nine students. "This
was at a high level," Kahn explained. "They
had a lot of work to do. It was intended
not to teach them with traditional lecture.
It was application run.You learned by
working out the problcms."
The in-class problems were real ones,
with names and some details, as they
say, changed to protect the innocent.
Practitioners like Perris, a Cleveland,
Ohio-bascd partner and leader of the
Taxation Practice of Squire, Sandcrs &
Dcmpsey LLP, adapted for seminar usc
problems that their firms had workcd on
extensively, sometimcs for a year o r more.
The original problems were big oncs
- among thcm the establishmcnt of Fox
News and spinning off a lending operation
from Ford Motor Company, "the kinds of
things that clicnts only hirc very expensive
lawyers to do," explained Perris, who also
teaches rcplarly at Casc Western Reserve
University Law School in Clevcland. "It
was much like a business law clinic, exccpt
that you can't bring in a Fortune 500
company as the client."
Other practicing attorneys who
adapted cases and analyzed studcnts'
solutions. includcd :

J. Phillip Adams, '72, a senior partncr
with Skatldcn, Arps, Slatc, Meaghcr 8(
Flom LLP in NewYork City;
WilliamToomajian, '65, a senior
partncr (tax) with Baker Hostettler in
Cleveland; and
Diane Dossin, assistant tax officer
at Ford Motor Co., who was able to
participate through the support of Ford
Motor Co. General Counsel Dennis
Ross, '75.
Second-year law student Erika
Anderson, who will be clerlung for the
recently appointed Tax Court Judge,
MarkV. Holmcs, next year, said the course
sho\ired how complex tax problems can be.
"I learned that to arrive at a good or
even optimal solution, not only must
tax attorneys consider the tax laws, but
they must also consider other legal areas
such as corporate, ~artnership,contract,
and property law," she explained. "For
example, we worked on one problem
where the optimal solution was to have
the tax laws treat an entity as a corporation while general business law treated it
as a partncrship."
Allderson said she also liked the "real
~vorld"touch practitioners brought to
class. "Not only did they take us through
the problem they had prepared and then
explain why our solutions may or may not
work, but they also told a number of war
stories along the way. Thcsc added depth
to our unclcrstanding as to what transaction tax attornevs do on a daily basis."
Practicing attorneys haw tight
cchedulcs, and it wasn't easy for them to
get to the Law School. Sometimes, well,
they just couldn't.
The solution was live videoconferencing, via thc videoconference-equipped
classroom on thc first tloor of Hutchins
Hall. For these sessions, Kahn became
the master technician \\rho operatcd the

push-button console that focused
I
the camera on each speaker as s/hc I
talked to Perris o r another p e s t
teacher in his home office.
I
Perris said the Law School's
videoconferencing capability made
it possible for him to co-teach with
Kahn. He could not come to Ann
1
Arbor from Cleveland each week
- in fact, during one drive from
Cleveland he had an automobile accident
explained. "You needed to understand
that blocked U. S. 2 3 south of Ann Arbor.
how those concepts worked in all their
WhenTomajian had to cancel a visit on
complexities. . . .This was the context as
short notice, he solved the problem by
it happens in the real \vorld. The client
teaching via a live, interactive videoconmav know you're \vrestling v i t h these
I

ference.
Videoconferencing "is a good marriage
of technology n i t h teaching," Perris said.
"It's another way the Law School can help
to bridge the gap between teaching and
practice ."
Kahn and Perris divided students into
two-person teams. The ninth student,
an S.J.D. candidate from Thailand with
considerable worhng experience, floated
among the groups as observer. Tlvo teams
could work together, but each team had
to write its own report on its proposed
solution.
Sometimes, students had to come back
to the teachers for more information. Like
attorneys dealing with clients, it was up
to the students to determine \\.hat was
missing and ask for it. One group, on its
own, discovered tlle private letter that had
resolvcd a case that had bcen adapted for
their class.
"That was minc," Perris said of that
case. In fact, he said, students cited the
real case as authority for their classroom
solution.
"I think the students got their Law
School expcrience enhanced by the
fact that there Ivere a lot of different
concepts that needed to be applied," Perris

difficult concepts, but he really doesn't
care ."
Students usually had three weeks to
study and solve each of the five problems
thev \irere given. Once, their solution
came very close to that in the real case.
At other times, when attorneys visited to
analyze the students' solutions, they found
that the future lawyers had explored the
same avenue that the firm had investigated
before shifting to another tack. In these
analysis/\vrap-up sessions, attornevs also
outlined the actual solutions their law
firms had fashioned.
Such transactional courses are beneficial to students, and there are too few
of them in the curriculum, Kahn said.
"These \tTerereallv creative solutions. . . .
I wanted to give students the idea that the
practice of law can be creative, exciting,
and intellectually stimulating. They got a
sense of how people lvork together, how
people with diffcrcnt expertise work
through to a solution.''
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NIPPON LIFE PROFESSOR MARK D. WEST
NAMED T O T W O DIRECTORSHIPS
Mark D. West, director of the Law

I

H e was named director of the Law

today, any firm of more than a handful of
lawyers does international law. In the big

has enjoyed a very special honleconling

School's Center for International and
Comparative Law;

after spending 2001-2002 at Kyoto

And he was named director of the

and butter."

School's Japanese Legal S t u h e s Program,

University as a Fulbright Research

University of Michigan's Center for

Scholar. This summer:

Japanese Stuhes, the oldest interdisci-

West teaches comparative context in
his Enterprise Organization course, but
it shows up in other unexpected places

H e became a tenured member of the

plinary Japanese studies program in the

faculty and was named the Nippon
Life Professor of Law. The chair is

United States. West has been a member
of the center's executive committee for

international legal insights have made their

endowed by Nippon Life Insurance

three years.

way into the casebook that he uses for his

An energetic speaker and hghly

Company, Japan's largest life insurer.

as xvell. For example, West notes that

Nippon Life's president is Masa)&

regarded teacher and scholar, West has

U.S. criminal l a ~ vcourse. There's a section
o n cultural defenses, he reports, and one

O k u , LL.M. '75.The chair is one of

raised the profile of the Law School's

fact pattern that he discusses in class deals

three Japanese-law-related endowed

Japanese law program s i p f i c a n t l y

with a Japanese woman who wades into

chairs at U.S. law schools; the others
are at Columbia and Harvard. "West

since he joined the faculty in 1998. His
Japanese Law course has proved to be a

the sea with the intention of killing her
child and herself.The child dies; she does

has already become one of the nation's

very popular, g r o u n d b r e a h g step. To

not. The woman claims that her husband,

leading scholars of Japanese law and

ensure that students get Japanese as well
as U.S. viewpoints o n the issues raised in

having committed adultery, has shamed

legal institutions," the dean of the Law
School and provost of the University

the class, West co-teaches the course with

the family.
Murder?The woman claims the

said i n recommending West t o the U-M

>kiting professors from the University of

practice is accepted in Japan, where

Regents for the Nippon Life profes-

she learned legal and social concepts.

sorship. They noted that his "sophisti-

Tokyo.
West's fluency in Japanese, as well as

"Actually, the case is narrow

cated and research-intensive empirical

h s teaching, practice, and life experience

gives her voluntary manslaughter instead

investigations" and his findmgs -about

in Japan, where he has spent more of h s

topics ranging from karaoke disputes,

adult life than any other location, have

of first-degree murder. But the key is
that students come to understand that

sumo wrestling, and historical futures

honed his expertise.

- the

court

many, many other types of defenses are in

Perhaps even more sipficantly, his

fact cultural defenses - they just don't

law and organized crime -' l a v e

international work has shown him that

reference a particular national culture,"

illuminated Japanese law, life, and

regional studies - indeed international

West reports.

exchanges t o contemporary corporate

- operate

culture in important ways." (Three

and comparative law generally

other faculty members also have been

in a context that blurs their borders.

awarded named professorships; see

28

firms, that's what they do. It's their bread

"Legal practice has changed so much,"

"It's all about talung an integrated
approach," he says. "Knowing U.S. law n o
longer is enough, and studying U.S. law

story o n page 25. And two faculty

he explains. "In the 1970s, if you wanted

in isolation is not the best way t o learn

members have been named distin-

t o d o international law you went into

U.S. law. Whether teacher or practitioner,

p i s h e d university professors; see story

an international law firm [and there

o n page 2 3 .)

were only a couple of these firms]. But

1
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vou'vc got to have a sense of how U.S.
law interacts with other countries' legal
svstems. How would you expect to serve
process in Belgium? What might a Chinese
client's cxpectations of legal professionals
be? Are there particular sorts of things
that a Japanese company might expect
in a joint venture agreement? It$ not so
important that students understand every
nuance of every question in every country,
but anticipating these kinds of questions
will make them much more effective as
lawyers."
West says this philosophy of integration will guide his work as director of the
Law School's Center for International
and Comparative Law as well as of the
University's Center for Japanese Studies.
In the case of the Law School, its reputation as a leader in international law is
well warranted and well established. Now
he'd likc to scc that expertise permeatc
more of Law School life and classes. The
Law School's ncw requirement that every
student passTransnational Law (see story
on page 54) in order to graduate is a solid
step, but West would like to see international and comparative legal ideas make
their way even further into morc traditional classes.
"I think what we need to get across to
studcnts is that you can't avoid it now, vou
can't separate yourself into international
or domestic law. Nincty-five percent of
our grads will do international law.
"What I want to do is to makc it
clear - we've alreadv startcd with the

Transnational Law course -you need
this. Even if you never leave the count_\;
you will practice international law."
Michigan is well prepared for this next
step. Many Law School faculty members
have studied and taught at schools abroad.
Some have taught in Europe, China, and
Africa, and about half of the Law School's
faculty members have taught in Japan.
Many faculty members already draw on
these experiences to incorporate transnational ideas into their core classes and
their research.
West's goal as &rector of the Center
for Japanese Studies (CJS) is a similarlv
integrative one -in the case of CJS hls
priority is to help the center take on a
more University-wide identitv.
A tall order, he ackno\vledges. "The
question is how to make the center appeal
to all the people \\ithout having the
center lose its focus. But there's so much
to Japanese studies -research into the
past, present, and future -- that people of
many disciplines and preferences can find
niches to their interest."
In addition to the Japan focus that
CJS faculty share, West continued, they
share many tools and methodologies
with scholars doing research into other
countries, and some of those tools and
methodologies are not country-specific. At
a rcccnt joint conference on Chinese and
Japanese law that he attended, the sharing
that went on was impressive, he reported.
The initial separation of scholars of the
two countries cjuickly evaporated as they

discovered that they shared many research
techniques and other aspects of their
work, even though their studies focused
on different countries.
For CJS, he said, "we want lots and lots
of people to participate in lots of different
wavs ."
West spent the summer in Japan as a
visiting researcher at Kvoto Universitv,
where in July he also taught a mock
criminal la\$. class for the faculty, \rho are
interested in the Socratic method and its
potential use in Japanese legal education.
Last May, West delivered a paper on debtrelated suicide in Japan at Harvard La\\School.
West earned his B.A., magna cum laude,
in international studies from Rhodes
College, and his J.D., with multiple
honors, fi-om Columbia University School
of Law. He clerked for the Hon. Eugene
H. Nickerson of the U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of NelvYork,
and practiced ~ i t Paul,
h
Weiss, Riflund,
Wharton & Garrison in NewYork and
Tokyo. Before joining the Law School
faculty in 1998, he \\-as an Abe Fello\s- at
the Graduate School of Law and Politics at
the University ofTokyo.
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alhousie Law School never forgot
A. W. Brian Simpson.
He was a young visiting professor at the
Halifax, Nova Scotia, school "for an alltoo-short period" in the 1960s, and then
went on to become one of the world's
leading historians of the common law and
a distinCpshed scholar of human rights
law. Since 1987 he's been a member of the
Law School faculty and is the Charles F.
and Edith J. Clyne Professor of Law.
Last May, Dalhousie asked hlm back
t o deliver the commencement address
and to receive an honorary Doctor of
Laws degree. The citation accompanying
conferral of his honorary degree noted his
many accomplishments -like the book
he has written on common law and human
rights, being a fellow of the American
Academv of Arts and Sciences as well as
the British Academy, getting an honorary
D.Litt. from the University of Ghana,
appointment as an Honorary Queen's
Counsel, even becoming an Honorary
Deputy District Attorney of Denver City,
Colorado -but also fondly recalled his
impact as a visiting professor at Dalhousie:
"Even at &s early stage of his career,
Professor Simpson's lectures on legal
history and jurisprudence were an
inspiration to his students, and gained
the admiration of the school's then-small
faculty. A student of his at the time statcd
that 'Brian Simpson brought with him
an academic intellectual approach that
had a grcat impact on the development
of many of us at the law school. He was
inspiring and cxceedingly witty. He spcnt
much time with his students, prodding
30
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us into examining issues from a variety of
perspectives."'
The citation went on to cite his impact
at Michigan:
"The esteem in which Professor
Simpson is held by students is just as
much in evidence today at the University
of Michigan Law School. His keen good
humor, encyclopedic knowledge, and
great stories attract large numbers to his
classes. Professor Simpson's popularity
also extends far beyond the classroom.
He has been known to assist student
fundraising causes by auctioning off
qourmet dinners -which he cooks
himself. Leaders of the Student Funded
Fello~vshipsProgram recently honored
Professor Simpson's support by establishing the 'A.W.B. Simpson Award' and
making him its first recipient."
For hls part, Simpson used his
commencement address - with a nod
to Star M'ars -to encourage graduates
to choose "the good side" over "the dark
side." He explained that people in the
legal profession have a duty to ensure that
power is not exercised arbitrarily, and
noted that Canadian lawyers now have in
their Charter of Rights and Freedoms a
powerful tool to employ against indiscriminate use of power.
His talk also included historical
references, poetry, and examples of his
trademark humor. He noted, for example,
that SirThomas More was the only lawyer
he knows of to be granted sainthood.
Simpson also received an honorary
degree from Kent University this year.

Activities
Irwin I. Cohn Professor of Law

Reuven S. Avi-Yonah in June taught a
mini-course on coinparative Controlled
Foreign Corporation regimes at Vienna
Economic University and was a panelist
for the U. S. /Canada International Fiscal
Association meeting on dividend integration in Washington, D. C. In May he
presented a paper at a Pocantico, New
York, conference on financing for development whose sponsors included the
International Labor Organization and the
Carnegie Fourldation. He also attended
the NewYork City meeting of the advisory
board of the United Nations Ad Hoc
Group of Experts on InternationalTax
Cooperation.
Assistant Professor of Law Michael
S. Barr was active in Japan in May: He
presented his paper, "Bailking the Poor," at
the Institute for Monetary and Economic
Studies, Bank of Japan,Tokyo; taught the
mini-course International Banking and
Finance at the International Center for
Comparative Law and Politics, Graduate
of
School of Law and Politics, Uni~~ersity
Tokyo Law School; and spoke on "Lawyers
in Government: In~plicationsfor Legal
Education Reform" to the Osaka Bar
Association in Osaka.
Then-Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs and Professor of Law: 1101~Dean
Evan H. Caminker spoke on "The Future
of Affirinative Action" as part of a panel
presentation in May for tlle Northern
L)istx-ict of California Judicial Conference.
He spent much of the winter and spring
helping to brier the La~vSchool's and
University's legal positions in the Grutter
and Gratz affirmative action cases.
Wade H. McCree Ji-. Collegiate
Professor or Law David L. Chambers and

co-authors Richard 0. Lempert, '68,
the Eric Stein Distinguished University
Professor of Law and Sociology, andTerry
K . Adams, '72, a social science senior
research associate at the Law School,
have won the 2003 Distinguished Article
A\vard of the Sociology of Law Section of
the American Sociological Association for
their study of the Law School's minority
and white alumni. The study appeared as
"Michigan's Minority Grads in Practice:
The River RunsThrough Law School," in
25 Law &Social I n q u i y 395-505 (2000). A
shorter version appeared as "DoingWell
and Doing Good:The Careers of Minority
and Whlte Graduates of the University
of Michigan Law School," at 42.2 Law
Quadrangle Notes 60-71 (1999).
Professor of Lami Sherman J. Clark
spoke and presented a paper recently
at a symposium on direct democracy
sponsored by the journal ofContemporaT
Legal Issues at the University of San Diego
Law School. During the spring, he also
contributed a paper to a s y n p o s i u n ~on
law and culture sponsored by AT^ Maria
Law School in Ann Arbor.
At the invitation of the cow-t, Edward
H. Cooper, the Thomas M. Cooley
Professor of L a y joined 176th U-M
Business School Professor Dana Muir, 'SO,
to write an anlicus curiae brief for the Fifth
Circuit's en banc consideration of a case
involving intricate questions of state la\v
preemption by the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act and federal court
jurisdiction. In June, he deli~yeredthe
luncheon address that concluded the first
Association of Ainerican Law Schools
conference on civil procedure since 1995.
Professor of Law and ne>vl)r-appointed
Associate Dean for Acadeinic Affairs (see
story on page 7 j Steven l? Croley has
been asked by tl7.e Asian Foundation to

assist the Chinese government in drafting
legislation governing administrative procedures. In May, Croley spoke on sovereign
immunity at the Lifers' Association
meeting (Clinical Professor Paul D.
Reingold spoke at the same meeting)
at the Gus Harrison Men's Correctional
Facility in Adrian, Michigan. Earlier in the
year Croley was a panelist at the American
Bar Association's midyear meeting for
the Section on Administrative Law &
Regulatory Practice. Croley also served
as a reviewer for papers submitted for
presentation at the 2003 annual meeting
of the American Law and Econon~ics
Association.
Affiliated Overseas Faculty member
Hanoch Dagan presented his paper
"Restitution of Gains from Slave Labor"
at a panel on slavery reparations at the
Association ofAmerican Law Schools
annual meeting atlVashmgton, D.C.,
eai-ly this year. Earlier, he presented l?is
paper "The Craft of Property" at the Legal
Theory Workshop at the University of
Toronto Faculty of Law.
Bruce W. Frier, the Henry King
Ransom Professor of Law and former
interim chair of tlle Universitv's Classics
Department, has been elected a Resident
Member (U.S.-based) of the prestigious American Phlosophical Society,
the United States' first learned socie$
founded in 1769.The select American
membership totals only about 750. In
Ma): Frier discussed the difficulties of
the biographical approach toward Roman
jurists in a talk called "Laxvyers Without
Lives" for the meeting of the American
Ancient Historians at the University of
New Brunswick in Fredericton. He also
has been appointed by the University
provost to chair the Task Force on
the Campus Climate forTi-ansgender,
Bisesual, Lesbian, and Gay (TBLG)
LQN Summer 2003
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Faculty, Staff and Students; the task force

Robert L. Howse, recently named

and advised pro bono the Free Burma

is charged with assessing implementation

the Alene and Allan F. Smith Professor

Coalition and congressional staff o n W T O

of earlier measures t o improve the social

of Law (see story on page 25), has

in~plicationsof proposed legislation on

climate for TBLG people, examine policy

been chosen sub-series editor for

trade sanctions against Burma.

n o t p r e ~ i o u s l yconsidered o n a University-

Commentaries on MTO Law, t o be printed
by O s f o r d University Press, and served
as a semifinals judge for the European
Law Students Association W T O Moot
Court competition in Geneva. Overseas,
he: presented a paper o n the IndiaEuropean Communities dispute o n the
Generalized System of Preferences at
the British Institute of International
and Comparative Law, W T O Dispute
Settlement Forum in London; discussed
Alexandre Kojkve's vision of world order
and transatlantic relations after 9 / 1 1
at the "Whose Europe?" conference at
Oxford University; presented a three-day
seminar o n W T O law at the Jean Monnet
Center, Zagreb Law Faculty and Ministry
for European Integration, Zagreb, Croatia;
served as panelist/commentator for the
WorldTrade Institute/American Society
of International Law Conference onTrade
and Human Rights in Berne, Switzerland;
and was an invited participant for the
workshop o n n e w research directions o n
trade and environment at the International
Institute of Sustainable Development
in Coppet, Switzerland. In the United
States, he: briefed journalism fello~vs
o n covering the W T O at the Columbia
University Journalism School/Initiative
for Policy D i a l o p e Workshop "Covering
Globalization"; presented a work in
progress o n hermeneutics and treaty law
at the globalization workshop at NewYork
University Law- School; served as panelist
for the agora o n Iraq and International
Law at the U-M Law School; reviewed
international law writing by young
scholars at theYale Stanford Junior Faculty
Forum in Palo Alto, California; served as
panelist for the bioteclmology and trade
panel t o discuss the trade dispute between
thc United States and the European Union
o n genetically modified organisms at the
annual meeting of the American Society
of International Law in Washington, D. C.;

wide basis, s u g e s t policy guidelines for
dealing with n o n University groups whose
policies may conflict ~ i t the
h University's,
and recommend long-term oversight
mechanisms for TBLG issues at the U-M.

Thomas A. Green, the John Phillip
Dawson Collegiate Professor of Lav;
continues his work as an editor of S t u d ~ e s

i n Legal H i s t o y , the series sponsored by
the American Society for Legal History
and published by the University of N o r t h
Carolina Press. H e is in his 17th year
with the series; his current co-editor is
Professor Daniel Ernst of Georgetown
University Law Center. Green also
is serving a three-year t e r m o n the
Delegates' Executive Committee of the
American Council of Learned Societies.
Assistant Professor of Law David M.
Hasen delivered a paper o n the political
theory of personal endowment taxation
a t the CriticalTax Conference at the Law
School in April.
James C. Hathaway, director of
the Law School's Program in Refugee
and Asylum Law and recently named the
James E. and Sarah A. Degan Professor of
Law (see story o n page 25), in May taught
two courses for Amnesty International in
London: a two-day course o n international
refugee law for 4 0 country researchers
and legal staff, and a one-day advanced
course o n the refugee rights regime for
senior officials of Amnesty International.
In April, he: delivered a one-day intensive
course o n advanced refugee law topics for
m o r e than 100 barristers and solicitors for
The La\\- Society i n London, England; he
also dehvered a n e w two-day course, "The
Rights of Refugees Under International
Law," at the Refugee Studies Centre in
Oxford, England, for an international
croup of senior lawyers, policymakers,
and decision makers
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Hessel E.Yntema Professor of Law
Emeritus John H. Jackson has been
appointed by the director-general of the
WorldTrade Organization ( W T O ) to a
special eight-member Eminent Persons
Consultative Board formed t o report
during the next year on the WTO's
systemic and constitutional problems;
the board is chaired by British Petroleum
Chairman Peter Sutherland, former
W T O director-general and a well-known
European Union commissioner. In June,
Jackson received an honorary doctorate
of law from the Law Faculty of the
University of Hamburg, one of Europe's
preeminent faculties in international
law; the faculty awards such an honorary
degree only once every five years.

Richard 0.Lempert, '68, the
Eric Stein Distingushed University
Professor of Law and Sociology, and
co-authors David L. Chambers and
Terry K. Adams, '72, have won the
2003 Distin,pished Article Award of
the Sociology of Law Section of the
American Sociological Association for
their study of the Law School's minority
and w h t e alumni. Chambers is the Wade
H . McCree Jr. Collegiate Professor of Law
and Adams, '72, is a social science senior
research associate at the Law School. Their
winning article was "Michigan's Minority
Grads in Practice: The River Runs
Tlwough Law School," in 25 Laa? &Social

Inquiry 395-505 (2000). A shorter version
appeared as "Doing Well and Doing Good:
The Careers of Minority and White
Graduates of the University of Michigan
Law Scl~ool,"at 4 2 . 2 Law Quadrangle h'otes
60-71 (1999).
Clinical Professor of Law Rochelle
E. Lento, who is director of the Law
School's Legal Assistance for Urban
Communities Clinic, in June served as
panelist for the "Community Econon~ic
Stimulus - Can Transactional Legal

Services Help the Homeless?" portion

non Cambodians from a single place in

of the conference o n "Connections &
Directions: Sharing Visions for Clinical

Cambodia working on development of the

Clinical Assistant Professor David
Santacroce served as a ~ a n e l i s for
t

rule of law, Rine noted. In addition, k n e

discussion of "Ethical Issues in Fund-

Law," in Hamilton, Ontario. In May, she:

taught a course at the Faculty of Law in

raising at the Association of American

inoderated a panel of the 12th annual

Plmom Penh as part of the new English-

Law Schools' Clinical Legal Education

ABA Forum o n Affordable Housing

language law program.

Conference inVancouver in May.

Clinical Professor of Law Paul D.

A.W. Brian Simpson, the Charles

and Community Development Law in
Washington, D.C.; served as panelist for
the University of Michigan International

Reingold and his clinic students won

F. and Edith J. Clyne Professor of La\\:

an immigration case at the U.S. Court of

in July spoke on "Adventures in the

Program's symposium on "European Sr

Appeals for the Sixth Circuit in Cincinnati

Public Records" as the opening talk at

when the court reversed an immigration judge's final order of deportation in

the meeting of the British Legal History

absentia for a native of the Philippines who
failed to appear for a hearing. The Court
of Appeals said immigration authorities
failed t o provide clear and convincing
evidence that the notice of hearing had
been mailed t o the last address supplied
by the petitioner, who has lived in the
United States for more than 20 years.
The Appeals Court remanded the case
for a new hearing before an immigration
judge. Reingold and h s clinic students
also won a re-sentencing motion for a
state prisoner who was serving a life term;
she was re-sentenced to 20-40 years, and
because good-time credits malted her out
o n the new sentence, she was released.
During the spring and summer, Reingold
also presented talks t o life sentence
groups at the Ryan Correction Facility
in Detroit and ( n l t h Professor of Law
Steven I? Croley) at the Gus Harrison
Correction Facility in Adrian, Michigan. In
May, he was a panelist for the Association
of American Law Schools' Clinical Lanr
Section national conference invancouver,
\vhich addressed the ethical, client-counseling, and supervision issues that arise in
settlement.
Theodore J. St. Antoine, '54, the
James E. and Sarah A. Degan Professor of
Law Emeritus, delivered the 20th anniversary Carl A. Warns Jr. Lecture on Labor
and Employnent Law in June at the Louis
D. Brandeis School of Lam; University
of Louisville. H e spoke on "Labor and
Transitional
Employment La777 in TTVO
Decades."

the British Institute of International and

American Experiences with Affordable
Housing and Integrated Community
Development"; and chaired the committee
of the ABA Journal $Affordable Housing
&Cornrnuniy Der~eloprnentLaw t o select
a student writing competition winner.
She also has been an expert witness in
a malpractice case involving a nonprofit
developer of an affordable senior housing
project in West Palm Beach, Florida.
Assistant Professor of Law Richard A.
Primus taught a course on constitutional
law at the University ofTokyo in May and
also serves as a member of the Association
of American Law Schools Committee on
New LawTeachers.
Professor of Law Adam C. Pritchard
tlis year participated in: the thn-d annual
Joe C. Davis Law and Business Program
Conference at Vanderbilt University
School of Law; the Advanced Business
Law Selninai- at Fordham La\v School;
a University of North Carolina School
of Law faculty workshop; the Sloan
Interdisciplinary Workshop at Georgetown
University Law Center; the Corporate
ControlTransactions Conference at the
Uni~~ersity
of Pennsylvania School of Law
(commentator); and the Federalist Society
faculty division conference o n "The
Criminalization of Corporate Conduct"
(panelist).
During the sunlnier Clinical Professor
of Law Nicholas J. Rine supervised 16
Law School students as volunteer interns
at four go~rernnlentagencies and five
nongo~rernmentalorganizations as part of
h e Law School's Prograln for Cambodian
Law and De11clopment. T l i s group of law

Society in Dublin. In June, he chaired
Comparative Law's annual daylong review
of the European Court of Human Rights,
and in May he took part in a human rights
training session on tlle Isle of Man. He also
recently received two honorary degrees.
(See story on page 30.)

Eric Stein, '42, the Hessel E.Ynterna
Professor of Law Emeritus, participated in
the conference "The Constitutional Future
of Europe: ATransatlantic Dialogue"
in July in Florence, Italy. Among the
attendees were five U.S. Supreme Court
justices and their European counterparts.
The conference was organized by former
Law School faculty inernber J. H. H.
Weiler. Activities included a celebration of
Stein's 90th birthday.

Visiting and adjunct
faculty
Leonard Niehoff, '84, of Butzel
Long in Ann Arbor, was a speaker for
the conference "Meda Relations for
Government Officials" in Dearborn
in May. H e discussed the legal side of
media relations, including the Freedom
of Information and O p e n Meetings acts,
libel, and invasion of privacy.

students may be the largest number of
LQN Summer 2003
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1988. H e has taught at the universities of

at the University of Chicago and Stanford

Sydne): Melbourne, and Adelaide, and has

law schools. His writing focuses on the

been invited t o teach at Cornell, ChicagoKent, and Naples, Italy. H e was a research

history of legal education and presidential
history.

associate in international law at Colunlbia

Etlc11 j w r , ~.isitiizgclrzcl cidjzii~et

University in 1992-93.
Before joining ANU, Anton was policy

f;zcult~,i l ~ c p c ilze
i ~ e ~ ~ l - ~ ~ itlllcl
c ~ ~ l ~ i l director
i~
and a senor attorney with the
t~ct7cleii~ic
lij-i o f the Lclli~Se11c)ol.
7

I /ze!' co11le froi11 tz i.tiri~t7,of btlc1;-

Bromberg earned his B.A. at Harvard
College, his J.D. at Harvard Law School,
and his J.S.M. at Stanford Law School.
H e has served as legislative counsel for a

Environmental Defender's Office (EDO)

Wisconsin congressman, as an assistant

in Sydney, Australia's largest nonprofit,

district attorney in the Appeals Bureau of
the Newl'ork County District Attorney's

public interest environmental law firm.

yozri~dst117d brin,a to the classroorr~ci

While with EDO, Anton regularly testified

~ i v a l t hof expel-icllccs /;on2 otlzcl- clcct-

before Australian federal and state parlia-

Office, and as a legal consultant to Thelan
Marrin, Jolmson & Bridges.

ments, managed significant litigation, and
helped develop and manage a successful

At the U-M Law School, Bromberg
is teaching this fall in die Legal Practice

forestry litigation project in Papua New
Guinea that helped stop illegal logging

Program section for LL.M. candidates.

in one of the last untouched stands of
tropical rainforest.
H e is a member of the World

Faculty of Law, Charles University in
Prague, where he later earned a doctorate

Conservation Union's Environmental Law
Commission, serves as an international

Department for theTheory of State and
Law, Charles University. In 1967-1 970

dei-izic setti713s U S . i\'ell

(IS

tlte 11'01.ldof

practice. S t ~ ~ d c lailcl
~ r ,fa~ cult^, ali1:c
1i.elcoine tilcsc ~'i.~.it-iiz>a
u i ~ daclj~ll~ct
fi~ciilh'ii2en1bei.~a ~ z dcll-ill11on their
cs{~eri'-isc.
Solize of these 1.isitoi-s tcac12
rc~ularh'at t l ~ eLaw School, seine
stcz~?for cz11 elztil-c iicc~leil~ic
i7ciir,
fbr a ccl?lester, cii~dii feli, ~ - i . ~ i t

~(j-ii?~

ihc La111School i;)r bi-icf illte71silv
tcc-iclzii~,a~ i s ~ i g n n z ~ lii~t tdetzdli71e
s.
Lime,

/IC~C

is t12e liizezip ofl'isitol-s ili1c1

Vojtech Cepl is a graduate of the

In 1965 he became an assistant at the

affairs analyst for the Environmental

he pursued postgraduate s t u d e s in the

Law Institute in W a s h g t o n , D. C.,

theory of legal sociology at Oxford

and is immediate past-president of the

University and in comparative legal

Australian branch of the Environmental
Law Alliance Worldwide. His publica-

science at the University of Michgan Law
School. In 1971 he became a lecturer of

tions include Politics, Values and Functions:

the Department of Civil Law at Charles

International Larv in the 21st Century (with

University. Cepl qualified as a university
lecturer in 1989. In 1990 he became the

0'
Connell, 1997), and

theii- teiiching /~laizsfor the moj-3ooj

Charney and

clcadcmic i7eal-.

Global Enrtironmental Protection (1 996). H e

vice-dean for foreign relations and the

most recently is completing International

head of the Department of Civil Law. In

Enr.ironmenta1 Law: l'roblems and ildaterials

(with Charney, Sands, Schoenbaum, and

1993 he was appointed a professor of civil
law.

Young)
Anton is teaching International

legislative councils and committees for

Visiting law faculty
Donald K. Anton is director of the
Australian Center for Environmental
Law and director of environmental law

Environmental Law during the fall t e r m .

Howard Bromberg is an associate

After 1989 he took an active part in
drafting various la\vs, the Civil Code, and
the Constitution. H e is best known by the

programs at The Australian National

professor of law at Ave Maria School of

public for his proposals for the reform of

University Faculty of Law (ANU), where

Law, where he served as the founding

housing policy, but he also has published

he teaches international environmental

director of the three-semester Research,

la\?; international trade and the environ-

Writing, and Advocacy Program. While

several scholarly works, principally on the
subject of legal
civil law, and

m e n t , federalism and the environment,

on leave from Ave Maria during the past

marine and coastal law, comparative

academic year, he served as lecturer on

constitutional law.
In 1990-1 993 he lectured at many law

environmental law, and environmental law.

law and associate director of the First
Year Lawyering Program at Harvard Law

the United States. He was appointed a

H e is admitted t o the bar in four U.S. and

faculties in Great Britain, Canada, and

School.
H e formerly taught at the University of

visiting professor at the University of San

ticing and consulting o n environmental
issues nationally and internationally since

Michigan Law School, and also has taught

of Chicago in fall 1993, and in spring

Australian jurisdictions and has been prac-

Francisco in spring 1993, at the University
1996 as a distinguished visiting professor
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at Geoi-getown University in Washington,
D.C. Czech Republic President Vaclav
Have1 appointed him a Justice of the
Constitutional Court in 1993.
Cepl is teaching Constitutionalism in
Central and Eastern Europe during the fall
term.

Gavin S. Clarkson holds a bachelor's degree and an M.B.A. from
Rice University, a doctorate from the
Harvard business School in technology
and operations management, and is a
cum laude graduate of the Harvard Law
School, where he was managing &tor of
the Harvard Journal oflacr~and Zchnology
and president of the Native American
Lnv Students Association. In 199 1 he
joined the faculty of Rice University. He
moved t o Harvard Business School in
1998, where hz was the KPMG Fellow,
the Jolm M. Olin Research Fellow in Lam;
Economics, and Business; the Reginald F.
Lewis Fellow for Law Teaching; and held
the university-wide fellowship knovvn
as the 1665 Harvard University Native
American Program Fellowshp.
He joins the U-M School of
Inforn~ationfaculty this fall with a simultaneous appointment as visiting assistant
professor of laxv. H e also is affiliated with
U-M's Native American Studies Program.
A member of the Choctaw Nation of
Oklahoma, Clarkson has consulted and
written extensively on tribal sovereignty, tribal governance systems, tribal
ecoiiomic development, and tribal asset
management, and is one of the leading
experts on the data underlying the
American Indian mascot controversy.
His research interests include tribal
court system development, tribal access
to capital markets, and success determinants [or tribal entrepreneurship. In
other areas, his research interests rocus on
the convergence of law, technolog): and
business, especially die multiparty negotiation dynamics surrounding patent pool
rorniation. He has almost two decades of
lnanage~nentexperience and has successfully launched several firms.

Clarhon's publications have or will be
appearing in the Harrrard Journal o f Lar~rand

Yoseph M. Edrey completed his
t e r m as dean of the Faculty of Law at

Ethnology, Cardozo Journal ofInternationa1

Haifa University in 2003. H e earned three

and Comparative Lau; Michigan Journal o j
Race and Law, and the University ofKansas
Law Rerriew.
At the Law School, he is teaching the
seminar Contemporary Issues in American
Indian Law during the fall t e r m .
Sharon L. Davies is the John C.
Elam/Vorys Sater Designated Professor
of Law at the Moritz College of L a ~ v
Ohio State University. She holds a B.A.
in political science from the University
of Massachusetts at Arnherst and a J.D.
from Columbia University School of
Law, where she was a Harlan Fiske Stone
scholar and a notes and comments editor
of the Columbia Larr, Rer~ieur.After graduation she worked as an associate attorney
for Steptoe and Johnson inwashington,
D.C., and for Lord, Day 6: Lord Barrett
Smith in Ne~vYorkCity.
Davies served five years as an assistant
U.S. attorney in the Criminal Division
of the U.S. Attorney's Office for the
Southern District of NenrYork. She joined
the faculty at Ohio State in 1995, was
awarded tenure in 1999, was prornoted
to full professor in August 2002, and
was named the John C. Elain/Vorys
Sater Designated Professor of Law last
December. She teaches courses in criminal
law, criminal procedure (police practices),
and evidence.
Her primary research is in the area
of criininal la\\. and procedure. Her
writings have appeared in a variety of
leading journals, among then1 the Duke
Larr~Journal, Southern Cal$ornia Lan, Revierr;
Colunlbia Law Rer,ierr~,and (forthcoming)
Duke University's Law and Conternporaly
Problems. Davies also is co-author of the
treatise on healthcare fraud il4ed1care and
il~ledicaidFraud and Abuse (\Vest Group,
2002-2003), now in its third edition.
Davies is teaching Criminal Law a i d
the seminar Advanced Topics in Criminal
Justice during the fall term.

degrees at Hebrew University: an LL.B.,
an LL.M., and a Ph.D. in law. His interests
include tax law; tax ~ o l i c y(federal and
Israeli); taxation of international activity
(federal and Israeli); legal education; the
social and economic aspects of Israeli
constitutional law; and the Israeli legal
system.
Edrey has published numerous
articles in Hebrew and English, among
them "Interest Deduction: Application
of FinanceTheory in Supreme Court
Cases" (\vithY. Margalioth) , (Hebrew) 32

Mishpatim (Hebrew University Law re vie^^.)
2002; "Tax Law as Public Law," (Hebrew)
Adishpat Umimshal (Ha$a Law &Gor~ernment
Law, Review) 1999; and "Who Should Guard
the Public's Property and the States'
Treasury," M. Shamgar' Book (A Barak,
N. Choen, M . Mauntner, eds.) (Jerusalem
2003). H e has also written b e e books
and "Cases and h/laterials," the most
recent of whlch is The Basic Law:TIie State's
Economy (Hebrew) (Y. Zamir, ed.), for
publication summer 2003.
Edrey has taught for 20 years in Israel
and the United States. In Israel, he has
taught o n the Israeli tax system, Israeli
legal system, and corporate taxation. In
the United States, he has taught on federal
tax policy, federal taxation of international
activity federal income tax, and federal
corporate taxation. In suinnler 2000, he
e
served as special consultant t o d ~ Knesset
for tax reform, and he has served since
1999 as a member of the Public Council
for the Israeli Constitution, establish by
the Israeli Deinocratic Institute.
Here at the Law School, Edrey is
teaching Public Finance I a i d theTax Policy
Workshop seininar in the fall term and,
during the winter term, Public Finance I1
andTasaiion of Indnidual Income.
Laura S. Fitzgerald began her
teaching career in 199 3 at the Washington
and Lee University School of Law, after
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five years of appellate and comnercial litigation practice in Waslington, D. C., and
NewYork City. She has taught as a visiting
professor at the law schools of Duke and
Vandei-bilt universities. She earned her
B.A. in English, summa cum laude, fi-om
Hollins College inVirginia, and her J.D.
fromyale Law School, where she served
as a senior editor of the lhle Law Journal.
After graduating from law school, she
clerked for the Hon. Louis Oberdorfer of
the U.S. District Court for the District of
Columbia.
Fitzgerald's research and teaching
interests include federal courts and federal
jurisdiction, federal civil procedure, civil
rights litigation, and constitutional separation of powers. She currently is researching
the U.S. Supreme Court's use and hsuse of
the Erie doctrine, from Erie itself through
C h e f Justice WiVlarn Rehnquist's concurrence in Bus11 rJ.Gore in 2000.
H e r publications have appeared in the
illichigan Laro Rer~ielv,Northwestern Unirrersiy
Law Review; Vanderbilt Law Review, and Duke
Law Journal.
Fitzgerald is teachlng Federal Courts
and Jurisdiction and the Supreme Court
during the fall term.
Kim Forde-Mazrui, '93, is professor
of law and Barron F. Black Research
Professor at the University ofVir,ainia. H e
earned h s B.A. in philosophy, summa cum
laude, from the University of Michigan
in 1990, and his J.D., magna cum laude.
After serving a year as judicial clerk to the
Hon. Cornelia Kennedy, '47, of the U.S.
Court ofAppeals for the Sixth Circuit,
he joined the law firm Sidley &Austin in
Washington, D. C., where he practiced for
two years.
Forde-Mazrui joined the law faculty
of the University ofVirginia in 1996.
H e teaches criminal law and procedure,
collstitutional law, and race and the law.
His research interests include race and
criminal
race in the child
placement process, affirmative action, and
reparations.
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His publications have appeared in
Georgetow~nLarr~Journal, Vanderbilt Lati1
Rer~ierrr,and A4ichigan Law Rerrierv. One of
h s works in progress, "Talung the Right
Seriously: A Conservative Justification
for Affirmative Action and Reparations,"
argues that American society is morally
responsible for present effects of past
racial discrimination. Other current
projects include an examination of police
discretion in stopping motorists for investigatory purposes, and the constitutional
in~plicationsof Arab profiling.
Forde-Mazrui is teachng Criminal
Law in the fall tern1 and Introduction to
Constitutional Law and the seminar Race
and the Law in the winter term.
Karthigasen Govender, LL.M. '88,
is a professor in the Department of Public
Law at the University of Natal, where he
has taught constitutional, administrative,
and family law as well as evidence and
criminal procedure
He is a member of the South African
Human Rights Commission and is a
practicing advocate and chairperson of the
South African Film and Publication Board.
Professor Govender is teaching
Constitutionalism in South Africa during
the winter term. He is co-teachng the
course with Daria Roithmayr (see below).
Jill E. Hasday received her B.A. from
Yale University in 1994, graduating summa
cum laude with distinction in history.
In 1997, she graduated fromyale Law
School, where she was an articles editor
of the Yale Law Journal. She then clerked
for the Hon. Patricia M. Wald of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the D. C. Circuit.
Since 1998, Hasday has taught at the
University of Chicago Law School, where
she currently is an associate professor of
law.
Hasday's teachmg and research
interests include antidiscrimination
law, constitutional law, family law, legal
history, and national security law. She
is currently working on an article to b e
called "Mitigation and the Americans with

Disabilities Act." Her recent publications
have appeared in iMichigan Larv Rer~ie~v,
Georgetown Law Journal, Calfornia Larr,
Rer/iew, and UCLA Law Review.
Hasday is teaching Family Law and the
seminar National Security Law during the
fall term and Employment Discrimination
and the Women's Legal History seminar
during the winter term.
Sherman A. Jackson is associate
professor of Islamic studies, Department
of Near Eastern Studies at the University
of Michigan. His areas of specialization are
Islamic law and theolog)'. He earned his
B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. at the University of
Pennsylvania 1982-1 990.
Jackson has taught atWayne State
University, Indana University, University
ofTexas at Austin, American University
in Cairo, Egypt, and Middlebury College.
He has also received numerous fellowships and awards and served as interim
president of the Shari'ah Scholars
Association of North America and as a
member of the Board ofTrustees for the
North American IslamicTrust.
Jackson is the author of Islamic Lou. and
the State:The ConstitutionalJurisprudence
ofShihab al-Din al-@raz (E.J. Brill,
1996) and On the Boundaries $Theological
Tolerance in Is1am:Abu Hamid al-Ghaza1"s
Fysal al-T$riqa (Oxford, 2002), as well as
numerous articles on Islamic law, theolog)'
and, more recently, Islam in America.
He speaks classical Arabic, Egyptian,
Levantine, and Saudi Arabian dialects,
and has a reading knowledge of French,
German, and Persian.
At the Law School, he is teaching
Islamic Law during the winter term.
Orit Kamir, LL.M. '95, S.J.D. '96,
from the Hebrew University in Jerusalem,
is a professor of law specializing in interdisciplinary cultural analysis of law, law
and film, and feminist legal thought. She
has taught a variety of courses, including
Israeli law, culture and society, the Israeli
legal system, and sexual harassment law at
the Hebrew University, and criminal law,

Vikramaditya S. Khanna holds

at the University ofVirginia Law School

at the University of Michigan Law School.

an S.J.D. from Harvard Law School and

andvisiting Research Fellomr atYale Law

Her book Every Breath You Take: Stalking
Narrat~vesand the La141 (University of

joined the Boston University School

School. In the Business School, Masten

of Law Faculty in 1998. H e has taught

teaches the required M. B. A. applied

Michigan Press) offers a cultural analysis
of America's antistalking la~vswithin the

as a visitor at Harvard Law School and

microeconomics course, an M.B.A.

Northwestern University Law School,

elective on business transactions, and

contexts of world mythology, religion,

and received the John M. Olin Faculty

a doctoral seminar o n the economics

literature, film, and the social sciences.
Her recent book, Feminism, Rights and the

Fellowship for 2002-2003.

of institutions and organizations. In the

Lalv (in Hebrew), is the first textbook

include corporate law, securities fraud

Analysis of Law and Contract Design and

on Israeli feminist jurisprudence. Her

and regulation, corporate and managerial

Interpretation

next book, in review, develops a feminist

liability, and law and economics.

law and film, and feminist jurisprudence

theory of la\?]-and-film, examining the

His research and teaching interests

His writings have appeared in many

Law School, he has taught Economic

Masten received his Ph.D. in economics
from the University of Pennsyl\~aniaand

social implications of fundamental, underlying values such as honor and dignity.

publications, among them Harr~ardLaw

his A.B. from Dartmouth College. He

Review, Boston Unirlersity Law Review,

is a co-editor of the journal ofEconornicr

A feminist legal scholar and activist,

and Georgetou.n Lair,journal. H e also has

&n/Ianagement Strategy and serves o n the

Karnir drafted the sexual harassment bill

presented papers at Harvard La\?. School,

editorial boards of four other journals.

that was adopted by the Israeli Parliament
and legislated into law in 1998. Since

Columbia University School of L a y the

At the Law School during the winter
term he will co-organize the Lam- and

the legislation of the Sexual Harassment
Prevention Law, she has been engaged in
presentation and explication of its legal

American Law & Economics Association
annual meeting, University of Michigan
Law School, University of Southern

Economics Workshop with Professor

California Law School, University of

the John M . Olin Center for Law and

of Law O m r i Ben-Shahar, director of

concepts to the Israeli public, academic,

California at Berkeley Law School (Boalt

Economics.

legal, and otherwise interested, as well as
to international forums of feminist legal

Hall), the National Bureau of Econoniic
Research, Stanford Law School, and

faculty and professor of la\v at the Moritz

scl~olarsand activists.

else\<rhere.

Kamir received her LL.M. and S.J.D.
at the University of Michigan Law School,

H e is teachng Securities Regulation
and the seminar Current Issues in

and wrote her dissertation in the field of
law-and-literature under Professors Janles

Corporate Crime during the fall t e r m .

H e clerked for Associate Justice Harry

Scott E. Masten is professor of
business economics and public policy at

A. Blackmun of the U.S. Supreme Court
and for Chief Judge Wilfred Feinberg of

to that, she clerked in the Israeli Supreme

the University of Michgan, where he

Court and in the Israeli Parliament, and
served as legal adviser to Israeli orga-

has been a faculty member since 1984.
A leading scholar in the area of transac-

the U.S. Court ofAppeals for the Second
Circuit.

nizations such as the Israel Women's
Network. Hcr publications, in Hebrew

tion cost economics, Masten has had a
longstanding interest in la\$; especially as

and English, offer cultural analyses of la\lr;

it relates to issues in economics and orga-

and society and culture, often focusing on

nization. He has published estensively o n
contracting, antitrust, and the organiza-

Boyd White and William I. Miller. Prior

the construction of gender. Her recent
publications are in the new field of lawand-film, offering integrated analyses of

tion of the firm. Current research projects
include studies of university governance,
19tl-century public utility ownership,

Alan C. Michaels, associate dean for
College of Law at O h o State University,
receix-ed h s A.B. from Harvard University
and his J.D. from Columbia Law School.

H e spent three years in private practice
representing the Major League Baseball
Players Association and then served
for four years as a prosecutor in New
York County before joining Ohio State
in 1995. At O h o State, he regularly
teaches courses in criminal l a y crirninal
procedure: adjudication, and white collar

two influential discourses and exploring
the significant and po~rrerfuldialogue

and the determinants of judicial contract

crime. H e was chosen as the Outstanding
Professor by graduating classes in 1999

between them.

enforcement policies.

and 2000.

At the Law School, Kanlir is teaching

In 1998, he was awarded the Louis and

The results of Michaels' research,

Criminal Law and the seminar Feminist
Theory and Jurisprudence during thc

M j ~ t l eMosko~vitzResearch Professorship

Ivinter term.

held appointments as John M. Olin

of criminal procedure, have been

Distinguishedvisiting Professor of Law

published in many journals, among

in Business and La\&: and he has also

priinarily in the area of the nlens rea of
crimes and in the adjudicatory portion
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them Columbia Larr~Rerrierr; Harvard Law

issues relating t o regulatory tahngs,

Reriel.17,and Southern Calfornia Larr~Rerrjerr,.

CERCLA liability, and environmental

in the area of critical race theory. Her

H e recently joined Professor Joshua
Dressler as a co-author for updates and

re_plation in transitional economies. She

scholarshp and professional activities

also researches in the area of intellectual

similarly revolve around issues relating to

future editions of Understanding Criminal

property and lam,.

race and the law. She comes to Michigan

Procedure. Michaels received the 1998-99

She is teaching Environmental La\v and
Real Property at t l ~ eLaw School during

as a visiting professor from the University

Outstanding Scholarly Paper Award from
the Association of American Law Schools.

the winter t e r m .

At the U-M Law School, Michaels is

Andreas L. Paulus is assistant

Daria Roithmayr writes and teaches

of Illinois, where she has been a faculty
member since 1996. Roithmayr received
her B.S. from t l ~ eUniversity of California

t e a c h n g Criminal Procedure: Bail t o Post

professor at the Institute for Public

at Los Angeles, and her J . D . , magna

Conviction Review, and White Collar

International Law at Ludwig-Maximilians

cum laude, in 1990 from Georgetown

Crirne during the fall t e r m .

University. H e studied at the universi-

University Law Center, where she was a

ties of Gottingen, Geneva, Munich, and

member of Order of the Coif and served

Professor Lynda J. Oswald, '85,
joined the U-M Business School faculq

Harvard. H e passed hls second juridical

as senior notes editor for the Georgetown

in 1988. She received her A.B., M.B.A.,

state examination in Munich in 1996, and

Lar'il Journal. After graduation, she clerked

and J.D. degrees from the University

in 2000 he completed h s dissertation o n

for the Hon. Marvin J. Garbis of the

of Michigan. W h l e at the Law School,

"The International Community in Public

she served o n the editorial board of the

International Law" (published by C. H .
Beck, June 2001).

U.S. District Court for the District of
Maryland.

!l.lichigan Law Revier,,. She clerked for

the Hon. Cornelia G. Kennedy, '47, of
the U.S. C o u r t ofAppeals for the Sixth

Paulus served as counsel of the

Roithmayr t ~ v i c eserved as special
counsel for Sen. Edward Kennedy on the

Circuit, before joining the faculty of the

Federal Republic of Germany in Germany
rr. United Stater (LaGrand case) before

Business School. Osnrald has taught at

the International Court of Justice. H e

him with regard to issues of race and
gender on the nominations of Justices

the University of Florida Law School and

interned at the UN Office of the Legal

David Souter and ClarenceThomas t o

the U-M Law School. She was a visiting

Counsel and the office of the prosecutor

scholar at China University of Political

of the international criminal tribunals for

the U.S. Supreme Court. She has been
in private practice in Washngton, D.C.,

Science and Lanr in Beijing and at L'viv

the formerYugoslavia and Rwanda. H e
received scholarships from the German

State University in L'viv, Ukraine.
A research fellow of the William
Davidson Institute at the U-M, she has
served as a staff editor and special editor

Senate Judiciary Committee, advising

and Phoenix, Arizona, and served as

National Merit Foundation and the

special counsel t o the Mississippi Attorney
General in litigation of the state's suit

German Academic Exchange Service.

against tobacco companies.

His publications include various articles

Her writings have appeared in Michigan

of the ilmerican Business Law Journal and as a

on international legal theory and inter-

Law Rerliera; Cardozo Law Review Calfornia

special editor of the Journal ofLega1 Studies

national criminal law, including "The

Larv Revieu;P'lrgin~aLarv Review, and the

Education. She is the contributing editor-

Responsibility of Individuals for Human

/l.lichigan journal $Race and Law. She

environmental law of the Real Estate Law

spent the 2001-2002 academic year as

Journal. She served as co-chair of the

Rights Abuses in Internal Conflicts: A
Positivist View" (93 American Journal o f

Environment and Business Section of the

International Law [I 999]), co-authored

Academy of Legal Studies in Business and

with U-M Law School Affiliated Overseas

South Africa, teaching critical race theory
and researching and litigating a potential

co-editor of the Environment and Business

Faculty Member Professor Bruno Simma,
who is a judge o n the European Court of

public school funding.

Justice. Paulus was assistant editor of the
leading Commentary on the Charter o f t h e

is teaching Evidence and the seminar

AIewsletter from 1995-2000.

Oswald has received numerous awards
for her research, including the Holmes-

a visitor at the University of Pretoria,

constitutional case on racial inequalities in
At the U-M Law School, Roithmayr

Cardozo Award for Research Excellence

United A'ations and co-editor of the book

Globalization & Latin America during the

from the American Business LawJournal. Her

review section of the European Journal o f

fall term and Constitutionalism in South

work has been cited by several courts,

International Law.

Africa (with co-instructor Karthgasen

i n c l u d n g the U.S. Supreme C o u r t in its

Paulus is teaching International

Govender, LL.M. '88, [see above] and

Criminal Justice in the fall t e r m and the

Critical RaceTheory during the winter

H e r research focuses on property and

seminar International Law and Armed

term.

environmental law issues, particularly

Conflict in the winter t e r m .

1998 decision in United States
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Robert: H. Sitkoff earned his B.A.,

Slemrod has been a consultant to the

as a senior attorney-adviser in the U.S.

\\.it11 distinction, at thc University of

U.S. Department of the Treasury, the

Department of Education's Office for C i d

Virginia, and his J.D., with high honors,

Canadian Department of Finance, the

Rights in Washington, D. C. Alger began his

at the University of Chicago Law School.

New Zealand Department ofTreasury, the

legal career in the Labor and Employment

He joined the Northwestern University

World Bank, and the OECD, and coordi-

Law Section at the law firm of Morgan,

Law School faculty in the fall of 2000,
and teaches courses in contracts, business

nator of the National Bureau of Economic

Lewis & Bockius. H e has written a variety

Research Project in InternationalTaxation.
In 1993 he was an invited faculty member

of articles on h g h e r education law, and
given presentations on legal issues in

at the U.S. House Ways and Means
Committee Annual Issues Seminar, and

higher education throughout the United

the law of trusts and estates, business

has testified before Congress on domestic

and the West Indles. Alger is a graduate

organizations, and corporate governance.

and international taxation issues. From

of S\vartlunore College and Har~iardLaw

Me is interested in law and economics
generally and fiduciary duties in particular.

1992-1998 he was editor of the A'ational
Tas Journal, the leading academic journal
devoted to the theory and practice of
taxation.
H e is the author of numerous academic
articles and editor of the books Do Taxes
ildatter?: The Impact oJthe Tax RRefrm Act
of 1986;Taxation in the Global Economy;
144y People Pay Taxes: Tax Compliance and
Enforcement; Studies i n International Taxation;
Tax Progresslr,lt/. and Income Inequalit/.; The
Taxation ofildultinational Corporations; 7ax
Policy in the RealIi'orld: Does Atlas Shrug?;
and The Economic Consequences ofTa.~ingthe
IGch. He is co-autlzor with Jon Baluja of
Taxing Ourse11,es:A Citizen's Guide to the Great
Debate Over Tax Reforni.
He is teaching Public Finance I11 at the
Law School during the \linter t e r m .

School. H e is t e a c h g Higher Education
Law during the winter t e r m .

associations, and estates and trusts, as \veil
as a law and economics colloquium.
Sitkoff's research interests include

His present research is focused on the
economic structure of the law of trusts.
Before joining the Northwestern law
faculty, Sitkoff nras a law clerk to Chief
Judge Richard A. Posner of the U. S.
Court ofAppeals for the Seventh Circuit.
In law school, he was managing editor
of the Unirrersiti, o f Chicago Larr~Rerrierr~,
was selected for the Order of the Coil,
and \firas chosen by the faculty as the
1999 outstanding graduate in law and
economics.
Here at the Law School, Sitkoff is
teachingTrusts and Estates I and a seminar
during the winter t e r m .

Joel B. Slemrod is the PaulW
McCracken Collegiate Professor of
Business Economics and Public Policy
at the University of Michigan Business
School, and Professor of Economics in the
Department of Economics. He received
an A.B. degree from Princeton University
and a PI1.D. in economics from Harvai-d
University. Slemrod joined the economics
department at the University of Minnesota
in 1979. In 1983-84 he was a National
Fello~vat the Hoover Institution and in
1 9 8 6 8 5 he was the senior staff economist
for tax policy at the President's Council
of Economic Advisers. H e has been at

Adjunct professors
Jonathan R. Alger is assistant general
counsel and adjunct faculty member
at the University of Michigan. H e has
coordinated the University's n-ork on
thc landmark Supreme Court affirmaand
tive action/admissions la~~rsuits
related affirmative action matters, and
also provides leadership in the areas of
intellectual property, media and ulfornlation la7.1: and cyberspace legal issues.
He teaches higher education laxv for the

Michigan since 1987, and was chairrnan

Schools of La~vand Education. Professor

of the Business Economics Group from

Alger previously served as clief counscl

1991-1992, and since 1995. From

for the Americai; Association of Uni~rersity

1992-1 994, Slemrod held tlze Jack D.

Professors (AAUP) inliaslington, D. C.

Sparks Whirlpool Corporation Research

Prior to his service at AAUP, he worked

States as well as in Canada, Germany,

John E. Bos, '64, is a partner at
Bernick, O m e r & Radner PC in Lansing,
Michigan. His areas of practice include
estate planning, elder law, and business
planning. He has published a series of
articles in the 114ichigan Probate &Estate

Planning Journal o n Medicaid and also has
\xi-itten articles on living wills and durable
power of attorney. He served as an adjunct
professor of estate planning at Thomas M.
Cooley Law School fi-onl 1978-80. At the
U-M Lami School, he is t e a c h g Estate
and Glft Tax in the fall t e r m and the Estate
Planning seminar in the winter t e r m .
Lorray S. C. Brown is the managing
attorney and consumer law attorney at tlze
Michigan Pover t); Laxv Program (MPLP) .
She received her J.D. from the University
of Pittsburgh School of Law and her B.A.
from the University of Pennsylvania.
After law school, Bro\\;n clerked for Judge
A. Leon Higginbothanz Jr. of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for tlleT11ird Circuit,
then joined the Philadelphia office of the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
as abveinberg Fello\v. At the ACLU, she
assisted with a variety of impact cases and
death penalty litigation. She then went to
the City of Plliladelpl-~iaLaw Department,
where she handled civil child protection
cases and was involved in Section 1983
litigation brought by abortion protestors
against the city. Later she assumed supervisory respor~sibilityover litigators in h a t
office. In Philadelphia, Brown worked at

~rofessorslzipin Business Administration.
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Community Legal Services representing
inhviduals and community organizations
in complex cases in\:olving public utilities.
Slle also served as the director of litigation
at Legal Aid and Defender Association in
Detroit. Among her nlany responsibilities at Legal Aid, Brown supervised and
handled the agency's child protection/
delinquency appeals. She has several years
of law teaching experience, including
teachlng in the Legal Practice Program
at the University of Michigan Law
School. She is teaching the clinical course
Children's Rights Appellate Practice
during tlle fall t e r m .
Andrew P. Buchsbaum earned
his B.A., magna cum laude, from Harvard
College, h s J.D. from the University
of California at Berkeley (Boalt Hall)
School of Law, and his Master of Laws
from Georgetown University Law
Center. H e is the director of the National
Wildlife Federation's Great Lakes Natural
Resource Center. Prior t o joining NWF,
Buchsbaum worked as the program
director for the Public Interest Research
Group in Michgan. He was senior and
coordinating attorney for the midw west
office of the National Environmental Law
Center for 1 3 years before joining the
NWF. H e is teaching the practice simulation Federal Litigation: Environmental
Case Study during the fall term.
Emilio J. Cbrdenas, M.C.L. '66,
president of the International Bar
Association for the period 2003 - 2005,
has had an extensive career in national
and international legal practice as well
as in the banking and diplomatic fields.
Currently executive director of HSBC
Argentina Moldings S.A., he is a former
president of the Association of Argentina
Banks and has served as Argentina's
ambassador and permanent representative
to the United Nations, as president of the
U N Security Council and in a number of
prominent U N positions. A scholar
of international legal and economic
affairs, h e has lectured widely and has
40
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taught at the University of Buenos Aires,
Catholic University of Argentina, and the
University of Illinois. He is a graduate of
the University of Buenos Aires Law School
and has s t u d e d at Princeton University
and the University of California at
Berkeley. At the U-M Law School,
Cirdenas is teaching The UN Security
Council and the seminar Terrorism and
International Law during the winter term.
Margaret A. Cernak, '89, graduated
from the University of Micligan with a
B.A. and earned her J.D., cum laude. After
completing her education, she joined
Dykema Gossett in Detroit as a commercial litigation associate and engaged in
all aspects of state and federal litigation
practice. Prior to joining the Law School
Legal Practice Program as a clinical
assistant professor in 2000, she served as
a research attorney for the firm of Denise
L. Mitcham & Associates in Southfield.
She is teaching Legal Practice I in the fall
semester.
A 1979 graduate of the University of
Iowa College of Law, Mark A. Cody is a
senior attorney with Michigan Protection
and Advocacy Service Inc. (MPAS), where
he represents clients with disabilities in
systemic litigation, primarily in federal
court. His practice areas focus on civil
rights, healthcare, education, housing,
and employment. He is a member of the
editorial advisory board of the ]Mental and
Physical Disability Law Reporter, a publication of the American Bar Association, and
also is an adjunct professor atThomas
M. Cooley Law School in Lansing.
Before joining MPAS in 1989, Cody was
managing attorney of a legal services
office and in private practice. He is
teaching a seminar on Disability Law
during the fall term.
Now of counsel to Paul, Hastings,
Janofsky &Walker in Washington, D. C.,
Owen B. '(Bo'~Cooper served as the
general counsel of the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service from
1999-2003, a role in which he supervised

more than 700 attorneys and advised
the INS Commissioner, U.S. Attorney
General, other executive branch agencies,
and theWhite House on U.S. immigration
la\ir. Earlier in his INS career, he specialized in matters involving domestic and
international refugee and asylum law.
He also has been a litigator in the Justice
Department's Civil Division and clerked
for tile Chief Justice of the High Court
of American Samoa. He received h s law
degree fromTulane University, where he
was senior editor of the Tulane Law Review,
and has taught at Georgetown Law Center
and the Washington College of Law at
American University. He is teaching
Immigration and Nationality during the
fall tern1 and then w-ill return to American
University as a fellow in the Program
on Law and Government and also will
maintain h s private practice.
Timothy L. Dickinson, '79, a
partner in the Washngton, D. C . , and Ann
Arbor offices of Dickinson Landmeier
LLP, graduated from the University of
Michigan Law School after completing
his B.A. in 1975. He also studied atThe
Hague Academy of International Law
inThe Netherlands and L'Universite
dlAix-Marseille in France, and externed
in the Office of the Legal Adviser of the
Department of State. Following Law
School, he earned his LL.M. as a Jervey
Fellow at Columbia University, after
which he worked in the Legal Service
of the Commission of the European
Communities in Brussels. He then
returned to Washington, D. C., where he
practiced with Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
for the next 15 years. He was the partnerin-charge of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher's
Brussels office from 1990-1 992. In 1997,
he established Dickinson Landmeier.
Dickinson has taught at Georgetown
University Law Center and at the Law
School. In addition, he serves on the
board of the Center for International
and Comparative Law. After chairing the
American Bar Association Committees

Alison E. Hirschel received her

on European Law and Foreign Claims,

United States attorney from 1973-1 976.

Diclunson served as the chair of the ABA

Green graduated from the University of

Section of International Law and Practice

Michigan in 1969 with a B.A. in Pre-Legal

and graduated fromyale Law School. She

Board of thc International Law Institute

Studies, and went o n to receive his J.D.
from the University of Michigan Law

clerked for the Hon. Joseph S. Lord 111 in

and the ABA's Asia Law Initiative Council

School. He is teaching a seminar in Police

District of Pennsylvania. For 12 years, she

and chairs the ABA's worldwide technical

Administration in the winter t e r m .

worked at Community Legal Services in

in 1997-1 998. He now is on the Advisory

Ruth E. Harlow is the legal director

B.A. from the University of Miclugan

the U.S. District Court for the Eastern

Phladelphia as a staff attorney, then co-

legal assistance activities with the United
Nations Development Programme. His

of Lambda Legal Defense and Education

director of the Elderly Law Project, and

practice is devoted primarily to interna-

Fund, the country's oldest and largest

finally as deputy director. Since coming

tional colnmercial matters. He is teaching

legal organization dedicated t o fighting for

t o Michigan, she has practiced elder law

Transnational Law and the seminar

the rights of lesbians, gay men, bisexuals,

International CommercialTransactions

the transgendered, and people with HIV

with Michigan Protection and Advocacy
Service Inc. and the Michigan Poverty Law

during the winter term.

and AIDS. She was lead counsel in Lawrence
v. Texas, heard by the U.S. Supreme Court

Project. Her practice has alw-ays included
individual and impact litigation, legisla-

his rabbinic ordination (with honors)

during its recently concluded t e r m , and

tive and administrative advocacy, and

Roderic M. Glogower received
in Jerusalem in 1974. H e is a cum laude

has litigated pathbreaking constitutional

community education efforts. In 1997,

graduate of Loyola University in Chicago
and holds master's degrees in Jewish

and civil rights cases for 15 years. Prior

Hirschel was named the firstYale Law

to joining Lambda in 1996, she was

School Arthur Liman Fellow. She also

philosophy fromyeshiva University and

associate &rector of the American Civil
Liberties Union's Lesbian and Gay Fbghts

served as a Reginald Heber Smith Fellom.
and she has won a number of other awards

Brandeis University. Glogower is the
rabbinic advisor for the B'nai B'rith Hillel
Foundation at the University of Michigan,
and is a hghly regarded teacher of Jewish
law and rabbinic texts in Ann Arbor and
the Detroit metropolitan area. He is
t e a c h g Jewish Law in the fall t e r m .
Saul A. Green, '72, joined Miller,

and AIDS Projects. She prexiously has

for her advocacy for the elderly poor. She

taught at Rutgers-Newark and Brooklyn
law schools. She is a graduate of Stanford

speaks and writes fi-equently about elder
law and public interest law. She has taught

University andYale Lan. School. She is

elder law at the Law School since 1998

teaching Sexual Orientation and the Law
during the winter term.

Kathleen Q. Hegarty, an associate

and previously taught at the University of
Pennsvlvania from 199 1-1 997. Hirschel is
teaching the seminar Law and the Elderly

Canfield, Paddock, and Stone PLC

with Marshal E. Hjman &Associates PC in

in September 2001 as director of the
Minority Business Group. He also coor-

O
in actions before
Troy T T ~ specialized
the Immigration Court and Board of

dinates the firm's anti-racial profiling

I n ~ n ~ i g r a t i oAppeals
n
and the Imnligration

education and training programs for
public law enforcement agencies and

and Naturalization Service, earned
her J.D. and B.A. at the University of

Administration at the University of

retailers and works with the firm's

Notre Dame. During law school, she
participated in the Concannon Program

at the Univeristy of Michlgan Business
School. H e is a graduate of Harvard

of International Law in London,
England, and received a grant from the

from the Harvard Business School. H e

Litigation and Dispute Resolution Practice
Group. Green was nominated United
States Attorney for the Eastern District of
Michigan by President William J. Clinton,
confirmed by the Senate on May 6 , 1994,

International Center for Civil and Hulnan

during the winter t e r m .

LaRue T. Hosmer, who holds the
Durr-Fillauer Chair of Business Ethics at
tlle College of Commerce and Business
Alabama, also is an emeritus professor

College, and holds an M.B.A and Ph.D.
taught for 26 years at the U-M Business
School, and has had visiting appointments

and served until May 1, 2001. As U. S.

Rights; as an undergraduate she nras a
Notre Dame Scholar, Aileen S. A n d r e ~ l

attorney he was chief federal law enforce-

Scholar, and member of the varsity

at Stanford,Yale, the Naval Post-graduate
School, the Universiq ofVirginia, and the

ment officer for the Eastern District of
Michigan. He served as Wayne County

swimming team. Hegarty has been a clerk
\'(rid1 the Inln~igrationCourt in Boston

University of Alabama. Between earning
his M.B.A. (1951) andlis doctorate (1971),

Corporation Counsel from 1989-1 993,
!~avingpreviously served as chief counsel,

Inc. in NewYork City. She is proficient in

that designed automated machinery

Yrban Development, Detroit Field Office

Spanish and has a h o ~ v l e d g eof Russian.
She is teacling the U. S. Asylurn \Vorksllop

for resource recovery at sa~vnlillsand
pulp mills. H e is the author of seven

I-om 1976-1989. and as an assistant

in the winter term.

books, and has published articles in

'Iilited States Department of Housing and

and Catholic Legal

Immigration N e t ~ v o r k

he founded and managed a company
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Strategic Management Journal, ilcademj. o f
il.lanagernent Revien; Business Ethics Quarterb
Journal ofBusiness Etliics, Gaching Business
E t h ~ c s Bus~ness
,
Horizons, The Z ~ n s ~ o r t a t i o n
Quarter$; and the National Larv Rer~ierr,.
H e is teaching a seminar o n Corporate
Governance and Social Responsibility
during the fall t e r m .
As one of the senior trial attorneys at
Kirkland & Ellis, William R. Jentes, '56,
has been engaged for inore than 30 years
as principal counsel in major antitrust,
securities, commercial, toxic t o r t , and
corporate litigation, both domestically
and internationally. Jentes did both his
undergraduate (A. B.) and law work (J.D.)
at t h e U n i v e r s i ~of Michgan, where he
was Phi Beta Kappa, O r d e r of the Coif,
and a senior editor of the Michigan Larv
Rev1ei.v. H e was also a Fulbright Scholar
at the Universite de Grenoble. Jentes is a
member of the American College ofTrial
Lawyers and has lectured extensively on
litigation before the Corporate Counsel
Institute, the Association of General
Counsel, and the American, Federal,
Illinois, and Chicago bar associations.
H e is teachmg the C o m p l e s Litigation
seminar during the fall t e r m .
Neil S. Kagan is a senior counsel for
the National Wildlife Federation (NWF)
\vorking o n water quality and wolf
issues nationally and in the Great Lakes
states. H e has a B.Sc. in biology from
Pennsylvania State University and a J.D.
from the University of Oregon School of
Law, with a certificate in environmental
and natural resources law. Before joining
N W F he practiced environmental and
land use law in Oregon as a solo practitioner and as a staff attorney/lobbyist
for 1000 Friends of Oregon, a land use
\vatchdog group. H e has served as the sole
o r lead attorney in many public interest
e n ~ i r o n m e n t acases
l
seeking protection
of forests, wetlands, rivers, and other
natural resources. H e is teaching the
Environmental Law Practicum in both the
fall and winter terms.
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Sally Katzen, '67, served nearly eight
years in the Clinton administration as
administrator of the Office of Information
and Regulatory Affairs in the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), then
as deputy assistant t o the president for
Economic Policy in the White House, and
finally as deputy director for management
in OMB. In recent years, she has been a
visiting professor at several institutions.
Before joining the Clinton administration, she \\.as a partner in the Washington,

D. C . , firm ofwilmer, Cutler & Pickering,
specializing in regulatory and legislative matters. She has worked extensively
in administrative law, not only in her
la\\?practice and government service,
but also in her professional activities
(chair of the Section o n Administrative
Law and Regulatory Practice of the
American Bar Association, vice chairman
of the Adrmnistrative Conference of tlle
United States, president of the Federal
Cominunications Bar Association),
and teacling (adjunct professor at
Georgetown Law Center, lecturer in law
at the University of Pennsylvania Law
School, visiting lecturer and Washngton
Scholar in Residence at Smith College).
She graduated magna cum laude from the

U-M Law School, where she .rvas the first
woman editor in chief of the ildichigon Lacv
Revierv. After graduation she clerked for
Judge J. SkellyWright of the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit. She is teaching Regulatory Process
and the seminar Technology Policy in the
Information Age during the winter t e r m .
Elizabeth Kinney, '68, has been
regional director of the Chicago Regional
Office of the National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB) for more than 1 4 years. She
joined the NLRB in 1973 as an attorney
in the Brooklyn Regional Office. She also
has practiced law in Cleveland and helped
establish and served on the board of the
National Senior Citizens Law Ccnter
in Los Angeles. A graduate of\Vellesley
College, she was a member of the editorial

board for the first iWiclilgan Journal oJ
Lair1 Rgorm. She previously has taught
at the Law School and at Noi-illwestern
University School of Law. She is teaching
t l ~ eseminar Advanced Problems Before the
NLRB during the fall t e r m .
Marvin Krislov, U-M's vice president
and general counsel, is responsible for
the University's legal affairs, including
establishng goals and strategies, serving
as senior legal counsel t o the Board of
Regents and the University administration and its units, and managing the
University's relationships with outside
counsel. In addition to teaching at the
Law School, he teaches a course in the
Political Science Department. Krislov
received a B.A. degree, summa cum laude,
fromyale University in 1982. A Rhodes
Scholar, he studied at Oxford University's
Magdalen College, \vhere he received
an M.A. in modern listory in 1985. H e
served as editor of the Yale Lac:,Journal and
earned a doctor of laws degree fromyale
Law School in 1988. From 1988-1 989 he
worked as a law clerk for Judge Marilyn
Hall Patel of the U.S. District Court in
San Francisco. Prior to coming to the
University of Michgan, he was acting
solicitor in the U.S. Department of
Labor, and deputy solicitor, serving as the
primary legal advisor to the Secretary of
Labor. He also served as associate counsel
in the Office of Counsel to the President,
where he handled litigation and policy
matters; was a trial attorney for the U.S.
Department of Justice's Civil Rights
Division, where he prosecuted racial
violence and police brutality cases in grand
jury investigations and at trials throughout
the country; and taught at the National
Law Center at George Washington
University. Krislov is teaching the seminar
Congressional Oversight and the Executive
Branch during the winter term.
Joan L. Larsen earned her J.D.,
rnagna cum laude, at Northwestern
University School of Law, where she
served as articles editor of the Northrr~estern

U n i v e r s i ~Lalr~Rerliecv. At Northwestern,

Karl E. Lutz, '75, was formerly a

Schwartz & Colm in Dell-oit, where he

s l ~ eearned the John Paul Stevens Award

senior partner with Kirkland & Ellis in

practices corporate and securities law.

for Academic Excellence, the Lowden-

Chicago. H e continues to serve as of

He is the co-author of texts on Michigan

Wignore prize for the best student note

counsel at the firm. While at Kirkland, he

corporate law and securities regulation, and

published in the Law Review, and the Raoul

is chair of the State Bar Subcommittee on

Berger Prize for the best senior research

practiced corporate law, specializing in
private equity, venture capital, leveraged

the Revision of the Business Corporation

paper After graduation, she clerked for

buyouts, mergers and acquisitions, debt

Act. He is teachmg Business Planning for

Judge David B. Sentelle of the U.S. Court

and equity financings, and board repre-

Closely Held Corporations in the fall term

of Appeals for the District of Columbia

sentations. H e also served on Kirkland's

and Business Planning for Publicly Held

Circuit and for Justice Antonin Scalia of

senior management committee. He

Corporations in the winter term.

the Supreme Court of the United States.

has lectured on numerous occasions at

Following her clerkships, she joined Sidley
& Austin's Washington, D. C . , office, where

graduate law and business schools, and

the State Appellate Defender Office in

has served as general counsel of a public
company. At the Law School, he has taught

a graduate of the University of Michgan

she was a member of the Constitutional,
Criminal, and Civil Litigation Sections.
Before coming to Michlgan in 1998,
she was a visiting assistant professor at

Valerie R. Newman has been with
Detroit since 1993. Professor Newman is

courses in private equity and entrepreneurial transactions, law firms and legal

\with a B.A. and earned her J.D. atWayne
State University Law School. She co-chairs

careers, and professional responsibility. He

the Criminal Jurisprudence and Practice

Northwestern. She served from

is teaching Law Firms and Legal Careers,

January 2002 -May 2003 as deputy
assistant attorney general in the Office of

and the Private Equity Practicurn I during

Committee of the State Bar and \\;as chair
of the Defender Systems and Services

Legal Counsel of the U.S. Department
of Justice. Larsen's research and teachlng
interests include: constitutional law,
criminal procedure, and comparative
constitutionalism, with a particular
interest in Latin American legal systems.
Here at the U-M Law School, she is
teaching Introduction to Constitutional
Law during the fall t e r m and Criminal
Procedure: Bail to Post-Conviction
Review in the winter t e r m .

the fall term and the Private Equity
Practicum I1 during the winter t e r m .

Jeffrey H. Miro, '67, is chairman of
Miro, Miro &'CVeiner in B l o o d e l d Hills,
Michgan. He holds a bachelor's degree

Committee for several years. Ne\vman is
an active member of the Women Lawyers
Association of Michgan and a former
president of the Wayne Region. She also is
an active member of the National Lawyers

from Cornell University, a J.D. from

Guild, a former president of the orga-

Michigan, and an LL.M. froin Harvard.
He has previously been a lecturer o n

nization, and past chair of two national
conventions. She has argued extensively

taxation at the Detroit College of Law, an

in state appellate courts and in the

adjunct professor of law atWayne State
University, and regularly teaches at the

federal courts. Newman (with co-teacher
PeterVan Hoek, see below), is teaching

Law School. Miro is teaching a seminar o n

Criminal Appellate Practice in the fall and

Margaret A. Leary is director of
the J a w Library. From 1973 to 198 1, she

The Board of Directors in the fall t e r m .
Roberta J. Morris earned an A.B.,

the winter terms.

served as assistant director and from 1982

summa cum laude, fi-om Bron-n Universit)~,

through 1984 as associate director. She
received a B.A. from Cornell Uni~rersity,

a law degree from Harvard, and a P11.D.
in physics from Columbia Uni\~ersity.She

the University of Michigan. H e practices

an M.A. from the University or Minnesota

has practiced atWhite & Case and at Fish

School of Library Science, and a J.D. from

& Neave, a patent lala7 firm, and served

he manages the Me&a Law, Intellectual
Property Law, and Higher Education Law

he William Mitchell College of Law. Leary
has worked to build the comprehensive

as assistant general counsel for Mt. Sinai
Medlcal Center in Nen~York.Morris has

library collection to support current and

been a frequent adjunct at the Law School

of approximately 100 publications, has
served on the editol-ial boards of several

future research in la\v and a wide range of

since 199 1, mostly teaching patent law

journals, and has been a menlber of

disciplines. She has also developed strong
services to support faculty research. The

and related subjects. She is teaching the
seminar AdvancedTopics in Patent Law in

the adjunct faculties of the Wayne State
University L~T;School and the University
of Detroit-Mercy Law School, teaching

Leonard Niehoff, '84, earned his
undergraduate as well as lam: degrees at
with the Butzel Long law firm, where

practice groups. Niehoff is the a u t l ~ o r

Law Library is known for its international

the fall term and Patent Law in the winter

lalo resources, which attract research
scholars from around the world. (See

term.

Leary's article beginning on page 4 6 . )

adjunct professor at the Law School since

and Professional Responsibility in the fall

Lea1-y is teaclung Advanced Legal Research
in the winter term.

1973. H e is a partner at Honignan Miller

and winter terms.

Cyril Moscow, '57, has been an

courses in legal ethics and professional
responsibility. Me is teaching Legal E h c s
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Sreenivasa Rao Pemmaraju (PS
Rao) was educated at A n d ~ r aUniversity,
Waltair, India, and atYale Law School.
H e holds a Bachelor of Law and Master
of Laws with specialization in international law from Andhra and an LL.M. and
J.S.D. fromYale. H e worked as a postdoctoral fello~vat the Woodro\v Wilson
International Center for Scholars in
Washington, D.C., and the Marine Policy
Center of Woods Hole Oceanographc
Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusettes.
H e is the author of Public Order o f t h e Ocean

Resources (MIT Press, 1975) and contributed articles o n the negotiation of the
Lalo of the Sea convention in 1982. (He
also participated in the Law of the Sea
convention negotiations from 1976-1 984,
heading the Legal andTreaties Division.)
H e was India's chief legal adviser o n international law matters from 1985-2002. H e
has been a member of the International
Law Cornmissoin since 1987 and a Special
Rapporteur for Prevention and Liability.
H e presently is a consultant at the World
Intellectual Property Organization in
Geneva, Switzerland. H e is teaching Law
of the Sea in the fall t e r m .
Mark D. Rosenbaum is general
counsel for the American Civil Liberties
Union in Los Angeles. H e received a B.A.
from the University of Michigan and a
J.D. from Harvard Law School, where he
was vice president of the Harvard Legal
Aid Bureau. H e served as staff counsel for
the American Civil Liberties Union from
1971-1 9 8 4 and has been general counsel
from 1984 t o the present. Rosenbaum has
taught at Loyola Law School, Harvard Law
School, and the University of So~tthern
California Law Center. H e began t e a c h n g
at Michigan i n 1993. His areas of expertise
include poverty and homelessness
legislation, immigrants' rights, workers'
rights, civil rights, and First Amendment
issues. H e is teaching the Public Interest
Litigation seminar in the winter t e r m .
Joel H. Samuels, '99, received
his J.D., cum laude, and was a Clarence
44
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Darrow Scholar at the Lax?; School. While

College and her law degree from Wayne

at Michigan, he also earned a master's

t y 1984. After clerking
State U n i ~ ~ e r s iin

degree in Russian and East European

for a state circuit judge, Shiemke practiced

Studies. H e received his A.B., magna

labor law before becorning involved in

cum laude, in politics from Princeton
University in 1994. At Princeton, he
also received certificates in Russian
Studies and European Cultural Studies
e
Hinds
and was awarded t l ~ Asher
Prize in European Cultural Studies, the
Montgomery Raiser Prize in Russian
Studies, and the Caroline Picard Prize in
Politics. Following law school, he clerked
for Judge Barry Ted Moskomritz of tlle
Southern District of California. Samuels
most recently \vorked as an attorney
with Covington & Burling i n w a s h n g t o n ,
D. C . , where he was involved in a wide
range of international litigation matters,
including several international arbitration cases at the International Centre for
the Settlement of Investment Disputes
(ICSID), litigation in U . S. courts involving
the AlienTort Claims Act, and the ad
hoc arbitration of the Eritrea-Ethiopia
boundary dispute. H e has worked at the
World Bank in Washington (in the Office
of the vice president for Africa) and
in Zimbabwe (at the African Capacity
Building Foundation) and was a member
of the World Bank teain that drafted the
h t i a t i v e for Capacity Building in Africa.
H e also has been a contributor t o several
Russian newspapers and magazines and
a variety of African publications. H e is
a member of the board of directors for
Career Gear-Washngton, a nonprofit
organization that provides training and
interview-appropriate attire for men
o n welfare s e e h n g t o return t o the
workforce. Samuels is teaching Civil
Procedure and the Semester Study Abroad
Paper in the fall t e r m and International
Arbitration andTransnationa1 Law in the
winter t e r m .
Rebecca Shiemke is an adjunct
clinical assistant in the L a ~ vSchool's
Clinical Law Program. She received
her undergraduate degree Corn Albion

advocating on behalf of domestic violence
survivors. Since January 1997, she has
been the managing attorney of the Family
Law Project in Ann Arbor, where she
represents domestic violence survivors
in family la\v matters. She also trains

and supervises law students who assist
survivors in protective order proceedings. Previously, she was the legal services
coordinator for the Women's Justice
Center in Detroit, where her practice
focused on representing domestic violence
survivors. She is an active member of the
DomesticViolence Committee of State
Bar of Michigan, the Pro Bono Project for
Domestic Violence Victims Subcommittee
of the Open Justice Commission, the Ann
Arbor DomesticViolence Coordinating
Board, and the Washtenaw County Friend
of the Court Liaison Committee. She has
been a trainer for the Michigan Poverty
Law Program, the Institute for Continuing
Legal Education, the Michigan Judicial
Institute and the State Bar of Michigan.
She is the author of the domestic violence
chapter of A/lichiaan Farnib Lan~,published
by the Institute of Continuing Legal
Education.

Stephanie Smith is an adjunct clinical
assistant with the Legal Assistance for
Urban Communities (LAUC) clinic in
Detroit. She comes t o the Law School
from New Jersey, where she had broad
experience in real estate law, including
working at the Housing and Mortgage
Finance Agency inTrenton, where she was
a senior underwriter for the Multi-Family
Lending Department. She also had her
own real estate law firm with offices in
Newark andTrenton, where she provided
the myriad of legal tasks involved in real
estate law. I11 addition, Smith served as a
review attorney with a mortgage company
in Newark and taught real property,
real estate. and landlord/tenant law as

an associate professor at the NewYork

State Practice i n Internat~onalLaul. She is

University of California, Berkeley. H e is

Paralegal School in NewYork City. Smith

teaching Researching Transnational Law
during the fall t e r m .

teaching Labor Law and the Labor and

earned a B.A. at Howard University, a J.D.
at Rutgers University School of Law, and
Certificatioil from the Real Estate Institute
at Moninouth University, New Jersey.

Edward R. Stein, '66, specializes in

Peter Van Hoek, an assistant
defender in the State Appellate Defender

Employment Arbitration practice sirnulation during the winter term.

Mark D. Yura, '78, is a partner in

Office in Detroit, is a University of

the Chicago office of Piper Rudnick,

Michigan graduate and earned his J.D.

where he concentrates his practice in

civil litigation at Smith Haughey Rice &

at Wayne State University Law School.

commercial real estate transactional

Roegge in Ann Arbor. H e is a fellow of

matters and specializes in representing

the American College ofTrial Lawyers, a

After law school, he did separate clerkships with the Hon. George Bashara and

member of the American Board ofTria1

the Hon. Dorothy C. Rile): both of the

since 1999, he has served as an adjunct

Advocates, and is listed inThe Best Lauy/ers

Michigan Court ofAppeals. He previously has taught at the University of

~ r o f e s s o in
r the LL.M. program in real

in America. He regularly teaches for the

National Institute for Trial Advocacy,

Michlgan Law School and Wayne State

Chicago, where he annually teaches real

and is the recipient of its D i s t i n p s h e d
Service Award and Prentice Marshall
Faculty Award. H e frequently lectures o n

Law School and ~ r a c t i c e dwith Stark &

estate finance law. H e has co-authored

Gordon PC in Royal Oak, Michigan. He

and published articles o n real estate

aspects of trial practice, and most recently

is a member of the board of &rectors
of the Michigan Innocence Project. H e

l e n d n g and other topics, and his work has
appeared in Chicago Bar Association and

has lectured extensively on the use of

has written for I'l/ayne Law Review and the

American Bar Association publications
relating to the use of legal opinions in real

lender and borrower clients. In addition,

estate law at John Marshall Law School in

electronic demonstrative evidence. H e

Institute for Continuing Legal Education

is co-author of the National Institute for
Trial Advocacy's publication, Pou~erPointJor

and is a contributing author t o the Defender

estate secured transactions. H e e d t e d the

E l a l Book. He is teaching (withValerie R.

most recent supplement to Structuring

Litigators. He is teaching the Trial Practice

Newman, see above) Criminal Appellate

Commercial Real Estate PI/orkouts:Alternatives

simulation during the winter t e r m .
Beatrice A. Tice is the Foreign

Practice in the fall and the minter terms.
Barry Winograd has maintained

to Foreclosure, a practice manual for real

and Comparative Law Librarian at the
University of Michigan Law Library.

a full-time dispute resolution practice

She holds a B.A., magna cum laude, from

of labor and employment cases, as well
as business, securities, personal injury,

Pomona College and an M. A. (lingulstics) fromyale University. She attended
Stanford Law School, where she served as
senior editor of the Stanford Lan. Review,
and earned her J.D. 1vith distinction.

since 1988 as an arbitrator and mediator

and other civil disputes. He is a member
of the National Academy of Arbitrators.
Previously, Winograd served as an

Yura received his B.A. in history, with high
honors, from the University of Michigan
in 1975, and his J.D., cum laude. He is
t e a c l ~ Real
g
Estate Finance La\r during
the fall terlll.

administrative law judge for the California

practiced law for more than eight years

Public Emplojment Relations Board
and as an attorney for the United Farm

as a commercial litigator with several
major law firms in southern California.

Workers ofAmerica. H e has wi-itten
several articles on mehation and arbi-

She then left traditional practice and

tration, and has taught labor law and

enrolled in the Law Librarianship

mediation courses for many years at the

Program at the University ofwashington
Information School, where she earned

Boalt Hall School of Law, University of
California, Berkeley. Winograd is listed

her M . L.I.S. ~ f i t lal Special Certificate in
Law Librarianship. She came t o the Law

o n dispute resolution rosters of neutral
provider organizations and federal

Library in 2000, and she has primary

and state courts. H e also serves as a

After graduation from law schoo1,Tice

estate lenders' and borroniers' counsel in
negotiating real estate loan restructurings.

responsibility for development of the

permanent arbitrator o n various labor-

renowned foreign lalo collection (see story

management contract arbitration panels.

on page 46) and for bibliographic instruc-

He received his B.A. at the U n i ~ e r s i t yof

tion. Tice authored the chapter on France
book Sources of
in the recently

LL.M. from Boalt Hall School of Law,

California, Santa Barbara, and his J.D. and
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Building a home for the
laws of the world
Part I: Bates, Cook, and Coffey

By Margaret A. Leary

D

uring the first half of the 20th century,
books as well as people emigrated from
Europe and South America to the United
States in huge numbers.The United States
was wealthy, politically stable, internationally
powerful, and almost completely free of natural
disasters such as earthquakes and fire. The
libraries of its growing institutions of government and higher education were able not only
to purchase in the normal market but also to
take advantage of economic and political instability clse~rhere.
Academic research libraries in this country
acquired deep and rich collections. They
usually allowed anyone with a desire to use
their material to have acccss to them, as did
Amcrican public libraries. This open acccss
flowed from the democratic principles of free
basic education and the puldic's right to know,
providing greater public access than libraries
else~rherein the world.
This articlc, based mostly on Law School
and Law Librarv documents in the University's
Bentley Historical Collection, dcscrihcs thc
peoplc and processes that built thc foreign
law collcction at thc University of Michigan
Law Library, now among the best in thc \vorld
according to faculty, visitors, and scholars who
come from manv countries to use the Library
and say that Michigan's collection of matcrial
from thcir country is better than what is
alrailablc to them at home.

r

~

of Michigan Law Library from 19 10-1 960,
~
techniques
includcd buying \vhole libraries
from intlividuals, developing lists of desiderata,
accepting gifts and exchanges, and using dealers
abroad. Michigan's expericncc shows the value
of starting early, having a clear understanding of
the desired content, and working from a sound
strateLp.
Thc Michigan Law Library's development
also illustrates the development of the profession of librarianship during the 20th century.
For roughlv the first half of the centur!; its
librarians were intent upon acquiring, organizing, and cataloging the collection: what we
now call technical services work. There is little
evidence, ho\vever, that by 1960 the librarians at
Michigan were conscious of having completed
retrospective collection building, o r that they
realized the extent of the opportunity they had
to shift from building to using the collection.
Finally, the story of the development of
this one library illustrates how much difference indil~idualscan make even to the largest
institutions. Between 1920 and 1960, the vision
of Dean Henry Bates, the financial resources of
William W. Cook, the architectural genius of
Edward PalmerYork and Philip Sawyer, and the
e n e r p and intelligence of Law Library Director
Hobart Coffe\r combined to create one of the
world's most magnificent libraries.

1'

Building a home
for the laws of the
world

The men who built the Michigan
collection: Henry Bates' vision
Why did the Universih of Michigan Law
School develop one of the world's most
comprehensive collections of forciLp,comparative, and intcrnational law materials? Who had
thc vision to build such a collection, and how
\vas it achicvcd?Thc answer starts with the
School's dean from 1 9 1 0-1 939, Henry Moore
Bates.
In 19 10, then-Professor Bates negotiated
wit11 the Regents of the University of Michigan
for months about thc terms under \\-hich he
\vould accept the deanship of the Law School.
Former Dean Harry Hutchins had just become
president of thc University. Rates' dream was
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to make Michigan a first-rank, internationally
renowned law school, and he wanted to be
sure he had transformative power sufficient to
do that. He wanted full-time faculty members
with an academic, rather than practical, bent.
He wanted more, and better qualified, students.
He wanted a curriculum that emphasized
intellectual effort and that developed capabilities, rather than one that merely passed along
superficial information about the law. He
wanted a larger, finer physical facility. And he
wanted a library that would support research
and teachng in all aspects of the law, over all the
world, for all historical periods.

Henry Bates

Bates e~entuallyobtained from the Regents
the authority he needed. Between 19 10-1 939,
his deanship did transform the Law School.
Bates appreciated the central role of the library.
He had been an officer of the Chicago Law
Institute in 1902, during h s pre-Michigan life
practicing law in Chcago from 1890-1 903. He
also knew he needed an agressive, imaginative,
far-seeing person to build the Michigan collection. The first two librarians, John Vance and
Victor Lane, had done a decent job of building
a collection of Michigan material. But Bates saw
Lane as too engaged in teaching to be a collection builder. He probably had little faith in the
staff's ability to understand h s vision if the
following account of an event in 1918 is typical.
As a visiting professor at Harvard Law School
that year, Bates facilitated Michigan's acquisition of Harvard duplicates, but apparently the
library staff disappointed h m in their treatment
of this opportunity.
On June 6, 19 18, law library staff member
E.B. Steere wrote to Bates at Harvard:
"I am sorry that you feel that our disposal
of the Harvard lists was not satisfactory. So far
as the year books are concerned we of course
have only the 1678-1 680 edition - none at all
of those offered by Harvard, and it would be a
wonderful piece of fortune for us if we could
get them all. . . . In the list I sent you we were
simply making a modest request because we did
not suppose there was any chance of our getting
more. We have not learned to do things on a big
scale out here."
Bates very nearly did not return to Ann
Arbor. Harvard offered him a professorship
in April 19 17, but in the surnmcr of 1918 he
decided to come back to the Michigan Latv
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School. Over the ncxt three ycars he and
President Hutchins succcssfullv cultivated a
donor, William Wilson Cook, who would eventually supply four buildings and an cndowmcnt
to support faculty research. In 192 1 , Batcs
could certainly sec the realization of his vision
within reach, but had no idea of the frustrations
that would intervene before it finally came to
fruition more than a decade latcr.

William W. Cook's fortune
William W. Cook, born in 1 858 in Hillsdale,
Michgan, earned both bachelor's (1 880)
and law (1882) degrees at the University of
Michgan. He immediately went to practice
law in NewYork City, first in the office of
William B. Coudert and later as general
counsel for the Commercial Cable and Postal
Telegraph Company of John W. Mackay and
his son, Clarence Mackay. He retired from
active practice in 1920, and for the next 10
years spent a great deal of time and e n e r p
in planning and executing gifts totaling $16
million to h s alma muter. Cook's gifts included
the Martha Cook women's residence hall and,
at the Law School, the Lawyers Club residence
hall (1925), John P. Cook dormitory (1930),
Legal Research Building ( 193 1), and Hutchins
Hall (1 93 3). He also provided landscape
architecture for the entire block, the Law
Quadrangle, whch contained the Law School
buildings. And he left a trust fund to support
faculty research and lectures on American institutions, whch by 2000 was worth $60 million.
The story of William Cook's professional life
and his interactions with the University has not
been fully told, largcly because he was a very
private man. Initially, he did not want the world
to know he had given the money, and he never
wanted his name associated with any of the
buildings. Several contemporaneously published
works, however, including those issued at the
dedication of each of the Law School buildings,
describe Cook's role in helping the Law
School realize buildings that he never saw. In
addition, later studes relying on primary source
documents, many found in the Law School
archives housed at the Michigan Historical
Collections, have done much to recover and
preserve this important hstorical record.

Cook and Rates initially shared mutual
rcspect. In Junc 192 1, Cook wrote to Hutchins
that Bates "has ideas, other than brick and
mortar and a mob, and I shall help him all I can."
However, by 1 92 5 Cook refused to "have any
communication with him, written or oral. . . .
He certainly is the limit."The story of Cook's
relations with Bates, Hutchins, and others is
beyond the scope of this article, but the impact
of the damaged relationship on the Law Library
was rcal.
Although this rift would cause great frustration and delay, especially from 1925-1 929,
the prospect of the coming gift put Bates in a
position to begin the actions that would help
achieve his dreams.

York and Sawyer's architectural expertise
William Cook first worked with the archtectural firm of EdwardYork and Philip Sawyer in
191 1 , when he contracted with them to build
his New York townhouse at 14 East 7 1st Street.
He then used them for his first gift to Michigan,
the Martha Cook building, and continued
to work with them on subsequent Michigan
projects and for interior furnishing with the
Hayden Company. Ilene H. Forsyth's book ( T h e
Uses $Art: A4edier~alA4etaphor i n the Michigan
Law Quadrangle, 1993) includes many examples
of the dialectical process that created the Law
Quadrangle - determining the site, siting the
individual buildings, selecting the type of stone
- and quotes Cook's description toYork of this
process as "going over the designs together, vou
furnishng the art and I the phlosophy."There
never appears to have been any question that
York and Sanyer would do all the buildings for
which Cook provided the funds.
York and Sawyer met as associates at the
preemincnt NewYork City firm of McKim,
Mead & White, where they worked together
from 1891-1 898. They left to form their
own firm when they won a competition for
Rockefeller Hall at Vassar College, where they
eventually did six more buildings. In the next
few years, they won 1 1 of 14 competitions,
when the usual rate was one in four. After five
years they had $5 million worth of work, more
than McKim, Mead &White. ButYork had to
horrow a quarter from Sawyer to pay for lunch,
as Sawyer notes in Edrvard PaImerYork: Personal
Reminiscences ly his Friend and Partner Philip
Sarryer and a Bioyophic Sketch hy R y a l Cortissoz 9
(1951).

The firm developed specializations in college
buildings, banks, and hospitals. They designed
about 50 banks, including the Franklin Savings
Bank at 8th Avenue and 42nd Street, and the
Bowery Savings and Federal Reserve banks
in New York City. Hospitals included Tripler
Army Hospital in Honolulu. They did a score
of private residences, including a 26-1-00111
apartment for Mrs. W.K. Vanderbilt in 1 927.
They also did office buildings in Montreal and
Toronto, and the U.S. Steel sphere at the 1939
World's Fair in NewYork.
One measure of the extent ofYork and
Sawyer's work is their 67 entries, as of
May 7, 2002, in the Arrey Index to Architectural
Periodicals. A measure of the historical influence
of the firm is that entries begin in 1905, and
the most recent is for an article in the March
2002 issue of Architectural Digest that details the
restoration of "one of the great, grand apartments in Manhattan, a seldom-seen, beautifully
preserved time capsule," the \.enr maisonette
originally built for Mrs. Vanderbilt. An article
in the June 2000 issue of Interiors describes the
restoration of the 1 92 3 Bowery Savings Bank.
York was the "thoughtfully directed e n e r p
belund" the partnership who nurtured clients
and developed the overall strategy for the firm's
hture, Sawyer recalled in h s Reminiscences.
He was "innately philosophical and serene," a
"rationalizing, constructive architect ."According
to Sawyer,York did his work almost invisibly,
"got h s stuffdra\\n by others, let the contracts,
built it satisfactorily without noise, working so
intangibly that no one ever caught llirn at it.'*And,
Sawver continues, h s "scope was u n b t e d . He
never lost patience with any client, no matter
how foolish h s sugestions, and when I once
complained bitterlv of a Building Committee
[member] who \vould not allow me to do the
thing 1vhic11seemed to be obviously the best to
me, he said, 'But Sawyer, think of all the fool
things that our clients have prevented you from
doing.'"
Sawyer, in his o ~ v nwords, "was a draftsman.
I would have confined myself to draning,
sketchng, and painting, if I could have afforded
it. I had compromised on architecture as the
next best thing, and my interest was in rounding
out the building on paper to the last detail.
What happened to the drawing afterward didn't
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much matter to me."
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York was the lead architect on the Michigan
project until he died in December 192s. His
rolc in the design and detail of the buildings
\vas critical to a dialectical process in making
the Law Quadrangle. For example, he educated
Cook about the quality of stone, and the
rationale for using Gothc-style architecture.
AfterYorkh death, Sawyer became equally influential. and Cook accepted his sugestions about
the higher foundation and towers for the Lcgal
Research Building.
By the early 1920s, then, the Law School
had Bates' vision, the promise of Cook's money,
and the archtectural proficiency t o create
fine buildings. What remained was to create
the library collections that could support the
teaching and research for the present and long
into the future. And by 1924, Bates had found
the man he believed could build a great library
at Michigan: Hobart Coffey.

Hobart Coffey's background
Hobart Coffey was born in 1896, according
t o documents researched for this article, "to a
family of old American stock . . . my ancestors
were Scotch and Irish who emigrated to
northern Ohio from Maryland and Virginia
around 1800." He was educated in Ohio,
earning a B.A. in English from Ohio State in
1918. At O h o State, he was a student assistant
in the library for three years. He taught in
several private schools before he went t o the
Michgan Law School, from which he earned
an LL. B. in 1 922 and a graduate J. D. in 1 924.
With the support of a Carnegie fellowship in
international law, he studied French in Grenoble
from July t o November 1924 and then entered
the University of Paris, where he passed both
oral and written exams in French. He attended
the Academy of International Law at The Hague
in summer 1925, and in the fall he studied
German at Heidelberg and then the Universiq
of Berlin. In spring 1926 he went to Munich for
the summer, later returning there for another
semester in 1928. He concentrated on public
and private international law and comparative
law. He spoke French and German with some
fluency, had some command of Italian, did
considerable work in Russian, and had a very
qood knowledge of Spanish.
Did Coffey set out to becomc a law librarian?
There is nothing in his papers, o r those of the
50
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Law School or thc Law Library, to suggcst that
such was his goal. Thew is no cvidcncc that
he attcndcd library school, although Michigan
establishcd onc in 1926. In 1924, aftcr Batcs
asked him to bccome thc Ian1 librarian, Coffcy
consulted Michigan Law Profcssor Edwin
Dickinson, who wrotc back with thoughtful
encouragement. As a result of his scrvicc for
years on the Library Committee, as well as his
interest in international law; Dickinson knew
that the library collection requircd significant
improvements. In his reply to Coffey, Dickinson
expressed his happiness at Coffey having sccn
the League of Nations in action and congratulated him on the acceptance of his admiralty
article by the Calfornia Larr. Rer.ierr, and on the
progress he had made in the art of French
conversation. He speculated that the job of
law librarian would have real attractions "if
one loves books, likes to research, has somc
capacity for efficient administrative organization, and knows how to get others to do the
routine effectively. . . . [Tlhere is a rather
exceptional future in the position which Dean
Bates has in mind for our School . . . [and]
the position will be one of real dignity. It will
require that the incumbent acquire an immense
amount of information about books, foreign and
domestic. It will present some real problems
in organization. There will be unusual responsibilities involved in the development of a large
research library. . . .The librarian should be in
a very substantial sense the master of his own
time. Thc salarv will no doubt be better than
professors* salaries in most law schools. . . . In
addition to the above, I should expect that the
job would involve somc rathcr attractivc opportunities to travel in search of books, libraries to
buy, etc. Personally, I would be much pleased to
see you tacklc the job."
Coffey accepted the offer and began his
career as a librarian in enviable fashion: as
assistant law librarian (on Icave) in 1925-26,
while he studied abroad.

Bates and Coffey collaborate, 1925-28
Bates had kept a firm hand on the library's
development from thc vcry start. O n
Octobcr 19, 1910, the faculty approvcd thc
appointment of a Library Committee, to
consist of the dean, the librarian, and three
other faculty members appointcd by the dcan.

Faculty mcmbers of thc committee were those
\vho wanted the library to expand and who had
thc expertise to identify needed material. The
Library Committee met in thc dean's office.
From 1922-1925, the Library Committee
consisted of Bates, Librarian Victor Lane, and
Professors Joseph H. Drake, Horace L. W i l p s ,
Edwin Dickinson, and Edgar Durfee. Drake,
\$rhobegan serving as early as 1 9 14, specialized
in Roman law. W i l p s , also serving since 1914,
was a tcacher of corporations, commercial, and
tax law. Dickinson, a specialist in international
law, joined the committee in 1919. Durfee,
who taught equity, rounded out the subject
expertise on the committee. Blythe Stason,
who succeeded Bates as dean, joined the faculty
in 1924 and served on the Library Committee
from 1925-1 933, a critical period for the
construction of the Legal Research Building.
Committee minutes consist of lists of
sugested titles, and by 1922 included some
items of international and comparative law, as
well as court reports and statutory material
from non-U.S. common law jurisdictions
- w h c h was what passed for "foreign law" at
the time.
Bates, who chaired the committee during
h s entire deanshp, paid attention to more than
book selection, especially before Coffey arrived.
For example, at a meeting in 1922, he stated
that "undoubtedly money could be obtained
for catalogers, to make available the foreign
material recently acquired."The search for
catalogers would include consulting Harvard,
the Library of Congress, and eastern library
schools.
However, once Coffey was on board, Bates
could delegate. For instance, Bates wrote to
Coffey, who was in Paris at the time:
"You are to go on with your investigations
in the graduate work in international law and
other fields in nrhch we are trying especially
to dcvelop our library. . . . [Dlevelop your
knowledge of French, German, and Spanish.
. . . Undoubtedly we will have to do much in
South America in the future. The more you can
do to establish contacts with book dealers and
libraries of Europe, the better."
Other letters from Bates to Coffey in Gcneva
,md in Bcrlin illustrate Bates' personal role
n, and commitment to, building a foreign,
.omparative, and international law collection

at Michigan. Coffey spent much of both the
1924-1 925 and 1925-1 926 academic years
in Europe, studying law and languages and
buying books. He did the same in the summer
of 1 928. However, by the fall of that year, he
bcgan to lose faith in the School's commitment
to building a great library. He and the rest of the
faculty were frustrated that a new building for
classrooms, faculty offices, and the library was
not yet built.The School's students had, since
1924, been living in the sumptuous Lawyers
Club dormitory financed by William Cook, but
the Law School's benefactor was slow to give
more. As Forsyth observes, "[Cook] succeeded
in maintaining a surprising amount of control
to the very end."A major element of Cook's
control derived from the Law School's desire
for the building that would house facultv offices
and classrooms. By postponing that building to
the end, Cook held the trump card.
Cook's relationship with Dean Bates had
soured, particularly during construction of the
Lawyers Club in 1924- 192 5. President Marion
Burton, with whom Cook had good relations,
died prematurely in 1925, and Clarence Cook
Little replaced him. From 1925-1 925, Little
and Bates were unable to persuade Cook to
~ r o v i d eresources for the buildings needed to
house the library, faculty offices, and classrooms. Meanwhile, u i t h no immediate prospect
of more space, the precious and growing collection of foreiLgnlaw books, along with gifts from
Cook himself, were piled in the halls of the fireprone Law Building, one-half mile north of the
finished Lawyers Club where students resided.
In August 1925, Coffey expressed frustration
and concern about a lack of commitment t o
building a fore@ and international collection at
an informal meeting of the Library Committee:
"The committee discussed building up a
library of comparative la^. Some faculty have
objected to this, but the committee felt it had
alwavs been and still was the wish of Dean
Bates. The librarian was of the opinion that we
have reached the crossroads in the development of our librarv and we must decide very
shortly exactly what kind of library wre hope
to build during the next two or three decades
and prepare a program embracing these aims.
He sugested that in case the faculty decided
not to go furthcr with foreign law and international law . . . the services of the present
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librarian might well be dispensed with, since
someone else could be secured to do all that
was necessary at much less expense. He felt
that most of his qualifications would be more
or less superfluous in a library which did not go
outside the field of American and English law.
Dickinson and Stason were both of the opinion

1

1
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that the faculty would continue to pursue the
policy which it has pursued during the past five
years, namely, building up as rapidly as possible
the foreign and international law collections.
The librarian pointed out that we should have
to do a great deal more than \Ire have done in
the past, and that in certain fields we should
have to act very quickly. He reported that he
had purchased several thousand dollars worth of
material on his recent trip to Europe, all done
on his own initiative, and he had paid all of h s
own expenses.Ths, he said, he had no intention
of doing in the future. Stason suggested that
a sum should be set aside to provide adequate
traveling expenses so that the librarian could
visit the various European countries from time
to time, and perhaps also the countries in South
America."
In 1928, the Library Committee met
monthly, and there is no further record of
anyone questioning the School's commitment to
fulfilling Bates1vision.

Reaffirmation and inspiration: 1929
After the frustrations of 1928, 1929 first
brought new hope through Cook's formal
commitment to build a Legal Research
Building, and then inspiration as Coffey visited
the Harvard Law Library.
Cook reaffirmed his commitment to provide
a library building with a formal offer to the
Regents on January 11, 1929.The library
moved into the new Legal Research Building in
1931. Cook had died in 1930, leaving most of
his wcalth to the Law School.There was further
delay in 1931 when his former wife, claiming
their divorce had not been valid, sought her
widow's share. However, by Decembcr of that
year Rcgent James 0. Murfin announced an
agreement, and the terms of the settlement
werc final by February 1932.The Law School
inherited the rest of his fortune. The CookTrust
has supported faculty research ever since.

Inspiration came when Coffcy visitcd thc
Harvard Law Library from May 20 to
July 10, 1929. Hc rccorded his observations in
a memo that is both fascinating and amusing,
but its significance for collection building lies
in Coffey's articulation of thc mcthods that
Michigan would have to use to build a collcction even approaching the comprehensivcncss of
Harvard's.
First, Michigan needed to put through
book orders with more efficiency and more
thorough preorder searching.
Second, Michigan needed to develop more
sources. "Harvard has five sources of material
where we have one. Lines are out to all
corners of the globe, to publishers, agents,
professors, friends of the school, men in
public life, etc." Michgan needed to know
about a commission appointed to sugest
changes in the constitution of Arkansas or
an international conference on the safety of
lives at sea. Coffey suggests "a little discrete
publicity . . . not to ape the methods of the
athletic association nor Yale Law School, of
course."
Thlrd, Michigan would benefit from a faculty
library, with law reviews and court reports.
Finally, Coffey investigated how the Marquis
de Olivart worked up the collection of
international law at Harvard, "probably the
best collection of international law in the
world." He found that Olivart used the same
method Coffey contemplated, "preparing
a comprehensive want list based on works
cited in Fauchille, Oppenheim, Hyude, von
Liszt, Sanchez, and Ansiolotti. With this list
as a guide we could spend the next quarter
century building up a collection which might
even be superior to the Olivart."
Coffey also learned the value of creating a
complete record and controlling the circulation of books. He reported that "no one knows
how many hundrcds or even thousands of books
have been lost, because no inventory can be
taken.There is no shelf list by which to take an
inventory."
Thus by fall 1929 the new building was
assured, and Coffey knew how to proceed to fill
it with foreign, comparative, and international
material as well as that from the United States.
Ovcr the coursc of the next 35 years, he would
do just that.
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Building the collection, 1925-1 960
Ncarly 30 years latcr, Coffcy himself
providcd a rough skctch of thc origins and
dcvclopmcnt of Michigan's forcign and intcrnational la\\. collection:
"Although Harvard bcgan to collect foreign
law matcrials as carly as 1841 , our Law Library
sccms to havc had few, if anv, books dealing
with forcign law until about 1897, whcn part
of thc Buhl bcqucst is said to have bcen used for
thc purchase of forciLpmaterial. Thc accession
rccords, which bcgan in 1900, reveal that the
"foreiLpmaterial" referred to was thc books. . . .
Bccause of the common-law background of most
British possessions we should today scarcely
rcgard their legal materials as 'foreign.' No
works on German, French, or Italian law appear
in our accession records until the first tmro
decades of the 20th century, and there were very
few of those. Even as late as 1920 the foreign
law collection occupied only a few shelves in the
workroom of the order department.
"Between 1920 and 1925 three large foreign
libraries were purchased: the Star Hunt collection of Spanish and Mexican la\v; the Heinrich
Lammasch Collection, devoted largely to
international law; and the Viollet Collection,
which for the most part related to French law
and legal history. In 1929 the Library acquired
rhe collection of private international law which
formerly belonged to Professor Antoine Pillet
of the Faculty of Law of the University of Paris.
In 19 3 5 we acquired the library of Professor
Francesco Carrera, eminent criminologist, of
the University of Pisa. All of these purchases
qreatly enriched the Library.
"No attempt seems to have been made to
acquire an international law section until about
19 19, when Edwin de Witt Dickinson was
added to the staff of the La\\, School. Professor
Dickinson, whose main intercst had been
public and private international la\\: immediatcly recognized the inadequacy or, in fact, the
almost total lack of books and documents in his
field. He prepared bibliographies and want lists
and was instrumental in helping the Library
to acquire many of the important and fundamental sourcc materials in international la\\. and
relations. Thc systematic effort begun in 1919
has bccn continued through succeeding years
and has resulted in the University's having the

most complete collection to be found west of
thc Atlantic seaboard. It has attracted scholars
not only from this country but also from many
other parts of the world.
"Professor Joseph Horace Drake, a member
of thc Law School faculty from 1907-1 930, had
a lively intcrcst in both Roman and comparative
law. In 1 92 3-24, whilc on a leave of absence
in Europe, spent principally in Germany and
Francc, he helped the Library to acquire its
first important materials from those countries.
In the follo\ving three decades great emphasis
was placed on the acquisition of the constitutions, codes, laws, and judicial decisions of
all-important foreign countries. To find this
material and arrange for its purchase, the
director of the Library made several trips to
the various countries of Europe, including the
Soviet Union, two trips to Mexico and Central
America, and one to the Caribbean and South
America. The foreiLplaw section of the Library
is now one of the outstanding collections of the
world ."
This description is correct so far as it goes,
but it says nothing about the critical specific
steps in the "systematic effort . . . continued
through succeeding years." Just how did
Coffey, the facultv, and the library staff identify
and acquire the books to create "one of the
outstanding collections of the world?" As will
be shonn in the follo\iing sections, Coffey
developed the collection using at least five
different tools: assistance from the faculty, tra\-el
abroad, developing relationships, eschanging
and selling duplicates, and receiving gifts.
(End of Part I. Continued in the next issue
of Law Quadrangle Notes.)

Margaret A. Leary is director $f the Larv
Libray. From 1 9 7 3 to 1 9 8 1 , she serred as assistant
director andfrom 1 9 S throtigh 1 9 8 3 as associate
director. She reccir.ed a B...l.from Cornell Unir~ersiy,
an .Il...i.~from the Unir.ersi<r.cf .lllnnesota School
of Libra<r, Science, and a J. D.from the Ii'illiam

1

Margaret A. Leary

;Ilitchell College o f Larr: Leatr. has rr.orked to build the
comprehcns~r~e
Iihrar_r,collection to support current
and-future research i n larv and a rride range

of

disciplines. She has also del-eloped strong serr.ices to
supportfacult17 re.~earch.The Law Librar;r, is knorrnfor
its intcrnational lair. resonrces, which attract research
scholarsfrom around the rrrorld.
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Michigan breaks new ground by requiring
the study of transnational law

By Mathias Reimann

professional tmlleit .The faculty wanted to :
romcy the message that in light of the
increasing international mobility of
gmds, services, and capital, a basic
of the international di.m.ensionsof
no longer simply an option but has become:
a necessity, just like a basic lindwledge
contract law*property rights, dvil and a
i
liability*procedure, and our coratitutiond ::
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mandatary subjects, students do hot 'Iaa
take Traxlsnati~nalLaw in their
can do so at any time bdote grsdu~doa..Sa
howwer, most studentshvc tahm the coG

international and comparative law, ofken in
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e daJs of '04, graduating this spring, is a
unique group: it is the first law school class
in the United States which had to take a course
onTransnationa1 Law in order to graduate.
(The term Tmnmutional Low was coined by
the late Columbia Law School professor and
htterntional Court of Justice Judge Philip
Jessup.) From now on, every student obtaining
- a J.D. at Michigan will have been exposed to the
basics of law reaching beyond U.S. borders.
While: most law schools offer courses in

numbers,
~ f c~
h i & is the first, and so far
~- ~ ~ : & @great
%
bk

the only, major American law school to require
such a course. This arguably constitutes the
most important curricular innovation in several
,
decades. In l e e part, it was a response to the
urging sf our alumni to inculcate our graduates
- with an understanding of the global dimensions of Paw. It has reaffirmed the Law School's
commitnent to international and cornparative legal studies and confirmed itsposition as
a leader in that field. The requirement of the
course has received wide attention and much
. praise. American Society of International Law
PresidentAnne-Marie Slaughter has called the
course a "historic step," as have Jeffrey A& and
Anton Soubbout in an article in International
Lawyer. U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor praised the course in her keynote
address to the American Society of International
Law's annual meeting last year.
More aazd more schools are thinking about
following Michigan's example.
When the faculty voted to make such a
course a prerequisite for graduation, it acted
upon the conviction that, in today's legal
environment, a fundamentai understanding
of haw law works in the globd context is
an indispeisable element in every lawyer's
,
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main p w p e d& Trwsnationd taw
it^ twofold. First,it teaches every amdent
absolute &mum troy lawpr should kmx&
about law beyond tbe domestic Amuicln *
Tbis is important not only in order ta bl+;${
qualified for pactlce inan age when few
remain unaffeaed by internatid ipiusues,
a h in order ta 'becomea dY-educaatd
at a time when thd United States ie m ~ r e
involved &an ever in world flairs5-Second;
c o m e lays the gyaundwork on
sdvmmd international and

'

$?*.

1
C1.

such mwaes can presume that thdr
have at least a bmad overview ofthe
national dimursions.Thus, instfuct0:isdo g~~ f +.
have to go bed:to the bare basics over

~M~

In order to accomplish these goals, the
Tmnmatiand Law9 a a m introduced by Judg
Jump in his Stoms Lectures atYale half a
sentmy ago, encompses "dl law which
regulates actions or events that transcend
national ;Frontiers,%sJessup noted in his artide;'l

national law (conflict of laws), and foreign and
comparative law. It includes not only n o r m
which are &international"by their nature, such
as treaties or custom, but also domestic rdes
and principles governing transnational issues,
such as U. S. law dealing with foreign litigants ar
with American business activities abroad.
Obviously, the course cannot treat any of
I
these areas in depth. Its purpose is merely to
provide introduction. It maps the terrain and
familiarizesthe students with those fundamental
elements that render international transactions
and disputes different from purely domestic
ones. Exposure to these fundamentals will not
turn the students into internationallaw specialists but it can turn them into lawyers who are
conscious of the law's international dimensions
and complications.
The specific content of the course has
evolved and continues to evolve. Currently,it
is divided into four main parts. It begins with
a fairly substantial introduction to the major
actors, sources, and principles of pubic and
private international law. The second part
addresses the fundamentals of international
dispute reaoIution, among states as well as
!among private parties, includmg the ground
[ rules of foreign judgment recognition and the
principles of international commercial arbitfation. Part thee then focuses on transnational
tansactions, especially their negotiation and
drafting, proffering specific examples. Finally,
xhe students are briefly exposed to a few
special areas in whi& the Michigan hdty
has particular strengths: international human
rights, European Union law, and hternatiod
'
bade. These a m s are introduced by faculty
who specialize in them.Here, the students
ee how the general principles they have
ed apply within a particular context and
et a glimpse of some of the upper-level courses
I

I

ininternathid hw aEred by ather Wty
me&=.
As.pm#dfeatwe ofthecnnxishtitis
centered on a mmplex &we s
d w6i& is
largely deriindh m r red t m n s a S o n ' ~ a ~
a cluster ddispites.~heasc is discussed in
the first oLsa in onler to hy out the h a .It is
then t
d repeatedly h u & d n t thes-rourse,
serving as pncticc td'hdScb students can
learn to apply what they hntt icpned b the
individual chapters. ta this Won,tbe scensrio
provides a common thread rm&g through the
whole semester.When students compare how
they at first mmrrzlered&case with how they

seeitatheendofthetam,&yr&han
much they have 1 m e d .
In the absence bf a m i l e casebook on
the market, the Wty has mmpliled a set of
carefully designed teaching mat&. These
m a t e d m n t l y consist of four volumes pad
comprise a total of 6nM)pages. They are used by
all teachers~of
the mursesalbeit Ath individual
modificarions. Tbb says time and resources
and ensures a fair1y dm.powrage.In light
0s the interest expwed by other law f a d t i e s

insuchacourse,tliere;nu:planstohnathe
core materials hta a cas&s;ak, c o - m s h d
by Mi*m f b d t y with differentsresJ of
expertise woven into each section ofthe
materials.
The c o m e was first o f f 4 tm a trial,
n ' ~ m m d a r ybasis
, b h e winter of 2001 by
pmfessots JamesC. Ma&amyand ManbSas
Reimam, L M . '83. O m 100, mostly &st-

year students, mmlled, a-the
peat
student inkere& the fadlty had qmed.Sinu.
tbemmse becpne qhd?% l w s g b a q with
the 2001-2002 aegdeae pi& aae seaion
has be- o E ~ b,&k-W
d
W&
three a
faur s c h s ha363 ~ a @ u * i oibe wiwa
sem&tet The t&s
iihvdd
bmet
a wide range dfspeahl expmrS~e-~%
the
LQN Summer 2Q03 1
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classroom, creating a synergy between various
subjects of transnational law. Some sections
were actually €0-taughtby a public and private
international law scholar, others by a full-time
academic in cooperation with an international
practitioner as an adjunct. This has turned out
to be a highly valuable learning experience for
the instructors themselves.
Five tenured and tenure-track faculty
members with &verse specialty interests have
taught Transnational Law so far: Rofwors
Reuven Avi-Yonah (international tax law),
Michael Barr (financial institutions), James C.
Hathaway (refugee and asylum law), Robert
Howse (international trade), and Mathias
Reimam, LL,M. '83 (international civil litigation). In addition,Timothy Dickimon, '79, an
expert in international business &ction,
teaches the cowse as an adjunct professor. Two
visitors also have joined the ranks: human rights
scholar Karitna Bemoune, '94, now on the
faculty of Rutgvs University Law School, and
fuel Samuels, '99, a specialist in public international law and i n t e r G o d arbitration.
So far, o m experience with the course has
been mostly positive. As far as the students
are concerned, the majority have responded
with praise, both in the classroom and in their
course evaluations.There is d m reason to
believe that the new course requirement has had
a positive effect on the Law School's recruitment of students, many of whom express a
strong intenst in international law on their
applications. On the f a d 5 side, the c o m e
has intensified the interaction at least among
those teaching international and coqarative subjects. In particular, contributing to the
teaching materiala has led those involved to take
a greater interest in what others are duing.
In addidon, sweral ferns haoe turned out
'to be unfounded. On the didactic Iml, we
have comc to r&e that m h h g amtraditid-boundariesof public and private ,
'-
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international law is mu& easier than we had
antidpated.The students have little or no
trouble in that regard and simply address the
problems put before &em with all the tools .
available. As a logistical matter, it turned out
that strffing four or five sections per year does
nat seem to be a serious problem. A growing
number of professors withiuternatiod and
comparative interests ase b e w g to realize
that teaching the course is a great opportunity
to learn matters ultimately important for their
own work.
Still, challenges and problems remain.
Covering such broad material in very lit& time
entails a constant struggle-against oversimplification and mperfiddity. A major problem here
is that the course isbtlY
limited to merely
two credit hours, a decision made in order to
ensure the availability of teaching resources for
the course and to make it easier for students to
take the course in their first year so that they
could build on it in their second and third years.
Those who have taughtTrmmiona Law agree
yith these students 'that two haurs per week are
irmdEtient. This is,pue not only because there
is so much material but also because it is so
different from the standard first-year fare that it
takgs more time ta absorb it.
Another concern is the effect of the course
on student interest in the traditional upperclass iatmnafional and c~mpgpative
law
offerings. Id*
the basic course should whet,
the student's appetite and thus lead to greater
interest in the more rpe&c!d areads. Yet, it
b alao possible that msny s t ~ d w td
s l take
ody one i n t m n a t i d law c m s e myway, axe

tidied wit%&e rcqwvrse, and pmceed
E d m Ev-itl ht.C W ~h, m g r 1iit lea;~t
dl ddrm h W , b d bibpmdde

dx&,am.
w=& at & e b l e l e dothu issues
rqvjnrm more esjmiam; dcMibm~r]a,and
fmc-hYdng ;

i m ~ ~ d ~ gh
" asFa mandatory
~ ~ d
dowse pn &edy

of ypr-clms C-BS

beginning to W.
Teacheri
we adrig nm,mare

amplem
p tbat wue
~ bee~ avoided or i-:
had st least regared th&
excitic idius)map ',
sies that they approatshed with great trepidation. In contrast, those w b have completed ,;-' .:
Transnatiopd Law tend ta see intmnatiod dimensions as fairly normal challenges that
need to be &ced and tackled ju~tlike any
othas, idbeit with partid~r~~pec!tion.
As Professor C a h r b e A . MacXhmm put it
reporting on her experience in teacling Sa
EqualityY'cMi&gm students now handle the' -

*

' '

'

- _ *

.'

internatimdmaterials in the course with perfect

a p h b instead of lookhrg b e 175 turned
off tJ&dan se- at the &R QWZX~~CXI
of the
Interxmtbd COD-on
oa.C i d and Politid .
Ri5hts:Thia
L.
is ~ a d rhe
y wry it h u l d be. il

,

i
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W
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H Q BE~. T m . Pr&ar of Lad'Mahias
W. R & m , U.M. '83,m e i d his basic lepl
educatio.
.- in Cammy @&~fkad&i
i 978;~m~ur,
1981).He is a ~roduiare$and hoJ& a d o c ~ ~ ~ &
(Dr. iur.. kif
d 982)jon de UnimrsityofFreiburg
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Matthew Meyer, '02:
Walk in their shoes
58

i\/Iattlze~~l
iVlt.7e1, '02 'CVnlk 112 thew slloes
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R e ~ l n t oLz11zn Cnjetalzo, LL

M , 66,S] D '72

60

D n ~ l a1\1 iV1L I I I ; '90, ~zn~wecl
i\/losl:m~~~tz
Resenr c l ~Projess07

60
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Class ~\iotes
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171 ~1e1~zorln11t
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of I ~ j estones

M

atthew Meyer, '02, has put on many
miles and come a long way since he

encountered the streets of the Korogocho
shantyto~vnnear Nairobi, Kenya. And he lzeeps
going back, 10 years older and more realistic
now, 10 years more seasoned and determined
that people should not live their futures in such
conditions.
Earlier this year die American Institute
for Public Service recognized his antidote as
worthy of one of its four Jefferson Awards
for excellence in public service. Meyer won
the Samuel S. Beard Axvard for the Greatest
Public Service by an Individual 35Years or
Under for his work in founding and developing
a sandal-making project t o provide work and
income for impoverished Korogocho residents.
(While Meyer was still a law student, a story
o n h s project in Nairobi appeared at 4 4 . 3 Law
Quadrangle Notes 93-94 [Fall/Winter 20011.)
The other three Jefferson A\vard winners
were: National Security Advisor Condoleezza
Rice, who received the U.S. Senator John

L

ong-time public servant and active attorney Renato Luna

Heinz Award for Greatest Public Service by an

Cayetano, LL.M. '66, S.J.D. '72, &ed in June of cancer. H e

Elected or Appointed Official; AIDS Medical

recently had undergone a liver transplant.

Foundation founder Mathilde Krim, now

Rene Cayetano, as he was often called, was a \yell-known figure
in public life in the Philippines. At the time of h s death, he was

founding chair and chairman of the board of

one of the 21 members of the Philippine Senate, and, had his health

the American Foundation for AIDS Research,
who won the award for the Greatest Public

permitted, had been slated t o assume the presidency of the senate.

Service Benefiting the Disadvantaged; and

A decade ago, he served as his country's top law enforcement

Los Angeles schools and hoineless activist

officer, the counterpart of the U.S. Attorney General. H e also had
hosted a popular la\qr-oriented radio show.

Anne Douglas, who was awarded the S. Roger
Horchow Award for Great Public Service by a
Private Citizen.
Meyer, appalled at the conditions he found
in Korogocho, established the Akala Project
there whlle he was an undergraduate at Brown
University. The project provided jobs by
producing footxvear from castoff vehcle tires.
A few years later the project was re-named the
Wikyo Akala Project after Benson Wikyo, xvho

58
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had run it initially and died suddenly of an
illness that would have been curable had
the medicines been available.
Later, when Meyer was a student
at the Law School, he established
Ecosandals.com, the Internet-based
marketing arm of the project that has
made it known worldwide. Today the
project sells its various models of sandals
through an international network of
volunteers.
Launching the Ecosandals. com Web site
\!.as like a starting gun for the enterprise,
Meyer explained in remarks he prepared
for the Jefferson Awards presentation
ceremonies in Washington, D. C., last
June. And fashioning the site offered the
kind of respite that all law students seek:
"It was a week of ~ v o r kthat we enjoycd,
dealing with data structures as a diversion
to the Michigan cold and the Law School
assignment we should have been working
on. We then launched the site to a few
friends. Within 72 hours it had been seen
by every contincnt except Antarctica (and
I understand there are not many ISPs
there). Within a couple months, evcry
television station in Kenva had come
to scc us. Within six months, we were
~wofiledglohallv on CNN and our little
strugling outfit grew overnight to a
30-person operation."
But "things are not easy now," he
continued. "Our vvorkforce has decreased,
and we are seelung funding to build a
husincss training center. We are loohng

for S 100,000 for a project that has
survived on sandal sales, never fundraising more than its initial grant of about
S 3,000. We are also looking for retail
stores to sell our sandals in. If you know of
any store, please let me kno~l:Every sale
makes a major difference to a resident in
Korogocho."
He continued:
"This past September, \\,hen I was last
in Kenya, I walked along virtually the
same path I walked on 10 years ago when
I first was exposed to a shantvtonn slum.
It was disheartening, to be frank.You work
vour heart out for something for over 10
vears. D e e down
~
inside.
have that 'same vouthful
F
naivete, that belief that
things really \\-ill change.
"But the reality is that
things are getting worse,
660 million [impoverished
people in the ~vorld,more

i

.

%
.

t

,

than double the population
of the United States] is a

upon thousands of hours of community
service, and a high schooI student in
Tennessee who is teaching a communiv
and a nation to read to its infants, they
give me hope and inspiration.
"We are of the same generation, and
increasingly the burden will fall on our
shoulders. I am confident, with the
technologies available to us today and the
will of such youth, we can begin to make
a dent, make some small difference in
decreasing the 660 million.
"If we could, then we should. We can,
so we must."
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not decreasing. When I
.
see and hear of some of
ql
m.
.+
the people in this room,
1.
, ,c ._ *,.--" [ . 1 v,. 3 - * "-1
ho\vever, of the young boy
in Wisconsin \vho sends hats
Ecnwilrl~?lc.coli7\\>I) cito'i I I C , I I ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C > .
around the countrv so cancer patients can
rrltoi~c~,
i . c ; / ~ c ~ilrc
t i Sr-orr,tlr
tlrc? n~r,crr-r/live with just a little more diLpity, of a
1 1 ~ i r l i 1 i i 1/ l~i - o j c ~ t .
young ladv in South Dakota doing similar
work, a girl inTexas who has gotten her
classmates and peers t o perform thousands
~r
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Dana M. Muir, '90, named Moskowitz Research;fi$-;;T*
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Muir, '90, a s s v t e professor
of business law in the'University of
Michigan Business School, has been named
the Louis and Myrtle Moskowitz R'esearch
Professor in Business and Law for this
academic year through August 2004.
I
The professorship honors a faculty
member from the Business School and
from the Law School on a rotating
basis. In the recent past, Law School
faculty members who have been named
Moskowitz Professors have included
James J. White, '62, and Merritt B. Fox.
Business School faculty members who
have been Moskowitz Professors include
Scott E. Masten (a visiting faculty member
at the Law School this year) and Lynda J.
Oswald, '85.
Established in 1990 through a pledge
from the Republic Bank of NewYork
(now HSBC Bank USA), the professorship ,
honors former Republic Bank Chairman
Louis Moskowitz and the memory of his
wife Myrtle Moskowitz. The g& also
sponsors a periodic conference to probe
an issue that reflects the interplay of
business and law. The most recent conference, held last winter, focused on the
resilience of capitalism in the aftermath of
recent highly publicized business scandals.
(A report on the conference begins on
page 43 of the Spring 2003 issue oMaw
Quadrangle Notes.)
J
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A mG6er d &e Business s&o*~ 2' ;.,
faculty since 1 993, Muir earned her B.A,.
,
from the University df ~ i & ~ a8snk l l
' r
as her J. D. She earned her M. B.A. from
the University of De-t.
She practiced
law with two law firms before joining the
University. Since joining the facul Af
has been invited as a visiting la* tea&r
at the University of Iowa and as a congressional fellow to the U.S. Congress. she
also has been a visiting professor at the
Law School.
Muir's research focuses on employment law and &ployee benefit issues,
and draws heavily on her experience in
human resources work. She twice has
been a delegate to the White House/
Congressional National Summit on
Retirement Savings and has served as
referee for national proceedmgs of the
Academy of Legal Studies in Business.
The Univevity of Michigan Board
of Regents approved Muir's Moskowitz
Professorship during the summer upon
recommendations from the heads of the
Law School and Business School and the
provost of the University. "Dana Muir is
a dedicated and conscientious researcher
whose work has had a major impact, who
has received numerous awards, and who
is in very high demand at conferences,
professional meetings, and legal hearings,"
the recommendation said.
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K. Snider; Philip Sotirofj; Stefon F Tucker;
Thomat Il'l'onDjke; A. Paull'ictor; and
Lan,rence I f r I.l/qqnoner

on Legislative Advocacy and

in business, finance, and real

Cameras in the Courtroom. A

estate matters. Prior to joining

trial lawyer for more than 30

Miller, Canfield, he was an

years, Buzard's practice focuses

attorney with the Kalamazoo

on complex civil litigation

office of Miller, Johnson, Snell

including commercial matters,

& Cummlskey PLC. Patrick

Z. F e l d s t e i n , president of Robert Z. Feldstein PC
and of counsel to the Troy,

and representing people who are

Lennon recently returned to

Michigan, firm of Kemp, Klein,

seriously injured with a particu-

Kalamazoo after serving as \-ice

Fundraising Chair:

Umphrey, Endelman & May PC,

lar emphasis on those who have

president and associate general

Richard 1'1.1 Pogue

is included in The Best Lawyers

Fundraising Committee: Joseph
L. Hardig Jr.; Dean E. Richardson; and
Ilblter H. I.lGiner
Committee: Il'illiam ,4. Bain Jr. ;

suffered brain injuries. He is a

counsel of WCI Communities

in America, 2003-2003. He has

past president and former mem-

Inc., a Florida-based real estate

been included in everv edition

ber of the Board of Directors of

development company.

I l l ( , (;/(I\(
1,
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i obert
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Co-Chairs:Lh11iam K. Davenport: E.
James Gamble; and John Gordon Hqurard

Robert S. Beach; Alartin L. Boyle; John
B. BruJ Thomas Friot Chenot; H a r r y
R. Dean; Richard AT. Donoldson; Paul
1'. Gadola; Robert S. Gilbcrt;J . Kirby
Hcndee: Clarence Lee Hudson; Ernest E.
Johnson; I.lrilliam ,4. Jose!~.n Sr. ; Il'ard
Lee Koehler; hchard P. AIatsch; It'illiam
T. Aleans; Donald]. Miller; George D.
Miller Jr.; Thomas A. Roach; Richard A4.
Shuster; John S. Slovens; Gordon Harry
Smith Jr.; Arthur L. Stashortrer; Richard
C. Stavoe; I.17arren K. Urbom; and Carl
R. 1.lrithers

of the publication since 199 1 .

Association, and a past recipient
of the Adolf J. Rodenbeck Award
R o c q u e E. L i p f o r d , a business attorney with Miller,
Canfield, Paddock and Stone
PLC in Detroit, participated
last spring in the Crain's Detrolt
Business/Deloitte &Touche
PowerBreakfast: Series 2, which
qathered eight board members
and executive advisors to discuss
"The New Rules of the Game:
How Boards Should Govern in
a Post-Enron Age." Lipford is

T71c' Clci\< O

J I ~ rc111i1orl
~ ~ S
I\'CI < S ' o / ~ t ~ ~ ~ i <-i/x7r

a member of Miller, Canfield's
Automotive Industry and
Corporate Conlpliance groups.

Committee: E Loyo1 Bemlller; Eugene
Hartn,jcq; Ronald L. Dolman Sr.; and Thcodore A4. Utchen

1qO;
Rochester, NewYork, l a y e r A.
V i n c e n t B u z a r d , partner in
the statewide law firm of Harris
Beach LLP, was re-elected
secretary of the 70,000-member

Tllc

C I ' I ~ I Yo~ j - 1 ~ 61.~'11171011
;

,---

11eia Sc'/>tcwll~cr

the NewYork State Head Injury

NelvYork State Bar Association
(NYSBA) during the oreani-

CO-Chairs:John III Galanls and

zation's 1 26th annual meeting

Herbert Kohn

in Manhattan. He has hcld

Committee: Eda~urdA!. Dolcon;

various leadership positions in

.!furray J. E~lrrel1;Robert L. Harmon;J.
It'1111amHolland; Ira J. Jaffc; D Aflchad
Kratchman;Alan I. Rothcnherg; La~i~encc

the state bar association during
the past 20 years; he currentl:J
chairs the Special Committees

for his outstanding contribution to the community and the
profession.
J a m e s P. K l e i n b e r g has
been appointed by Goy Gray
Da,is to he Californja

superior

Court and is sitting in Santa

Chair: Edward J. Heiser Jr.
Committee: Il'rlliam E Bavlngcr 111;
Scort B. C m o b ; Stephen B. Diamond:
Peter C. F1intofi;.4. Patrlck Gl1es;llblterll:
liurczeri.sk1; and Danlell hn 9 . k e

Clara County. Prior to h s
appointment, Kleinberg was a
litigation partner with Bingham

'97'

McCutchen LLP, formed in
2002 through the merger of San

joined the Ann Arbor office

Francisco-based McCutchen,

of Dykema Gossett PLLC as a

Doyle, Brown & Enersen with

member of the Employment

Boston-based Bingham Dana.
Kleinberg has been listed for

M e l v i n J. M u s k o v i t z , has

Law Section. He was previ-

a decade in Thc Best Lau;vers in

ously a principal with the
Ann Arbor-based firm of Pear

America in the business litiga-

Sperling E g a n & Muskovitz PC,

tion section and has served as

where he represented public and

national chair of the Law School

private sector clients in employ-

Fund.

ment litigation and traditional
employment law matters.

R o b e r t L e n n o n and his son,
Patrick, have both joined the

Muskovitz has also served as
assistant city attorney for the

Kalamazoo office of Miller,

Citv of Ann Arbor and as a trial

Canfield, Paddock and Stone

attorney for the National Labor

PLC. Robert Lennon is senior

Relations Board. In addition, hc

counsel and a member of

scrves in nulnerous professional

the West Michigan Business

and civic orp~nizations.

Practice Group, concentrating
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Peter R. Spanos has joined

firm in Madison, Wisconsin. He
previously was in private prac-

Burr & Forman as a partner
t o head the Atlanta, Georgia,

Howard & Howard Attorneys

office's Labor and Employment

PC in Kalamazoo, Michigan, has

Practice. Spanos has 27 years

formed an Of Counsel rela-

of national experience in all

tionship with McCarthy Law

CO-chairs: Stcwn E Grcenrvald and

aspects of labor and employ-

Group PLC of Portage, Kevin

Gcorgc D. Ruttlngrr
Committee: Denic B. Blndcr; Samuel L

ment law, nonprofit, trade

M. McCarthy principal. The

Buford; Car!~,lcH . Chapman Jr.; Kathlecn
.ltcCrcc Lcrl.ic; Quinn Il! .l!arrln; .itark E
.Itehlman; Larrwnce R. Itoelmann; Erlc,4.
Ocrrcrle;JcfrC,v.It. Pctrash; Leo H .
Phllllpt Jr.; James Cotter Ruh; Frederlcl: C.
Schafi~ck;and Hcnk ll b n m a n s

tice in Madison.

,

20TH

McCarthy Law Group will

Thc7

and construction law.

continue as an independent law

11.111

REUNION
of

I(),?;rcpu17io17

bc. 0c.tohc~r~ ~ - 2 6

firm while maintaining a close

CO-Chairs:Thomar R. Foy and P a t r ~ c ~ a

James R.Young has joined

working relationship with the

Lee Rcfo

O'Melveney & Myers LLP

attorneys and staff of Howard &

Honorary Co-Chair: Barton R.

as a partner in the firm's

Howard. McCarthy represents

Pcrcrson

Washington, D. C., office.

employers in virtually all aspects

A former general counsel at

of labor and employment law

Foster, Swift, Collins & Smith

Bell Atlantic and formerlv Of

and employment-related issues.

PC has announced the return

Counsel at a major law firm's

Prior to starting hls own firm

of Michael J. Schmedlen

McLean, Virginia, office, he is

thls year, McCarthv was a mem-

to its Labor and Employment

a member of O'Melveney &

ber of Miller, canfield, Paddock

Department as Of Counsel.

Myers' Telecommunications

and Stone PLC's Kalamazoo

He had served as the Michigan

Practice.

office.

LLC,a wholly owncd suhsitl-

a focus on defending lenders and

in the Columbus, Ohio, office,

iarv of Pcppcr Hamilton LLP.
Grccnhcrg will continue to he

other businesses in class actions

Beatty is a member of the

and claims of unfair business

Litigation Group and concen-

a partner at Pepper Hamilton
and build on the firm's sports

practices. He has represented

trates h s practice in the areas

clients in claims ranging from

of bankruptcy litigation, creditors' rights, and commercial

p

transactions practice, including
representing purchasers of the

false imprisonment, fraud,
and unfair business practices

litigation. A lifelong resident

to claims under the Truth

of Columbus, Beatty is recog-

,

Pittsburgh Penguins, Florida
Panthers, Altoona Curve, and
San Antonio Rampage, among

in Lending Act, Real Estate

nized as one of the community's

,

?

association representation,

The Michigan law firm of

'

Committee: llbltcr S. Calhoun; ,i.lark
S. Dcmorcst; Claudia ~ o b c r t sEllmann;
Karhcrinc,.i. Errr-in;l'ictor F1 Filippini Jr.;
Stacy Qn F0.y; illichacl J. Hainer; Pctcr
,4. Jackson; Broderick D. Johnson;Jodic lli
Kjng; Thomas R. Lottermon; Erica rlnnc
,Munzcl; Barton R. Peterson;John C.
Pctrovski; David A. Rubcnstcin; H . iltark
Stichcl; Horrrard S. Suskin; and Carl A.
Iblenstcin

resident

,

others. He is also
and
managing partner of the Altoona

,

the Pittsburgh Pirates.

from 1979 to 1988.

Clark Hill PLC Attorneys at
Law announced that John L.

Gierak has joined the firm's
Birmingham, Michigan, office.

James A.Vose has been named

Keefe A. Brooks, director

Lord, Bissell & Brook, Chcago,

lice president of B r i g s and

and shareholder in Detroit,

Illinois, partner Kathryn

Morgan Professional Association

Michigan, based Butzel Long

Montgomery Moran has

in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

FC, has been listed in The

B r i g s was founded in 1882 and

Best Lauyers in America,

has two offices in Minneapolis

2003-2001. In addition, Brooks

and St. Paul. The firm focuses on

is one of the authors of Civil

broad-based business practice

Procedure Before Trial, published

and commercial litigation.

Gierak focuses his practice in

by the West Group as part of the
Michigan Practice Guides series.

the areas of labor and employ-

Co-authors for the book include

ment la\\; education law, and

Michigan Supreme Court Justice

litigation. He represents public

Maura Corrigan and Wayne

and private employers in all

County Circuit Court Judge

aspects of labor and employ-

William Giovan.

been elected to the Board of
Directors at the Steppenwolf
Theatre Company. Moran joined
Lord, Bissell in 1984, and is
r the Labor and
a ~ a r t n ein
1

Employment Practice handling
matters in state and federal
courts around the countrv.
the
J'
Equal Employment Opportunity

counsel to public school districts. Gierak was formerly with
Dcan & Fulkerson PC in Troy.
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Corrupt Organizations Act.

Brian J. Kelly has been
Albany, NewYork, office of the

LLP in Cleveland, O h o . He

office of Miller, Canfield,
Paddock and Stone PLC as a

international firm Wilson, Elser,
Moskowitz, Edelman & Dicker

focuses his practice on repre-

senior attorney in the Litigation
and Dispute Resolution Group.

labor and employment la\%;cases

'

and Trade Regulation Practice
Area of the Litigation Practice
Group as a member of the

LLP, was the only attorney
chosen by The Busmess Rer-iew,
Ne~vYork'scapital region busi-

before federal and state courts

Detroit office. He is a past
chairperson of the State Bar of

in 1994 and then left in 1998

ness newrspaper,for this year's

also ad\-ises employers regarding

*

to become an attorney and

"40 Under Forty" list. The list

human resources management

Michgan Antitrust, Franchising,

vice president in theTrust and

honors "40 business profession-

and litigation preyention.

and Trade Regulation Section
and has practiced previously
with a major Detroit firm and in

Litigation Practice Group of
National City Corporation.

als under the age of 40 whose

Washington, D.C. He received
his J. D., cum laude.

Victor I. King has become

Howard B. Iwrey has joined
the Dykema Gossett Antitrust

'
'
b

,

b

qeneral counsel of California
State University in Los Angeles.

Mark A. Vickstrom has

LLP in Los Angeles, where he
specialized in business and pro-

received his Master of Divinity

to the community identify them

Cynthia Della Torre of the

as people to watch in the busi-

Troy, Michgan, firm Kemp,
Klein, Umphrey, Endelman &

ness future of the capital."

May PC was one of two speakers
for the daylong seminar "Estate
Planning and Probate" on April

25 in Southfield, sponsored
by the Institute for Paralegal
Education. Della Torre spoke

thrcc-~eargraduate degree is the basic profcs-

on the fundamentals of will
Co-Chairs: E;lrnhcr!r. S. Alcanrara;

Reed Smith Crosby Heafey
LLP, San Francisco, California,
announced the addition of

Otcar L. .llcantara; Collccn Barnci.; Danlcl
.It. Isracl; and T ~ m o t hL.
~ .lf'~1llams
C o m m i t t e e : J o n a t h a n Barn?.; Brucc R.
Rvrd; ,ilark .Ilalr.en: and RoFcrt A. .Itandel

David Sturgeon-Garcia
named general counsel ofThe
Livesey Company, a real estate
development and management

Charles M. Greenberg of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has

3

become the president and CEO
of PlayMaker Sports Advisors

9

and administrative agencies. He

business accomplishments,

fessional liability litigation.

~ionaldegree for the ministry.

Rights Commission, and other
qovernment agencies.

sentation of management in

achievements, and commitments

He previously was a partner at
Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith

from Princeton Theological

>

She first joined Miller, Canfield

I 9s;
b

b

John J. McEwan has been

elected partner in Frantz Ward

returned to the Kalamazoo

Chair: Dennis Kearn Ecqan
Committee: Debra A. /lrmhrusrer;
John H . Beisncr;,4rthur R. Block; Barbara
Bruno; Elizabeth Ann Carnpbcll; Marcia K.
Fujimoto;JcJffry J. Jones; G c o y c
KimbuII; Donn A. Randall; Gregoy
La ' A h n t c Reid; illigucl Angel Rodriguez;
and S. Thomarl.liienner

nity leaders.

Michael G. Weisberg, of the

Commission, the Illinois Human

ment law, and acts as general

emerging business and commu-

the Racketeer Influenced and

Karen M. Hassevoort has

his association with Foster Swift
in 1974 and was a shareholder

Nicholas J. Stascr~~ch;A.
David Strandberg 111;/1rdanJ. Synnott; and ,Ilayelcna
Zaccardclli

Settlement Procedures Act, and

Curve, the class AA affiliate of

Supreme Court Commissioner
since 198 8. Schmedlen began

Committee: Elrzabeth .if. B a r y ; Bruce
,,I. Courtadc; .Il~chaclH. Cramcr; Scott
If! Forvkcs; Douglas A. Graham; Charlotte
Ho~rrkinrJohnson; Krista D. Kaupcr;

as a partner in thc Financial

The national law tirm of Baker

Services Litigation Practice.

a Hostetler

Sturgcon-Garcia specializes in

that Otto Beatty 111 has been

financial services litigation \vith

elected to partnershp. Located

LLP announced

drafting, the basics of living
trusts, and understanding basic
probate tax procedures. She
concentrates her practice in exit
~lanning,business planning and
transactions, estate planning,
and post-death administration.
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Dykema Gossett PLLC recently
elected Kevin M. Zielke as

Susan E. Mortensen has
joined Weil, Gotshal & Manges

member of the Detroit office.
Zielke joined the Litigation
Practice Group and concentrates

LLP as an associate in the
Litigation Department of its
Miami office. She previously
was an associate with Meyer,
Hendricks & Bivens PA, a
Phoenix-based litigation firm.

on an array of construction
matters ranging from drafting
contracts, monitoring projects,
and advising construction clients
on the litigation of construction disputes in court and
before arbitration panels. He
is also experienced in complex
business disputes and contract
matters in a variety of industries
including business torts, sales
commission disputes, franchise
disputes and terminations, real
estate litigation, and claims
under Michgan's Uniform
Commercial Code.

Amy E. Metz has joined
Vercruysse Murray & Calzone
as an associate practicing in the
area of labor and employment
law. She is a member of the State
Bar of Michigan and the Federal
Bar Association.

199s

Christopher J. McCleary
has joined the Ann Arbor office
of Miller, Canfield, Paddock and
Stone PLC as an associate in its
Business and Finance Group,
where he represents a broad
range of companies, including
emerging growth clients in the
software, e-commerce, and
biotechnology industries. He
specializes in advising private
companies on corporate and
transactional matters including
corporate formation, securities-related matters, venture
capital financings, and mergers
and acquisitions. Prior to joining Miller, Canfield, McCleary
was an associate attorney with
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich and
Rosati , California.

David O'Brien has joined
the Ann Arbor office of Miller,
Canfield. Paddock and Stone

T/7c C l a o~f 1q9S rozrriiorl ~ \ , i l / pLC in i;s Litigation and
hc Octahcr q--6
Dispute Resolution Practice
Committee: Marcia A. Bruggeman;
Tung-Ming Chan; David S. Gingold;
Erlca D. Klein; Robert J. Maguire; James
E. Myers Jr.; Merccdes K e l l y Tunstall;
and Gillian C. M'ood
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Group. Prior to joining Miller,
Canfield, O'Brien was an
associate with ~~~d~~ procter
LLP, Boston, Massachusetts.

3001
CatherineT. Dobrowitsky
has joined the Detroit office
of Miller, Canfield, Paddock
and Stone PLC as an associate
in its Litigation and Dispute
Resolution Practice Group and
the Corporate Compliance and
Criminal Defense Group. Prior
to joining Miller, Canfield,
Dobrowitsky served as a law
clerk to Judge John Feikens, '41,
of the U.S. District Court for
the Eastern District of Michgan,
Southern Division.

Bridgette A. Carr has joined
the Ann Arbor office of Miller,
Canfield, Paddock and Stone
PLC as an associate in the
Health Care Group, focusing
primarily on matters pertaining
to HIPPA.

Ding Sai Chen
Joel Kell Riley
Brainard S. Sabin
Curtis R. Henderson
David Erwin Nims Jr.
Charles W. Allen
George E . Clay
James V. Finkbeiner
Frank A. Orban Jr.
Samuel A. McCray
Edward J. Ruff
A.H. Aymond
Kenneth F. Berry
Robert L. Burhans
Benjamin W. J a p e
Douglas K. Reading
Robert L. Irvin
Samuel I. Krugliak
John Henley Maynard
Sheldon Silverman
Richard I. Steiber
John K. McIntyre
Jaines M. Sullivan
JackT. Redwine
Harry Kirk Denler
George H. Gangwere
Merrill N. Johnson
Chester Lloyd Jones
James Dorr Kittelton
Charles R . Ross
Robert J. Shaw
Charles J. Sullivan
Warren C. Wlute
Lewis A. Carroll
John N. Ehlers
Robert A. Fisher
John W, Gorn
Paul E. Anderson
Paul W. Cook
Arthur E. Moskoff

'SO

J. David O.ruens
Donald A. Tews
Theodore E. Hoeflinger
George A. Leonard
Oliver Glenn White
David P. Wood Jr.
Gordon I. Ginsberg
Edmud D. McEachen
William J. Morriss
Arthur Leo Biggins
Gene E. Overbeck
John S. Ryder
John Campbell Thomas
James W. Wright
Ortha 0. Barr Jr.
John Galien Jr.
Ernest M. Anderson
John R. Potter
Donald F. Doge
John N. Washburn
David Pence Huth~vaite
Philip C. Thorpe
Frank S. Pollack
Peter A. Bernard
Renato L. Delafuente (LL.M .)
James Edlval-d Gauger
Eugene W Le~vis111
Benjamin Loinbard Jr.
Michael W. Grice
Lawrence R . Van Ti1
James C. Westin
David H . Raitt
Robertl: Chulock
Robert Hill
Roger Alan Rapaport
James R. Vrataric
Thomas E. Clinton
Franklin Nichols 111
Clu-istine Marie Anderson
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Hersch
By A. W. Brian Simpson
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a s s d m of b d i d d d rights

&zancltudd his paper by

n May 1954 a replacement had to be found for Sir Amold
McNair, who did not wish to continue on the International

I

Court of Justice.The British Foreign Office got in touch with the

Lord Chancellor, the awful Lord Simonds, who took the view

th.tno English judge would take the job since the pension was
hadequate.

The Minister of State, Selwyn Lloyd, wrotet o him on the

I.

[

1
1

-

subject, pointing out that there were a number of possible
candidates among academics -their peesiun arrangements
were no problem. The letter explained that "ofthese, by far the
most eminent is Professor Hersch Lauterpacht, Q.C., ofTrinity
College Cambridge. He is not British by origin,,but be has been
matuskzed for mire than 20 years, and continuously resident ,
in the country upwards of 30. He is very much liked by all who
h a w him, and despite his continental origins, his outlook on
legal matters reflects mainly the Anglo-Saxon approach. Owing
to hi. origins, he would not perhaps be what we should re@ as
entirely sound from our point of view on matters of h u m rights;
that is to say, his bias would be to take perhaps too wide a view
on di5.topic. However, irrespective of the character of the British
judge this is a subject which we would always wish to keep away
from the court, in any event. Therefore, I doubt whether the point
matters."
How did it come about that Hersch Lauterpacht, then the
Whewell Professor of International Law in Cambridge, achieved
the distinction of being considered not quite "sound"by the
Foreign Office on human rights?
The story begins at a 1942 meeting of the Grotius Society,
the only British intellectual institution then existing that brought
together academics and practitioners. Lauterpacht addressed the
society on December 7, 1942, on "The Law of Nations, the Law
of Nature, and the Rights of Man." He argued that although the
conception of the law of nature long predated explicit reference
to the existence of natural and inalienable rights, yet in substance
theories of natural law had, even in the ancient world, incorporated ideas that were, in the Enlightenment, to find expression in

How did it come
about that Hersch
Lauterpacht,
then the Whewell

arguing that lif the enthrone~nentofthe*Ertsofman
is to became a reality9then
they must become pnrt of the
positive law of nations suitably
guannteed and enforced?
So farm1 a m aware, this
was the first paper or lecture
ever devoted to this subject and
delivered in England, either
before a learned sod9 or
in a university setting. Rare
exceptins apart, such as the
Catholic Richard 0'Sullivan,
common [oommon law system]
lawyers of this period had not
the slightest interest in theories
of natural law, or in the a m ciation, for use in domestic
law, of catalogues of individual nat
intematiod protection.
One wonders what induced Lauterpacht to choose so u n p ~ m ising a topic?The due is the reference to "the enthronementof
the rights d man."Thisrefers to a message that had been givm
by Winston;C h m M to the World Jewish Congress in October
1942, when he had referred to "the enhne3nent of human
rights" as a war aim. It is, 1 think, pretty obvious that growkg
knowledge of what was happening to the European Jews underlay
his choice of subject. TheJewish Chrodde reported the m d e r of
two million Jews on December 11,1942, and on December 17
Anthony Ed- made a statement in the House of CO-ons,
the
House rising to stand in silence in response to this.The nation
state had signally Eailed to provide protection; the international
communiq must fill the breach.
Lauterpacht's legal writings adapt a severely professional
style, and his paper, typically, makes no reference to the horrific
events that were, at the time, overtaking the European Jews, and
indeed his own family back in Poland. Only a niece was to survive
the war; his parents, his brother and sister, and a l l but one of
their children -I do not h o w how many there were -were
murdered, and in all probability already had been murdered.
When he learned of their fate I do not know, but by April 1946
he must have received some information, since he was involved

International Law in
Cambridge, achieved
the distinction of

not quite "sound" by
the Foreign Office on

\1
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in obtaining a visa for his niece to come to England. It is charac-

question of what was to be done with such a bill of rights once

teristic of Lauterpacht that his first essay on the subject of human

its substance was settled, and faced up to the grave problems

rights is of a theoretical rather than a practical nature.

that were bound to confront an attempt to establish institutional

The GI-otius Society was not to return to the position of the

mechanisms for implementing such a bill. Lauterpacht's book was

individual in international law until 1944, whenvladmir R.

innovative in that it faced up to problems of implementation and

Idelson read a paper on "The Law of Nations and the Individual."

proposed solutions.

Idelson, a Russian Jew by extraction, was a highly successful
King's Counsel in practice at 13 Old Square, Lincoln's Inn. It was

The approach Lauterpacht adopted was radically different
from that which was to prevail w i t h the Foreign Office, under

Lauterpacht who responded to Idelson's paper, and introduced the

the dominating influence of the Legal Adviser, Eric Beckett.

subject of the international protection of human rights. Idelson

Beckett had a bee in h s bonnet about considering issues in what

had drected his paper in part to discussion of the hoary old

he thought was the correct order. He took the line that the first

dogma that individuals were merely the objects of international

issue to be addressed, if any progress was to be made, was the

law, not the subjects. Lautherpacht thought perhaps too much

definition of the rights and their limitations. Only when this had
been achieved should issues of implementation and enforcement

attention was devoted to this do,ma:

". . . if international lxw \yere now to provide for the so-called
fundamental rights of man by means of an international conven-

be considered.
Lauterpacht began at the other end; the critical issue \firas to

tion enforceable at the instance of states, I suppose we would say

settle what institutional arrangements could and ought to be

that inhviduals \vould be the objects of international law, but I am

established if the international protection of human rights was

not sure that would be a very satisfactory achievement. It could

ever to become a reality. Definition was of secondary importance.
In his book, Lauterpacht argued that the avowed purpose both

not be the final achievement. Thls must consist in the recognition
of the natural rights of man -h s right to equality, to freedom

of the first and second world wars had been, to quote Churchill,

of opinion and expression, to personal freedom conceived as the

"the enthronement of human rights." He explained the adoption

right to government by consent -as an enforceable part of the

of this \var aim by the r e c o p t i o n that protection of fundamental
rights and democracy was a prerequisite to international peace,

law- of nations."

In response to Idelson's paper, a committee was set up under

a popular if slightly suspect way of linking human rights protec-

Lord Porter to consider international law and the rights of

tion to the primary function of the United Nations organization.

the individual. It reported on J ~ m e3, 1945, recommending an

He argued for protection in international law, since no system of
law, whether international or domestic, was "true to its essential

attempt to proceed along the lines of the International Labor
Organization by small stages.
Lauterpacht was not, however, involved in t h s initiative.
Instead, he had been writing his book on the subject and drafting

function" unless it protected "the ultimate unit of all law -the
individual human being." He argued that adopting an international
bill of rights that did not impose international obligations would

an international bill of rights. By the autumn of 1943 Lauterpacht

convey the false impression of progress, and be essentially a step

had largely completed his book, An International Bill ofthe Rights
ofMan, published by Columbia University Press in 1945 with

backwards, and would even "come dangerously near a corruption

financial support from the American Jewish Committee. By the

of language."
He then, and this was typical in his work on the subject, spelled

time it appeared, the notion that the protection of individual

out, very pessimistically, the grave difficulties that were llkely

rights was a war aim had become widely accepted. The book

to impede the attempt, if it were to be pursued, to de~relopan

included the text of Lauterpacht's bill. During the war, a number

obligatory international bill of human rights.

of bills of rights had been produced and published, notably by

Lauterpacht was well aware of the traditional skepticism of

I-I. G. Wells and Ronald iMacKay in 1940, and by a committee of

English law-yers as to the value of abstract declarations of the

the American Law Institute in February 1944, so Lauterpacht's

rights of man. It would be difficult to overemphasize this skepti-

bill was not the only one offered.

cism, and worth remembering that half a century later the United

But nobody had ever published an up-to-date study of the

Kingdom still did not possess a domestic bill of rights. So for

subject that not only embodied clear and specific l~roposalsas to

the book he wrote an entirely new chapter, which is entitled

the contents of a bill of rights, but also seriously addressed the

"Natural Rights in British Constitutional Law and LegalTheory."
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Human rights visionary
Hersch LauterpacM

,]:~autcrpedtargued that the reason, historically, why Onat Britain
t was out af line with most other states was the result of the fkct
'there hod evolved a tradition of respect for English liberties
which, as it were, made declarations of the rights of man seem
unnecessary, ~ I S W
:
j.+:;~:
fi
1
Thm was, he argued, no compelling reason why such a dech- ration of rights might not be adopted in Great Britain without it
I forming part of a comprehensive mitten constitution. He then
addressed the problem of protecting such a declaration against
parliamentary sovereign9 and the chapter concludes with a
Delphic passage that does not really explain how this is to be
brought about.
The text of an International Bill of the Fbghts of Man, together
with a comznentary upon it, appears in Part I1 of the book. At
this time the United Nations as a political organization had not
yet been established, but Lauterpacht assumed it would be. He
envisaged that his bill would be adopted by the United Nations as
"part of the fundamental constitution of international society and
a f their own states." H
is bill was oEered as a legal document, not a
political manifesto. So it was intended both to confer definite and
enforceable rights and duties in international la\y between states,
and to confer rights in international law on individuals.
I '
It necessarily followed that it had to be enforceable by some
form of international procedure, over and above whatever
machinery existed in the domestic legal systems of states.
Furthermore, its adoption would require a substantial sacrifice
of state sovereignty, even though its provisions might conform to
'
practices followed in civilized states already.
Laiiterpacht approached the subject as a$-holar, indeed as a
legal scientist, qualified to work it all out for himself, and impose
his views on the international community by the pure force of
their own rationality. Far and away the most important part of his
book is its treatment of enforcement of an international bill of
rights. Lauterpacht's view on this was based on three principles:
The first was that normal enforcement must be a matter for
domestic law, and so incorporation of his bill into domestic law
was to be mandatory.
The second was-thatthere must be established a permanent
international authority, which would be concerned not simply
with abuses of rights, but with ongoing supervision and monitoring. This body, he argued, must be neither a political body
nor a judicial body; he rejected the idea of internationaljudicial
review as both impracticable and politically impossible.
His third principle was that this authority must possess an
ultimate and effective power to enforce the bill. Lauterpacht
'

7
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In his book,
Lauterpacht arguc
Mat the avowed
purpose both of the
first and second
world wars had
been, to quote
Churchill, "the
enthronement of
human rights!'
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aoncemd--w&e~&dadhd ~ a e n i . ~ C i .
nothing to prevent it h m ~ettingup an &maehimq $P
I
C o d s s i o a *ms B m o e ~ ~ that p ~ e s e ?
*In particular, the H m a n Rights
He &a stmngk a i t i a d ths d d a h tbt h e mambms riif the
its char@r
C o h s s i o d had no puwer to
Human Rights Commbsion shodd%kp n n ~ m e n t drepmsmta,
i e i ~ m r ~ d l W B. S do mything at all about the
tiwe:I?epro0zacedbia idea that the m o n i w g body & d d be
numerous petitions that were
nek.her judicial nor palHiCa in cham'
il
already arriving from hrdnidAnd he ofiPosed rhe C-sdon
p l n fPsr to drift a d&hwaB B ~ b~dy
uala and poups who imagined
tion of pri~ciplesbecause he bdimmd the adtaprimd a d a d j a that the United Nations was
tion without some mhns of enl~Or-iegt 4 ~ & ~ e P - t %ere
that wam ge@g.to'be
in the business of actively
lip service to a cause which wsa~p$aimedas one ofthe ajrrr

ll9#$

to buman
the
8

I
I
I

He tlllso attacked the mamd
inwhich the Human Right$

I

t

prSma~ilyinwbed
was the Humalg
Rights Owmimion.
fke powem~ofthe

protecting human rights.
This vim was adopted by the
Economicand S o d Council
on August 5,1947: ". . .neither
the Commission on Human
Rights nor the Commission
on Women l y l any power to
take any action in regard to
complaints concerning hmnan
rights or the status of womtm."
So such petitions were
merely stored away to collect
dust in the archives.
by
Lauterpadt accepted none
of dais. 13s argument, first
presented in a c o m e at The
Hague in -the summer of 1947,
was that the pr0vision.s in the
charter p l e d a positive obligation on the United Nations to
promote respect for h u m rights and hdannental freedoms, and
&obrerv-.The
absence-of a text spelling out what these
rights and 6reedoms were did not deprive the text of the charter
of practid sigdiunce. Hornan rights and f u n h e n t a l freedoms
were rather like elephants; you did not need a definition of an
elephant to reoognize one when you met it. This was p a r k M y tbe cme when gra~sa b w a took place. The provisions in the
charter referring to human rights meant that violatiuns of hmm
rights were no longer off limits as being matters essentially of
doarestic juridiction.
He argued that: There is no+
in terrm of its reference or
in the charter to prevent the Commirshm, when wnfr~atedwith
a complaint, to prcrmt it from dLcllssingit, h m invatigathg
it, and from making a recommendationor T o r t cm thc subject
-either in gentd terms or with specific reference to the atate

organs of the United

humandghts-were,
however, limfled

.
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purposes in which the W t e d Nations were engaged, \
Excluded fiom direct hyohrcment in the Unlted Nltiom negotiations, Lauterpacht turned to h e ~ t e m A Law
d Associatiicld
when it held its &st postwar conference in Cambridge im 1946.
Among .the attendees was Rnfael Lemkin, i n m i o r of the concept
of genocide, and revulsion at the recent h i s t T o f Emope was
much in the air. Profemor Paul de had& r e d a paper on
*he ~ossible
madificatiom ofthe ~d
Natioos Quter, and
the conference adopted msolutiom k t the Charter should be
a m d a d to include "the hdamental and ~ v e r l h rights
g
of
personaliq, namely uhe righf.to poasees a natisnality, the right to
justice, and the right of 4 e s s i n g fully every opdion."It dm
passed a resolution d
- executive detention in peacetime.
The next cod*
took place in h g u e izl September
1947, and Lauterpacht used the o p p m p i t y to set out his vie%
in a paper delivered on September 2. <Hereceived support and
the association adopted a number sf resolutions calling -the
executive committee to1set up o committee ar c o d t t e e s
to ~tudy,in relation to h ~ a rights,
n
the lee1 effects of the
Charter and of Article 2 (7),the contents and edo~cemmtof an
, the interpretation and enforceinternational bill of r i g h ~and
ment of the b a g . right. pmvidonr of the peace aeaties. Qe
Secretary General was to be told kt the Association b u g t
the submission of a bill frights to the GeneralAssembly should
be postponed m&il1850, md proceeded by objective stdy. The
As6ociatbn alao wished to.associate itself with a declaratiraa by the
Economic and S o d C-d
of June 2 1,1946, that Zhe purpose
of the Uriited Natiom with regard to the pfamtizm,andh e r vauce of human rights, as defbedin the Charter . can tmly be
Miilhd if pnmidonr an mads for & imphentatha dhuman
r i g h ~lad
, for an international bill of rights?
In effect, Lnterpacbthpd hijacked the Laernation$d Law
AssoWon.Two c e w a wre erstablished, m e ~mdbedto
gtudy of be peace treaties. LPmterpacht b
e the ruppmem for

..
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Human ngnrs vlslonary
Hersch LauterpacM

"Nothing contained
in the present
charter shall
h-ath4.3
authorize the United
ofyi&w.%]n*W.,~29 - %pfeagbber 4,1948. h t before &a, batxqimh
h p ~ y r ~ ~ r h c C ~ m H - p pk wp , hi k - k ; * e
Nations to intervene
l {w
,wa~~tthelepsr+thptdL
i b-e laand r n 1 ~ % ~ 8 , 1 ~ einr ; rhc
in matters which
are
~
c
d
Naba e - u ~ . n3h h tbe mart tr&2
;eFaWmmtd his
dews m the infeqmtatia and s e c e of& WE-:
essentially within
EZio ~epmtairgued f
h the & h i o m was wrong ha i~ 1947
the domestic juriswhidall md &e h a m Rights
raalthat it pomrcsed no competence tn tJre &over
c o w d p a b m
pf$t.imm.k c o d tiah any adon A m t dhtmventbn.
diction of any state
&
e i ~ , o r & ~ Ciimdhsim 4:mpositioa is q :
T h e Conmhwion is
or shall require the
tiomua&rwhi&&edof
u d f k l y tu amtin the fid SW-C of m o d authority and
p
4 edlkctimeaar unl,~ss, in addition to- repreeantdva
d m & q r b e P i l l d ~ h & w q ~ Members to submit
proceed. E M the US-A. or
of ge*cmmmts, it include8 private i d v i d d ahwem irmpxthe U.K.,os even I suppose the
such matters to
@veaf heir a a t i d t y , haugh a selective pr&cess wldch in
U.S.S.R., adapted b views
i t d b m d d provide a guarantee of i m p & r w P
settlement under
the stmy my+ Ebawe beem
E z d m e m t L the crudal pfob1em far an intarnationalbill af
Werent, but none of them
rights.m e a mere d ~ c h t i o might
n
be
au expresthe present Charter;
did. Coamddly d o p t i a by
sion of deep b t o r i d expieace and of the m o d sense ofi
but this principle
a n u d e r ofthe lesser p
m
m d d : sueh d e c h ~ o 9without say d m e n mecha~
might have be- dcimt.
nis- ' ' ~ ~ u lfo~ter
c l the spirit of W a o e n t and, among
shall not prejudice
But this did not happen, and
mmy, of cpiQism. The argent need of m&d is not the
the application
& e E o e ~ o ncorntimed as
r e c o ~ ~ and
o n declaration sf fundamental h h a n righ~but
their effective prowction by internationalsociety."
before. HsIwasa vni'ce c y h g
of enforcement
in the ddenzess.
He attacked the Commissiio~n'sdecision to drajFt a convention to
measures under
In 1948 a new opportumity
WE&
states &at wished to cauld aceede. This would be useless
for Lauterpacht to became
d w s it embodied means of enforcement and was adopted by
Chapter VII!'
directly involved m human
many countries.
&I

,
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At thispaint there existed a United Nations draft declaration
and a draft covenant. Lauterpacht had no use at all for either,
but he did not criticize the texts in detail, basically because he
thought tht way in whichthe operation had been conducted was
f u n h n t a w . misconceived
~
-his idea was that a body of expert
hte~natimdlawyers would undertake the task of studying snd
drafbg, the C o ~ s i o n ~ r o v i d guidance
hg
of s politid natun.
one ran odjwpedate, but I think it is &P that Lauterpacht
wantad to be one of the intmnatiionnl lawyers engaped in this
work. His presentation to the United Nations of his own Wt
was a way of showing his fitness for the tPBL,aid by workrig as
mp~UFlaW
b 0 q h and ~ i tthe
h ~l43pOTtof &E ~ P W M ~ ~ hOwA ~
Assaci9thn he could present hic v i m s as being supported by at
least moat of the world's expert internatip"al lawyers. The tiimbg
~ . l Unfortunate
ll
inthat his report had n ~ t ' ~heen
e t formally

rights negotiations began to
develop. In May af that year
The H a p Congress was
convened, an unofficial gathering organized by the European
Movement that was pressing for the establishnnemt of a feded
Europe. This called for the establishment sfa pvUanareetaq
assembly, and fm the production d a European charter of
human rights. Partidly inrespanse to the pmwre bcm federalists, the Council of Europe was established inMarch 3845).
The European M o m e n t held amther coderence in Brussels
in 194% Lauterpacht attended, along with three other l ~ e r s
from England, one being the h e t i c a n Arthur Goodhart, and
the others David Maxwell-Eyfe, whom Lanterpacht would have
known fmm Nwranberg days, and 1. Hwrout h d n p n .

The Hague Congress had established a juridical commission,

t o the horror of ministers, colonial civil servants, and Field

the Drapier Commission, and in March 1949 it put forward

Marshal and Governor Sir John Harding, the United Kingdoin

proposals for a Charter of Rights and a European C o u r t of Human
f i g h t s . Lauterpacht was certainly involved in the work of the

\.irassubjected t o serious meddling indeed, including an on-thespot investigation over the methods used to suppress the EOKA

Conlmission, b u t dtd n o t , so far as I have been able t o discover,

[Greek Cypriot group favoring union with Greece] insurrection in

play a particularly active role; he probably merely acted as a

Cyprus in 1955-5 9.

- -

consultant, like a number of other jurists. As with the practical

If we believe the judges in Strasbourg, and I am not suggesting

United Nations negotiations, and earlier with the Grotius

that we do not, human rights violations are taking place in all the

Society's Porter Committee, he remained essentially an outsider,

Western democracies, as well as in Central and Eastern Europe,

and perhaps this was by choice. Most of the \vork was done

not t o mention the former Soviet Union, o n a daily basis, and this

by Harcourt Barrington, \\rho was paid 100 guineas, ~ h l c he
h
received, i n conforlnity t o English legal tradition, after prolonged

is only partially the result of moving the goal posts by interpreting
the Convention as a living instrument. Absolutely nobody thought

delay.

that h s was the situation in the 15 signature states back in 1950,

O n July 9 , 1949, after establishment of tlze Council of Europe
o n March 1 7 , 1949, the Brussels proposals were considered at a

and Lauterpacht was certainly not an exception t o the general
mood of self-congratulatory optimism. H e never imagined that

meeting of the Grotius Society, and Lauterpacht read a paper on

the Strasbourg institutions would become intrusive. O n e nronders

"The Proposed European C o u r t of Human Rights."This meeting

what he would have made of Strasbourg of today, with Secretariat

was attended by Harcourt Barrington, who, referring t o the

and Court at risk of destruction in part by the living instrument

scheme of enforcement, paid tribute t o Lauterpacht:

they have developed, and by the huge extension of the coverage

"I would like t o take the opportunity of acknowrledging our
great debt t o h m , because we dtd quite shamelessly b o r r o ~ vmany

of the Convention, as well as by the use of the Convention by
individuals who, back in the 1950s and even the 1970s and 1980s,

ideas from his draft Covenant o n the Rights of Man prepared for

would have simply accepted their lot.

the International Law Association in 1948 ."
H e further explained that "there is a body of opinion I favor of
having the rights described very shortly with a view t o building

So far as the United Nations negotiations were concerned,
Lauterpacht was never t o play any direct role in them; he was

up by judicial decisions as we go along a kmd of common law o n

involved in the International Law Conlmission between 195 1 and
1954 on the law of treaties, and in 1954 he became a judge o n the

the subject, and there is another body of opinion which favors a

International Court of Justice. H e died in May 1960.

detailed definition of the rights. As far as the draft is concerned,
those who favor a short description have prevailed."
Lauterpacht's paper commented on the proposals and repeated
his view that "an international court, conceived as the primary
o r exclusive instrument for the enforcement of human rights, is

So, at the end of the day, what is one t o say about L a ~ t e ~ p a c h t ' s
role in all this? I feel that Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice got it more or
less right in a talk published in the BrltishYearbook ofInternationa1
Law in 1979:

"A few words, first, of a personal nature recalling Sir Hersch

with the Brussels scheme because the center of gravity lay with

Lauterpacht's work on human rights, in the course of which he
did so much t o turn that subject from something of a largely

the Commission: "The jurisdiction of the European Court would

ideological character -more an aspiration than a reality

neither practicable nor desirable." But he was prepared t o go along

- into

thus b e in effect of a residual character. It would be invoked only

a judicial concept having practical possibilities. It is certain,

after the means of settlement had failed."

however, that his preoccupation with it sprang from a different

It is clear that the institutional structure that eventually
emerged in the European Convention was partially derivative of

part of his personality from that which made him -by any
reckoning - one of the most eminent jurists of our time, and

Lauterpacht's draft Convention. And, whether the Foreign Office

without a peer in the international field. Some of his preoccupa-

liked it o r n o t , there vvas established both a meddling Commission

tion must have derived from his origins in Austrian Poland in the

and a C o u r t of Human Rights. But the capacity of the Commission
t o meddle, and of the C o u r t t o invade state sovereignty, were

years before World War I."
The basic claim that Lauterpacht's contribution was t o

much reduced by making acceptance of the right of individual

establish, by an analysis of options and problems, the practical

petition, and the jurisdiction of the Court, optional. Even so,

possibility, given appropriate institutions, of the international
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protection of inclividual human rights is surely right. As he several
times said, the core of thc problem of human rights was enforccmcnt. He \vould surcly havc been pleased that the Strasbourg
Court has so often insisted that rcmedics for the \riolations of
human rights must he practical ant1 cffectivc, not theoretical o r
illusory. And, as I hope I havc shown, hc, albeit always an outsider,
a significant part in laying the foundations of the European
svstem that has shown itself capable of achieving this ideal.
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And, behold, a certain lawyer stood up, and tempted him, saying, Master, what shall I do to inherit
eternal life? He said unto him, What is written in the law? And he answering said, Thou shalt love
the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and with all thy
mind; and thy neighbour as thyself. And he said unto him, Thou hast answered right: this do, and thou
shalt live. But he . said unto Jesus, And who is my neighbour?

...

..

Luke 10:25-29
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Introduction: A parable and a history

T

he common law speaks to us in ~arables.Ours is Drummond v.
Fulton County Department of Family and Children's Services. Just
before Christmas 1973, a boy namedTimmy was born to a white
mother and a black father. A month later, his mother was declared
unfit, and the Department of Family and Children's Services
placedTimmy with white foster parents -Robert and Mildred
Drummond. The Drummonds were "excellent" and "loving"
parents, andTimmy grew into "an extremely bright, highly verbal,
outgoing 15-month baby boy."
Then the Drurnmonds asked to adopt Timmy. The
Department's reviews of the Drurnmonds' devotion to Timmy
remained enthusiastic, if condescending, but the Department
told the Drummonds that Timmy needed a black family. The
Drummonds "stated they could let Timothy go to a young,
energetic, religious, adoptive couple. They expressed primary
concern that he not be moved from their home to another foster
home . . . .They feel that separation from Timothy will tear their
hearts out but that they can do it because it would be best for
Timothy in the long run."
In August 1975, a Department evaluation concluded that the
Drummonds had givenTimmy "excellent care" and had "accepted
a mixed race child and . . . handled the attendant problems
well." In September, a court terminatedTimmy's parents' rights
and freed him for adoption. The Drummonds said they would
"do anydung we [the social workers] suggested to go through a
series of intensive interviews with black caseworker [sic] to help
them understand the black culture and heritage, to read books
and other literature in order to educate themselves in the black
experience, and to talk with their own black friends at work
about their feelings and experiences about being black."The
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social workers acknowledged that "[tlhe fact that there presently
are no appropriate homes for Timv, and the fact that he might
also experience some rejection by some members of the black
community due to his 'whiteness' is [sic] also a considerationP
In November 1975, whenTimmy was almost two years old, the
Department told the Drummonds "that Timmy will be better off
adopted by a black couple."
The Drummonds sued to be allowed to adopt, and after their
odyssey through the Georgia and federal courts, the Fiftb Cimrit
en banc (on November 2 8,1977, when Tirnmy was almost four)
held against the Drummonds, since "the difficulties inherent in .
interracial adoption" jusbfy the consideration of "race as a relwant
factor . . . ."
T i t r y Drummond is emblematic of no small number of
children adoption agencies have thought should be adopted only
by a black couple. Historically, agencies generally prevented
parents from adopting interracially. But in the late 1950s md early
1960s, the racial climate shifted and minority children's need
for homes was pressing. By the middle to late 1960s, ''transracial
adoption seemed to be the 'in' thing for progressive agencies.*
However, there was soon a "counterrevolution . . . sparked by the
National Association of Black SocialWorkers,"which vowed to
"work to end this parti& form of genocide." "This counterrevolution cut transracial adoption by 39 percent in a single year, just
when the movement seemed to be growing rapidly."The critics
of transracial adoption argued that the only legitimate answer to
the problem of unplaced black children was to find black parents
by, for example, having adoptions of black children handled only
by black social workers, subsidizing adoptions of black children
by black parents, and recognizing informal adoption by black
extended families.
Despite efforts of this kind (Peter Hayes, 'Transracial Adoption:
Politics and Ideology," 77 Child Weljare 30 1, 304 [1993]), black
children languished in the limbo of foster care. In 1994, Congress
passed, and in 1996 it tried to sharpen, the Multiethnic Placement
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Furthermore, the primacy of the family has been eroded bly devela~pmentslike no-fault divorce and a
mounting willingness to intervene in families to p
a1nd punish familial violence. Indeed, we hav
-:n.
whatever relationships individucnincreasingly deinstitutionalized the familv and ratified as &.ialllwy
o call one. So I rl
re.
fi

Act (MEPA), which sought t o keep searches for black adoptive
parents from preventing black children from being adopted at all.
MEPA, however, seems t o have made it scarcelv easier for white
parents t o adopt black children, evidently because many adoption
agencies implacably resist transracial adoptions, the [federal] Health
and Human Services regulations that implement MEPA leave the
agencies leeway, and enforcement has not been rigorous.
While the e ~ i d e n c eabout MEPA's success is not encouraging,
there is reason t o think that another recent federal statute -the
Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA) -has considerably
hastened the adoption of foster care children.That act, among
other things, gives states financial incentives t o move children out
of foster care. In 1999 (the last year for which we have figures). the
number of finalized adoptions of chldren in foster care increased
28 percent. Since half the children available for adoption in foster
care are black, and since there is no strong reason t o believe the
number of black adoptive parents has radically increased, it seems
likely that transracial adoptions account for part of the increase.

The conflicting claims
W h o were Timmy's parents? He was legally an ~ r p h a nShould
.
he have been adopted by his foster parents, the Drummonds?This
is classically a question for family law. Primarily, family law resolves
clisputes among individuals about how their lives in families should
be organized. But family law also referees the claims of various
collectivities t o influence people's intimate lives. These collectivities include families, e h c and religious groups, and the broader
community as it is represented by the government. Tensions among
these collectivities are so protean that no stable resolution of them
is plausible. Nevertheless, if there is a trend, it is toward favoring
the choices of individuals: In America, all affinities are elective. To
be sure, family law attributes special status to "the family" by, for
example, exalting "family autonomy." But that principle is at heart
a generalization about what best promotes the interests of the
indhiduals within the family and a presumption readily abrogated
t o protect individuals from the power of families or their dominant
members. Furthermore, the primacy of the family has been eroded
by developments like no-fault divorce and a mounting willingness
t o intervene in families to pursuc and punish familial violence.
Indeed, \rrc have increasingly dcinstitutionalized the family and
ratified as a family whatever relationships individuals choose t o call
one. So I repeat: In America, all affinities are elective.
Family law has been even more loath to defer to the authority of
social groups than to the autonomy of families. Groups may govern
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people, but only by thcir consent. Pcrhaps the g r c a t e t exception
is one that almost provcs thc rulc: Thc Indian Child Welfare Act
(ICWA) of 1978 accords trihcs authority over the custody of
Indian children that Indian parents have tried in vain to cvadc. In
enacting that statute, "Congress was concerned not solely about
the interests of Indian children and families, but also about the
impact on the tribes themselves of the large numbcrs of Indian
children adopted bv non-Indians." But ICWA is special because
the group is special -Amcrican law attributes to tribes a kind
of sovereiLpauthority that, ho\r.evcr partial, no other group can
boast.
But can family law's skepticism of groups' authority bc squared
with its avowals of allegiance to pluralism? Yes: A pluralist regime
serves individuals by offering them an array of affinities to elcct.
Thus family law has resisted justifying pluralism on thc grounds
that it benefits the group itself. Indeed, it has doubted whether
it is useful t o talk about "groups," as opposed to collections of
individuals. And it has feared giving power to groups -as to
families -exactly because it fears for the individuals within the
group. Pierce I.. S o c i e y ofsisters thought the Constitution "precludes
any general power of the State to standardize its children." But
is standardization morc appealing when enforced by the church
instead of the state?
Presiding over the conflicts among individual, family, and group
- and representing interests of its own - is the state. But family
law supposes that the state should stay its hand, should accommodate individuals' prcferences wherever possible, and should
intervene principally to protect the welfare of individuals. So what
rules should the state employ to govern the dispute ovcrTimmy?
How should the claims of individual, family, group, and state be
analyzed?

The child's claim
If all affinities are elective,Timmy himself should choose his
parents. But he is too young. Ordinarily, parents choose for their
children, but the very issue is whoTimmy's parcnts are. Still,
many of the reasons we make parents trustees for their childrcn fit
the Drummonds - they knew him best, they loved him most.
For such reasons, the Suprcme Court has intimated that foster
parents likc the Drummonds may have a constitutional interest
in their relationship with their fostcr children. But even ifTimmy
cannot speak for himself and the Drummonds cannot speak for
h m , a court could consider what he might havc said. What - to
invoke the classic custody test - were his best interests?

If one truth is universally acknowledged, it is that children need parents, need people wholly committed
to them to whom they are wholly committed. Timothy had parents in the Drummonds. Leaving them
would be a little Gethsemane.
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\nd that leads us to a last and crucial consideration: The issue is not whether the Drummlonds migh
)e imperfect, for all custodians are; it is which ci
n will senIre him best. The realistic alternatiu
adoption by white parents for Timmy and many black children is lanauishina in a gmm&.."
~ub~.~-r;are
system that i
3 woeful alternative ever
~diocrepalrents.
.

-

a.

All the harms we have canvassed could occur. But they are
speculations, speculations about problems likeliest to occur, if
they occur at all, years into the future. They are thus the kinds of
harm child-custody law has increasingly distrusted. That law now
emphasizes the quality of the relationship between the chld and
wrould-be custodians. Furthermore, the harms we have canvassed
are only a few of the many factors that will affect that relationship,Timmy's happiness as a child, and his worth as a man. Not
least, the Drummonds had it right when they told a social worker
that "they felt that the most important thingTimmy needed to be
secure and happy about hmself, was to have parents who truly
loved him." And all the evidence unites to ~roclaimthat Timmy's
relationship \vith the Drummonds was exemplary.
And that leads us to a last and crucial consideration:The
issue is not whether the Drummonds might be imperfect, for
all custodians are; it is which custodian will serve him best.The
realistic alternative to adoption by w h t e parents for Timmy and
many black children is languishing in a foster-care system that is a
woeful alternative even to mediocre parents. And, most ironically,
foster parents are likely to be white. For the foreseeable future,
then,Timmy's choice is between life as an orphan and life with the
only parents he had ever known, the parents who loved him, the
parents he loved. Was this a choice?

The ethnic claim
I have just argued that if Ifreheed the principle that all affinities are elective by making forTimmy the choice he would make
for himself, tve would confide him to the care and comfort of
the Drurnmonds. But did his race have an interest in his being
raised by members of that race?The most influential sentence
ever written about transracial adoption reviled it as genocide. The
National Association of Black Social Workers' (NABSW) accusation rested partly on "the philosophy that we need our own to
build a strong nation."The NABSW's president asserted in 1985
that it was protecting "the rights of black children, black families,
and the black community. We view the placement of black
children in white homes as a hostile act against our community. It
is a blatant form of race and cultural genocide."
Generally, groups' interests in their children are recognized by
honoring parents' preferences. For example, children ordinarily
take the religion their parents assign them - cujus regjo, ejus reljgio
-and

parents ordinarily ass@ children their own religion. Even
Tffisconsin v. Yoder is not to the contrary. There the Supreme Court

found unconstitutional a statute that required Amish children to
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attend ninth and tenth grades. The opinion famously celebrates
the virtues of the Amish and denounces thc statute's menacc to
their life, their religion, and their community. Howvever, Yoder's
facts and reasoning are less consoling than its language to any
argument that a group has a claim to its children that is independent of their parents' claim. Mr.Yoder was a parent, and the
parents and the community were as one. In addition, the Court
independently examined whether the children would be injured
by their parents' and their community's arguments and concluded
that they would not be.
But let us take seriously Yoder's rhapsodic language about the
Amish community's interests in their children. Are the interests
ofTimmy's race in his choice of parents then legally copizable?
This question provokes another: What is Timmy's race? If all affinities are elective, only Timmy can say. But here we might imagine
two exceptions to the elective-affinities principle. First, if race is
a "natural" category, if "science" identifies human characteristics
that reliably define "race," we might freely assign children to races.
But who today believes h s ? "Biologists, geneticists, and physical
anthropologists, among others, long ago reached a common
understanding that race is not a 'scientific concept rooted in
discernible biological differences."
Second, assigning children to races might be legitimate if races
are social categories about whose membership there is a stable
consensus. However, there has been no such consensus historically
or today. Races have changed unsettlingly over time and remain
unsettled. For example, Jews were once considered a race, and
"Asian" comprehends many peoples who do not cheerfully group
themselves together.
But has not a widely accepted understanding of "black" evolved
-the "one-drop" rule which essentially calls "black" anyone
with any "black" ancestor, however remote?That rule captures
the way many, perhaps most, Americans define "black," but it
must also evoke unease, since its Jim Crow origins and Niirnberg
~arallelsare palpable and odious. In any event, should that rule
override the elective-affinities principle?While many people
who fit the definition embrace it, not all do. Some pass for white.
Some people who call themselves Indian or Hispanic have black
ancestors. "Many first-generation black immigrants . . . distance
themselves from, subscribe to negativc stereotypes of, and believe
that, as ethnic immigrants, they are accorded a higher status than,
black Americans." Perhaps most significantly, interracial marriages
are multiplying, although they remain unusual between blacks and
whites. These marriages significantly produce children who are

More significantly for our purposes, a growing number of Americans explicitly call themselves biracial and
insist on their right to designate themselves that way. They passionately contend that they draw from multiple
heritages and are entitled to have all of them acknowledged.

W y -ever more likely -to regard themselves ar something
other fhan a member d either race simplidter.

shmt, even race can be k~elective amniq. As Moran notes,
People readily shift their identities in response to changing
policy, such as preferential treatment under dfirmative action
programs. . [Flrom 1950 to 1990, the Native American popdation in the United States gm over fivefold from 377,000 to 1.96
million.'' (Timothy I? Johnson et al., Dimemions oJSelfIdent$cation
Among Multimcial and Multiethnic Respondents in Survey Interviews, at
www.ce~us.gw/pmd/2/gen/96ar~/iiiajohn.p,
pg. 7.) More
sigdcmtly for our purposes, a growing number of Americans
explicitly call thanselves biracial and insist on their right to
designate themselves that way. They passionately contend that they
draw &om multiple heritages and are entitled to have all of them
acknowledged.This makes it yet more perilous to assign people
to races. It spedfically makes it hard to assignTimmy to a race,
for, while we have perhaps been asmming he is black, his mother
Gas white and his father was black. Indeed, in the'likely course
of things,Timmy would have lived only with his mother and thus
grown up in a white household.
In sum, it is harder to assign children a race than one might
think, and we might well flinch from deciding, for example, the
race of the child of a Jewish father and a mother who "is of black,
American Indian, and Irish heritage." But the problem is not just
assigning a race to the child; it is also attributing opinions to the
race. Who speaks for any race in the way representatives of Amish
communities speak for them?Amish communities are homogeneous and structured, and-theymaintain orthodoxy through
discip2ined resistance to the pluralizing influence of the world and
by splittmg into separate communities when divided by doctrinal
disputes. In contrast, blacks are an eighth of the American population, geographically dispersed, and socially and culturally heterogeneous.
Most sipficantly, polls indicate that a substantial majority
of black people oppose restrictions on transracial adoption.
For example, in 199 1 seventy-one percent of black Americans
supported transracial adoption. They may, for instance, feel that
their race's interem regardingTimmy would not be best served
by severing him from the only parents he ever knew, parents with
whom he flourished, and expelling him into a world of strangers.
Let me put the point differently. At a conference I once dted
the views on transracial adoption of one black academic. Another
black academic angrily insisted that the first was not a k a l " black

Id

..

and that hir apinions therefore hud to be ignored -even scorned
-in favor of her authentic views. Wue the gov-ent
to defer
to "the groupnin cho&g parents for Timmy it wodYhaveto
decide what position a agenuinelf' bLcL person would &. It is

-3

hardlv clear that races have ozthodoxies or thaB we should want
them to. In my event, no court is weu sr'&ted to ascertain ;my
J

race's athodoa); and since ascertaining orthodoxy inevitably
influences it, we should mt want a court to try.

-

The claims of the community
The task of the community (as it is represented by the govermment) is twofold: first, to nurture and mediate the claims of the
individd, the f d y , and the group; second, to cherish those
claims that promote the kind of society we aspire to.As to the
competing claims, I have argued that Timmy would have chosen
the Drunmonds; that though the Drumrnonds' legal position
is tenuous, since they began as contractual foster parents, they
are truly in loco parentis and ache to adoptTimmy; and that
government has no place to look for an authoritative statement
of how any race's interests would best be served. On this view,
the conAicting claims should be resolved by a decision for the
Drurnmonds.
This leaves us with the second issue:What rule for children
likeTimmy would best foster the society we want?To answer this
question, let us ask another:Why did transracial adoption, which
not long ago was blossoming, which seemed to succor the needs
of many black children and assuage the wants of many white
adults, wither when attacked? Reasons abound. Fbr example,
racial matclung fits adoption agencies' longstandmg pderence
for matdung of all kinds.And it fits the politics of diametrically
opposed groups.The NABSW's hostility to transracial adoption
eerily echoes the Jim Crow of the past and finds untoward allies in
the racism of the present. Who said: 'These unfortunate pls . . .
will have a much better opportunity to take their rightful place in
society if they are brought up among their own people"? And who
said: "We affirm the invioable [sic] position of black children in
black families where they belong physically, psychologically, and
culturally in order that they receive the total sense of themselves
and develop a sound projection of their future"?
In addition, a broader cultural development gives resonance
to criticisms of transracial adoption. Americans increasingly think
people cannot understand each other and thus are doorned to
be strangers one to another. Several versions of this view enjoy
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No one doubts that people differ, that we regularly surprise even ourselves and certainly each other.
But our mutual incomprehensibility is lethally exaggerated.
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Conclusion
I havc told two storics, both rcmarkable.Thc first is thc story
01' transracial acloption. Not long ago, it sccmed a modcst but
\vcll-fountlcd solution to thc nccds of minoritv children without
parcnts and thc wants of couples without childrcn. The evidence
that white parcnts must fail black children is hardly more than
bare assertion, while thc cvidencc that transracially adopted
childrcn grow up as happily as othcr adopted childrcn is substantial. Ccrtainlv such children are bettcr off than if left to the
mercies of fostcr care. A majority of black Americans opposes
bans of transracial adoption. And those bans (now tacit and even
illegal, but apparently still effective) are ever more anachronistic
in an era of mutiplying interracial marriage. And yet transracial
adoption is resisted.
The second remarkable story isTimmy Drummond's. I \trill tell
you what I kno\v of its end. In May 1976, during the litigation and
whenTimmy was about two and a half, the Department apparcntly tookTimmy from the Drummonds and placed him with a
couple of "mixed racial ancestry."This placement seems to have
failcd, and the last \lie hear is that Timmy \\.as eventuallv put in yet
another foster home with a "mixed race couple" \rho thought they
wanted to adopt him.
The parable of Robert and Mildred Drummond and their son
Timmy is the story of people who needed each other and \vho
came to love each other. They understood each othcr \\.ell enough
to live together as happily as is usually given to human beings. The
Drummonds andTimmys of this \vorld can be taught to regard
themselves as irrcdeemable strangcrs. They cannot afford to. More
broadly, it nced not takc the lessons of the last century, or of the
last year, to remind us of our nccd for each other or our capacity
for endlcss cnmitv. When I opcn thc copy of IlTh~,1IECan't liblt I
bought in high school, I find underlincd this closing passagc from
the "Letter from Birmingham Jail" v-it11 \vhich I \vill close today:
"Lct us all hopc that thc dark clouds of racial prejudice will
soon pass away and the dccp fog of n~isunderstandinglvill be lifted
from our fcar-drenched communities, and in some not too distant
tomorrow thc radiant stars of lovc and hrothcrhood \vill shinc
over our great nation lvith all their scintillating beauty."
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he subject I was asked t o think about with you today is raised

But that opens the positive things that are said about rats and

by a very large change in the focus of biomedical research. In

mice, as sentient beings in the world 6 t h us. Jokes aside, some of

are now over~rhelrninglyrats and mice, and, perl~apsbecause they

us may h o w of cases where a lab rat became a favorite and was
adopted as a pet by a member of the lab. Rats are pets in class-

are rats and mice, they are used in large numbers, numbers in

rooms around the country. I remember my surprise when I was

thousands and tens of thousands at some institutions.
Legal, ethical, and practical accommodation t o t h s fact o n

in the waiting room at the vet's and I picked up a copy of the Rat

the ground presents a host of questions. T l ~ e r eare questions of

Corner," the "Mouse of the M o n W (named "Moo"), the articles

the cost of care. There are questions of the training of veterinarians, principal investigators, and laboratory personnel. With mice

on upcoming shows and rat and mouse events.You can go to the

particularly, there are questions about the creation of conditions

adopted Skin in November 1998 right after my 40th birthday -a

in an animal that d o not yet exist, a future animal, by knockmg

~vonderfulbirthday present indeed! . . . Skin was a very cuddly rat
and loved to nestle in my arms or lay on my lap t o be petted. He

raw percentage terms, the animals involved in experimentation

out a gene and, as we say, "seeing what happens": new questions,
really, that move us a\vay from the traditional focus on the details
of how an investigator treats a living animal.
Then there are the central questions of weighng costs and
benefits, of justifi cation and the application of the three R's of
reduction, refinement, and replacement, where it is not dogs or
primates or marine mammals that are concerned, but rats and
mice -for many, tlie least on the scale of concern for animals.
Rats, mice, and birds have of course been recently exempted
from the Animal Welfare Act. But that may be viewed as making
the questions only that much more difficult, thrown back into the
boards, veterinarians,
laps of researchers themselves and 1-evie~v
laboratory assistants, and uni\~ersityand corporate administrators,
1~110
for

tlle moment can expect to have that much less outside
guldance or mandate in deciding what to do. And I t l i n k it is fair
to say that lying behind particular responses t o questions and resolutions of issues is a newly pressing, overarching problem, which
is how t o think about rats and mice, not a new problem at all, but
newly pressing.
Now I speak of the "least," and iny title is "The Least of the
Sentient Beings." But I am a lawyer, and I know that in this
audience and in general view there is something vertebrate and
warm-blooded that is beneath rats and mice. My colleague Mark
Gallanter at Wisconsin follo~vsthe relative popularity of lawyer
jokes, and has reported that the most popular lawyer jokes are lab
rat jokes, such as, Why have laboratories starting using la\vyers
instead of rats in experiments? One: There are more of t l i e n ~ .

and Mouse Gazette, with its departments and features, the "Medical

Web and read memorial testimonials: " S h was my favorite rat. I

was also very playfd and enjoyed w e s t h g with my hand."All this
makes m e t h d of the patron saint of Peru, and of the Dominican
Order in the southern United States, the 16th centwy St. Martin de
Porres, 12r110 doctored and healed slaves, Indians, andviceroys and
also established the first animal hospital. H e was known for his way
with inice, nihom he could persuade to disinfest a building o n l i s
proinise that he would feed them outside, w h c h he did. His picture
often has a niouse at his feet or in his hand. Indeed, a very distin,pished biopsycliologist, Barbara Smuts, came to a class of mine
last year to talk about her work with primates and dolphins and the
possibility of true mutual relationships between human beings and
these animals viewed as whole beings. A student asked whether she
thought a human being could have a true relatiorlship wtth a mouse.
She h a l l y ansniered,Yes, she thought that \<.as possible.
What then to consider, what t o look at, what contest t o be
ajvare of in thinlung responsibly about the future of experimentation o n these creatures? I would suggest four tlfilgs t o keep an eye
on.
First is that developments in experimentation o n huinans
parallel and are comlected with developments in esperimentation on animals. Aninlal experimentation is not isolated off m d
a field of activity unto itself.
Second is that tllere are developments in the science of
anin~alsbeyond the bionledical field, in other subdisciplines,
that will have an impact. Science advances on more than one
front.

T\vo:The lab assistants don't get attached to thein. And three:
There are some things a rat just ~57011'tdo.
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Third is that in the legal treatment of animals there are large
movements, general movements, which are not the outcome of
tactical battles between animal activists and research institutions, and which may affect, and properly so, the thinking of
responsible decision makers in research.
Fourth is that what we might call attitude is a critically
important focus in any regulation of experimentation, animal
as well as human.

HISTORICALA N D C O N T E M P O R A R Y PARALLELS \WTH

SENTIENT BEINGS'

or a mouse after reduction, refinement, and replacement have
been thoroughly explored, or genetic manipulation that produccs
sometlung of the same, may not be ours to inflict dcliberatcly.
We can imagine some point where no hopcs about the future
can justify present reality, and I want to s u g e s t , to those who
must decide, that thinking about substantive limits or the limit to
cost-benefit analysis is going on in consideration of cxpcriments
on children, the mentally ill, and others, and is there to bc both
drawn on and affected by in thinlung about animal experimentation.

H U M A N EXPERIMENTATION

As t o the first, research on humans, it is useful t o note the
hstorical work being done now, pointing t o an emergence of
concern about human experimentation from concern about
animal experimentation, rather than the other way around.
Comparing human and animal research, people working with
animals today frequently say that animals, unlike humans, cannot
qive o r \vithhold their consent, and that this in a way puts a
greater burden on animal researchers.
But official commission reports have increasingly revealed
that consent was not much involved in human experimentation
either, in the United States, up t o and after the Second World War.
Even today, the conceptual possibility of free and h l l y informed
consent in human experimentation does not produce a real gulf
between human and animal experimentation. A large part of
human experimentation still cannot be and is not justified by the
consent of the subject - experimentation on children, on the
retarded o r the mentally ill, in the military, on the very poor-The
dilemmas and decisions end up being thought about in much the
samc way as in animal experimentation, weighing costs, which are
deemed "ethical costs," against hopcd-for benefits, and aslung at
what point utilitarian thinking, justification of means by ends, of
suffering by some t o prevent suffering by many, comes up against
a substantive limit, where there are some things that are just not
done.
There is a category of experimental procedures that under the
Animal Welfare Act arc "unacceptable regardless of anticipated
results,'* t o quote onc research institution's exprcssion of it. Thc
statutc itself refers to the use of paralytics without anesthesia. I
think wc may find that at somc point true and exquisite pain o r
deep distress that rcmains as part of a stress experiment on a rat
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THE DEVELOPMENTS I N S C I E N C E O U T S l D E
T H E BIOMEDICAL FIELD

Second, in looking for guidance and context for thinlung
about the treatment of and the resources devoted to rats and
mice, I suggest it will be increasingly important to stay open to
and abreast of what is going on in the whole range of scientific
research on animals.

I have been surprised, for instance, to sce what scientists who
work closely with fish, not as a medium of experimentation but
as whole beings, say about common attitudes toward fish and
their degree and lund of sentience, really questioning our general
conception of fish. Oncologists, endocrinologists, and neuroscientists may need t o stay abreast of scientific work in fields they
might have thought distant from thcir own in method and even
presupposition.

I

~

1

I

I

~

Twenty or thirty years ago cognitive ethology was really just
1
I
beginning as a field and biopsychology would not have been found
in the university phonebook. Today the situation is quitc different.
One telling recent product, I think, is the fcderal CHIMP
(Chimpanzee Health Improvemcnt, Maintenance, and Protection)
Act of 2000, which rejcctcd euthanasia for chimpanzees no longcr
needed for research and set up a sanctuary for them where no
experimcntation can be done on them, they cannot be transferred
out, and (I quote) none can bc "subjected to euthanasia cxccpt
I
as in the best intcrcsts of the chimpanzec involved." Congress
adopted the majority report of a National Research Council study
commission which had noted "thc close similarities bctwccn chimpanzees and humans," a conclusion the legislative history pulled
out and repeated.

I

1

A large part of human experimentation still cannot be and is not justified by
the consent of the subject - experimentation on children, on the retarded,
the mentally ill, or prisoners, in the military, on the very poor.

Chimpanzees are not rats and mice, but much of scientific
nrork proceeds on the presupposition and even with the motivation of showing that there is no qualitative difference between
human beings and the rest of animate nature. Biomedical science

changes in the background as a whole that I think responsible

is judicious in selecting its systemic similarities between animal

decision makers th-oughout the biomedical research community

and human models. But the default position, which determines

can helpfully take into account. Some of them are what we call
common law developments, shifts in the way judges and juries

Government Principles: "Unless the contrary is established, investigators should consider that procedures that cause pain or distress

think about cases. Some of them are legislative and build o n main-

in human beings may cause pain or distress in other animals."

state and local level.
In t o r t law -the law of civil recovery for harm that is not
criminal o r contractual -measures of damages have changed

human beings together. An unfolding general question is going t o

property status t o quasi-property and even something sui generis in

be inevitably with us, whether to treat human research subjects
more like animals, or to treat animal research subjects more like

both the United States and Europe.
That trend can also be seen in the laxv of international trade,

humans - even animal research subjects we may presently rank

where recent WorldTrade Organization litigation is producing

lower than the primate, dog, and cat of yesteryear's research
focus.

a sense of animals as something other than the ordinary objects

I N THE LEGAL LANDSCAPE

The third point, the large and general movements in the legal

and animals are already beginning t o move from their traditional

of trade and commerce and therefore exempt from a purely
econon~icanalysis. Even in the staid law of wills and trusts, law
reform commissions as well as common law courts are moving t o
allow wills to be broken that require the desh-uction of animals,
and t o allow animals t o be the beneficiaries of trusts where only

treatment of animals, I can only mention. It is wise counsel, of
course, to stay consciously aware that we are almost never in

human beings could be before.

a position where "no law" applies t o animal experimentation.

tkink far afield, but really is not. Disputes over animals can move

In human experimentation people sometimes say tllat this or
that aspect remains to be regulated, and they forget the back-

from being disputes over property t o being disputes over custody,
and as in custodial arrangements for children, concern for the

ground, which is the ordinary law of assault, battery, mayhem,

animal as such enters legal consideration. These disparate devel-

and homicide including reckless and negligent homicide, that
applies to what any individual does to any other human being.

opments are mutually reinforcing, in that seeing an animal as an
independent being comes t o settle Inore deeply and co~nfortably

Similarly, the ordinary criminal laws of animal cruelty, animal

in the legal mind, so that a phrase such as that in the CHIMP Act,
"the best interests" of the individual animal involved, becomes

fighting, animal neglect, and so forth, now over a century old,
are the background to all aniinal experimentation. Charges have
been brought when
a mouse.

'

stream study commissions and ongoing law reform drafting at the

experimentation and the relevance of one t o the other, we should
not wonder that careful scientific observation draws animals and

THE BACKGROUND DE\IELOPAIENTS

1

But the legal context is wider than these specifics, and it is

the burden of proof, is reflected in Principle #4 of the U.S.

Going back to the first point, the parallels in human and animal

I

and wherever you find an exemption in the la\q it indicates where
the burden of justification lies.

- we

might say even when -the ailinla1 is

The same is t o be seen in the la.ir7 of divorce, which you might

legally meaningful.
But the no st important changes may be constitutional, not
giving animals "rights" but changing the way they are perceived

Cruelty t o animals has been n ~ o ~ i n
ingthe recent past fi-om
a ~nisdemeanorto a felony, n~hichis significant, and new la~vs

and ho\v they are weighed in cost-benefit thinhng, and fising the
values associated ~ v i t hthem somemihat beyond the vagaries of the

are mandating psychiatric treahnent for cl.uelty to animals. The

legislatiye process. Europe's constitution, theTreaty of Rome, was

latter, moving beyond the cri~ninalIan; has an obvious wider

amended six years ago to change the definition of animal from

significance. We live and work within an exemption from what

agricultural product or property t o "sentient being" - that is

otherwise ~ r o u l dapply, an exemption that is not always explicit;

the t e r m used -for

purposes of interpreting the whole range
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of European law. Just last summer Germany amended its constitution to allow courts to weigh the effect on animals against
constitutional rights including freedom of religion and freedom to
pursue scientific research. Last fall an agricultural provision was
added to the Florida constitution, quite specific, but with a quite
general constitutional preamble to it, "Inhumane treatment of
animals is a concern of Florida citizens."
These developments cannot fail to have an ultimate effect on
the treatment of the least of the sentient beings. Again, some
of these developments outside the world of science that are
pertinent to the world of science may be taken to be reflections of
what science itself has learned about animals.

THE REGULATORY F O C U S O N ATTITUDE
O n the fourth matter to which decision makers might be
attentive, I can be more definite. On the first three I can only
suggest: the relel-ance here of thinking about human experimentation, which is conceptually divided from thinking about
animals only by the questionable notion of free and informed
consent; the relevance of scientific work on animals outside the
subspecialities of biomedical research; the large developments in
the legal conceptualization of animate life that both reflect and
mold the conceptualizations of investigators who of course are
citizen participants in civic life themselves. But I can be more than
suggestive about the importance of attention to what, for want a
better word, we call attitude.
There is the matter of attitude toward regulation and the
requirements of regulation, such as it will turn out to be where
rats and mice are concerned.The just-past Director of the Federal
Office of Human Research Protections, Greg Koski, an anesthesiologist from the Harvard Medical School, traveled to a research
institution about once a week, saying "It's a great opportunity to
get a feel for the culture of the institution."Against skeptics who
argued that accreditation and self-assessments may merely lead
universities to do the "minimum necessary" to keep themselves off
the radar screen, Kosh argued that they will help research institutions switch, in his words, "from a culture of compliance to one of
conscience and responsibility."
It is a strong and moral word, conscience, and it assumes a
certain attitude toward the research subject. Indeed, the attitude
toward reLplatory requirement and oversight is hooked to attitude
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to\vard the research subject, and this is as true in animal research
as it is in human research.
I count myself very fortunate to have observed as a nonscientist what I think to be a culture of conscience and responsibility
among scientists reviewing each other's work, which is largely,
as anywhere, work on rats and mice. But as numbers rise and
questions of time, effort, budget, and training become more
pressing, a constant awareness of the attitude toward the research
subject that is being expressed, accepted, or fostered will act to
steady and protect those who have to make hard decisions.
What was it that led to the shutdown a few years ago of the
entire program of human experimentation at a great institution
like Duke? "The bottom line," as we are fond of saying when trying
to be hard-nosed and no-nonsense in getting on with a task, was
not that Duke failed to follow this or that procedure or violated
this or that rule.
The reason wasn't what they did. The reason for the shutdown
was the conclusion of the investigation that from top to bottom
there was an attitude of uncaringness and indifference. Again in
the history of experimentation on human beings, the more that
is revealed about what went on in the United States prior to
World War 11, the more troubling is the comparison with what
went on in Germany and was condemned at Nuremberg. German
scientists used as a defense American practice as they understood
it of experimentation on prisoners and children, and American
testimony at Nuremberg refuting them is now widely viewed as
perjury.
The best that contemporary historical researchers and
commentators can do, the real distinction in historical judLpent
of "US" and "them," rests now on the ultimate difference in attitude
toward the human research subjects used in the United States and
those used in Germany.
Of course, standard questions from animal use and care
committees that an investigator answers about his or her protocol
are designed to bring out, and the questions explicitly say they are
designed to bring out, the "ethical cost" of the experiment. The
I
ethical cost of the experiment is flaged and detailed not just so
the committee [members] can weigh it for themselves, but so that
1
the investigator will face it and weigh it.
I
But it is not an ethical cost and will not really be weighed
I
unless it is felt, inside, really, as a true cost. It will not be felt as a
1
true cost if the attitude toward the research subject is not one of
I

Charges have been brought when -we might say
even when -the animal is a mouse.

respect or even sympathy, some respect at least, some sympathy at

Research conducted with any other attitude toward the child,

least, which one cannot have at all for something viewed as mere

that the child is a physiological mechanism, a mobile metabolism,

tissue o r a mobile metabolism.

would not pass this final test.

I realize there is a contention in this, and that someone can

O n the animal side, we might say that there is no such implicit

say that how he or she views a rat or mouse is not anyone else's

limit, that anything can be done if the human benefit is great

business, and that the only question, the bottom line as it were, is

enough, any degree or land of suffering induced in a present

what is done or not done. But this is precisely what I would want

creature or a future creature genetically altered. "Ethical" means

not just to question but to deny.
Let m e illustrate from the regulation of experimentation on

weighmg cost and benefit and nothing more than that.
But consider the three R's, reduction, refinement, and replace-

children. This is a matter of considerable current comment in

ment, and whether the requirement of s o m e t h n g other than a

and out of courts because of recent insistence that drugs admin-

cold o r wholly objectified xiew of an animal research subject is

istered to c h l d r e n be tested o n children. Current c h l d research
regulations draw the traditional distinction between thera-

not really built into them. If there were no acute sense of ethical
cost, of tension that cannot be escaped, reduction, refinement,

peutic research and non-therapeutic research, non-therapeutic

t
make n o sense. There would be n o real
and r e ~ l a c e m e n would

meaning that the individual research subject does not receive a
benefit from it -the general situation in animal research. For

motivation to achieve them.
Consider also that there is something substantive, not just

such non-therapeutic research on children, increasing levels of

procedural, in the universal requirement that the investigator be

risk, or what we here would call ethical cost, are spelled out
risk, a minor increase over minimal risk, more than

- minimal

a minor increase over minimal risk - and cost-benefit analysis
is specified. But subjecting a child t o a considerable risk, a "more
than minor increase over minimal risk" that has no upper h i t , is
not ruled out if the general gain is large enough. Instead, there are

a ''qualified investigator."A chemist's attitude o r conception of the
materials with which he works may not go t o his qualifications he may have a lively and romantic vision of the chemical world or
a bleak and sad one, o r one that has n o affect t o it at all. But where
the materials being ~ v o r k e dmlth are animals, an investigator's
conception of an animal as a living and feeling being may go t o his

increasing procedural protections, layers of approval, leading up

qualifications. This is no new; observation; research administra-

to decision by the Secretary of Health and Human Services.
We ask in animal research whether there is any substantive

tors I h o w , wd~oare as solicitous for research as any, are sensitive
t o this connection between attitude and qualhcations, and it is

limit on what can be done t o an animal by chemical or physical

implicit I think in standard training programs.

intervention or by genetic manipulation to produce a condition,
if the hope for human benefit is great enough. The same general

O n e of the very great pioneers in physiolog, Claude Bernard
in France, is well known for lds attitude toward the living subjects

question can be asked in research on children: Are there things

of his experimental work. "Life," he said, "is nothing but a word

that you just do not do? In the case of c h l d r e n , Ivhen the
Secretary [of Health and Human Services] has finished a period

that means ignorance," and he wrote of the ideal physiologist:

of public comment and consultation \vith a special review board,

"He is a man of science, absorbed by the scientific idea which
he pursues. H e n o longer hears the cry of animals, he no longer

see that the standard the regulation provides and the finding the

sees the blood that flows, he sees only his idea and perceives
only organisms concealing problems which he intends t o solve."

secretary must rnake is this, that the particular research will be

Historically tlds was just at the beginning of the m o d e r n Western

conducted "in accordance with sound ethical principles."
This is the regulatory standard for risky research on a non-

controversy over the actual treatment of living things in the
pursuit of knowledge and general good, and we can certainly ask,

cotlsenting h u n ~ a nbeing who receives no benefit from it. If this

n o ~ va century later, whether for all his genius and all the good

and looks for substantive guidance in making a decision, you will

final test is not to be simply empty, and I don't think it was meant

l ~ did,
e this great figure would be qualified today to engage in

to be empty, the limit it produces is the linlit that arises fi-om

research even o n rats and n i c e .

a livc scnse of respect and sympathy for the research subject.
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I suppose we should end by acknonrledging again that the
animals that are becoming our principal research subjects are
vermin to many or most, other than a saint like St. Martin de
Porres or children in classrooms or the relative few who seek out
a companion relation with them. Outside the laboratory mice and
rats are hunted and poisoned, are inconvenient and threatening.
But we should remember that lovely deer are too, and sea lions
or whales that eat fish. Other human beings are competitors or
threats also. Human beings are neglected, abused, and indeed
sacrificed for the greater good. But that has never changed one's
owrn responsibility for what one does oneself. Rats and mice may
live lives of terror and violence outside the laboratory, but that
again does not take away one's own responsibility. A field mouse
looking up at you in a field, not moving because she is beside her
pups, is no less a presence because she may be pounced upon by a
fox the moment you move on.
If unprovoked you lifted your boot and crushed the field mouse
under foot I think you later might have doubts about your own
humanitv. These creatures arc within the fold of human concern.
I know they are now for distinguished and effective scientists, and
I hope not just for these creatures' sake that they will continue to
be within the fold of concern in the future.

J
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